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strategy

developm ent contexts have yet to be widely covered in the academ ic literature. In
particular, there are two m ajor gaps: first, a lack of conceptual links between sociotechnical decision analysis and strategy development processes, and, second, a limited
num ber o f approaches that assess em pirically the process effectiveness of decision
analyses. This PhD research contributes to filling these gaps.

The first part of this study analyses the contribution of socio-technical decision
analysis to the effective development of strategies. I introduce a sim plified taxonomy of
strategy developm ent that classifies socio-technical decision analysis as contributing both
to enhanced inform ation exchange ('socio' side) and im proved inform ation processing
(technical side).

The second part of the study assesses the effect of socio-technical decision
analysis. I develop two measures to test the process effectiveness as well as the group
alignm ent effects of the approach. An application to six case studies shows that sociotechnical decision analysis is perceived as consistently m ore effective than existing
decision

processes on

eight 'socio ', technical

and

result-oriented

dimensions.

In

addition, it has helped to create group alignm ent. The study also indicates that a group
of relatively inexperienced decision analysts can apply socio-technical decision analysis
successfully. The em pirical

studies,

however,

revealed

several weaknesses in the

approach, in particular on the inform ation exchange side.

The third part of the study addresses these weaknesses by introducing 'Strategy
C onferencing'. The approach aims to enhance the effectiveness of socio-technical
decision analysis in strategy development contexts by adding outside expertise to the
process-based socio-technical decision analysis.
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1. Introduction
It is not the method which aids effective decision making - it is the personality of the analyst which
really matters.
Interview partner for this PhD thesis

Following my Master's degree in Decision Science at the London School of
Economics, I was considering doing a PhD in Decision Science. A discussion with a
G erm an professor of Psychology on the applicability and usefulness of decision analysis
finally convinced me to pursue the research presented in this PhD thesis. As indicated in
the quote above, this professor held the view that the success of a decision analysis
mostly rests on the charismatic abilities of the analyst and not on the method itself. This
assertion was one of my initial inspirations fo r em barking on this PhD research.
In order to test whether - contrary to the view m entioned above - inexperienced
decision analysts can apply socio-technical decision analysis (STDA) successfully in
strategy development processes, several colleagues and I created the applied research
project MARA 2 0 0 6 . Backed by the em pirical data generated through this research, the
fundam ental objective of this thesis is to create some new theoretical insights and
frameworks in order to advance conceptually socio-technical decision analysis. In the
follow ing sections, I briefly outline the position of this research, together with the
research objectives and the specific contributions to the research questions posed by
each chapter.

1.1. The Position of this PhD Research
As displayed in Figure 1.1, this PhD research is located at the intersection between
the areas of decision analysjs, strategic m anagem ent and organisational development.
In the area of decision analysis, a variety of approaches to help organisations make
better decisions exist. These include, fo r example, probability m odelling with Bayesian
networks, scenario analyses, risk m odelling with simulations, decision trees o r influence
diagram s (Clemen, 1 9 9 6; G oodw in and W right, 2 0 0 4 ; von W interfeldt and Edwards,
1986) and negotiation m odelling (Schilling, M ulford et al., 2 0 0 6 ; Raiffa, Richardson et
al., 20 0 2 ). W ithin the area of decision analysis, this PhD thesis focuses on sociotechnical decision analysis, as developed at the London School of Economics. As
outlined in C hapter 3, this approach

combines group decision processes in the
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framework of decision conferences with the m odelling of multiple objectives (Phillips,
1 984; Phillips, 1989; Phillips, 1989; Phillips, 2 0 0 6 ; Phillips and Bana e Costa, 2007).
This work thereby focuses on applying STDA in strategic contexts. A particular
emphasis lies on the potential contribution of STDA to strategy development processes.
In order to develop a clear research focus, I lim it the concept of 'strategy development'
in this work to the generation of strategic insights through the (model-based) analysis of
resource allocation decisions. STDA can sen/e - as argued in this thesis - as one way to
improve the effectiveness of existing strategy development processes. This focus on
effectiveness studies links to the third area relevant to this research - organisational
development (OD). O D researchers and practitioners usually concentrate on planned
organisational change related to im proving organisational effectiveness (FagensonEland, Ensher et al., 2 0 0 4 ; Worley and Feyerherm, 2003).

Focus of This PhD Thesis: Effective Strategy Development Using STDA

Figure 1.1 - Localisation of this PhD Research at the Interface of Decision Analysis, Strategic Management and
Organisational Development

1.2. The Research O bjectives
The three interfaces, depicted in Figure 1.1, lead to the fundam ental objective of
this research: to analyse and improve socio-technical decision analysis in strategy
development contexts. This PhD thesis thereby aims to make the follow ing three
contributions to the existing body of knowledge:
First, this research starts with the question of whether STDA can be linked
conceptually to strategy development processes. A variety of very different and yet-to-be-

12
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consolidated

perspectives on

strategy development exist in the field

of strategic

m anagem ent (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand et al., 1 9 9 8 ; M intzberg, Ahlstrand et al., 2 0 0 5 ).
Taking a descriptive stand, this work identifies the specific contributions o f STDA to
effective strategy development processes. In order to do this, I introduce a sim plified
taxonom y of strategy development modes and link each of these modes to STDA. Taking
a prescriptive view, subsequently, this research introduces the concept of 'Strategy
C onferencing' in order to increase the effectiveness of STDA in strategy developm ent
contexts.
Second, this work aims to develop an approach to em pirically evaluate the
effectiveness of STDA. Researchers have argued that STDA is perceived as m ore effective
than ordinary meetings (Chun, 1992) and leads to better alignm ent of groups of
decision makers to a joint way forward (Phillips, 2 0 0 6 ; Phillips and Bana e Costa,
2007). For both claims, however, a comprehensive em pirical basis has yet to be
established. The study of Chun (1992), fo r example, did not include a com parison
between STDA, existing decision processes and optim al states of decision processes.
Using a socio-technical effectiveness fram ework, this PhD research aims to address this
shortcom ing

by developing a new way of measuring

perceived decision

process

effectiveness. In a second empirical study, this work measures the group alignm ent
effects of STDA, as described by Phillips (2006). To my knowledge, there has not yet
been an attem pt to em pirically analyse STDA induced alignm ent. This study therefore
contributes to close this gap.
Finally, as a 'm eta to pic', this work aims to test the assertion that the charisma and
expertise of the analysts is a prerequisite fo r the successful application of socio-technical
decision analysis. The applied research project MARA 2 0 0 6 served as a research
fram ework in which groups of inexperienced analysts -

mostly students and young

professionals - applied socio-technical decision analysis, as developed at the London
School o f Economics. MARA 2 0 0 6 consisted of six com parable case studies, which
provided a suitable setting in which to analyse whether inexperienced analysts can
effectively apply STDA.

1.3. Outline of the Thesis
Figure 1.2 displays the details of the contributions and contents of each chapter,
as well as the m acro structure of this thesis. W hilst C hapter 2 and Chapter 3 serve to lay
-13-
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the conceptual g roundw o rk in the area o f strategy developm ent processes and STDA,
Chapters 4 to 6 constitute the em pirical part of this research. The analysis o f the
effectiveness, strengths and weaknesses of STDA in these chapters serves as a basis fo r
developing the concept o f 'Strategy C onferencing' in order to enhance the effectiveness
of STDA in strategy developm ent contexts (Chapter 7).

PhD Research - Chapter Overview
Chapter 1: Overview
Chapter 2: Background on Strategy
Development
• Concept of strategy
■ A simplified taxonomy of strategy development
processes
■ Socio-technical effectiveness framework

Chapter 3: Socio-technical Decision
Analysis and Effective Strategy Making
■ Elements & objectives of STDA
■ STDA in the socio-technical effectiveness
framework
■ STDA and strategy development modes
■ Integrated effectiveness model
■ Research hypotheses

m

Chapter 7: Strategy Conferencing

• Reflection on the weaknesses of STDA
■ Conceptual development of STDA in strategic
contexts

Empirical Part
Chapter 8: Conclusion

O

Literature-based/Conceptual Part

Figure 1.2 - PhD Research Overview

Follow ing the introduction, C hapter 2 gives a brief overview o f the historical and
recently developed concepts o f strategy. The focus of this chapter is in particular on
different strategy developm ent processes in organisations. As research in this area
continues to be rather lim ited, I develop a sim plified taxonom y o f strategy developm ent

-
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processes. A new socio-technical effectiveness fram ework serves to evaluate these five
strategy development modes.
C hapter 3 focuses on the development of a sim plified taxonom y of strategy
development modes to

classify STDA. This

part o f the

research

introduces the

characteristics of STDA in relation to an inform ation exchange dim ension ('socio') and
an inform ation process dimension ('technical' side). This chapter also draws a link to
existing effectiveness models and studies and offers an integrative model fo r effective
decision m aking with STDA in strategy development contexts. Based on the conceptual
groundwork of this m odel, I subsequently introduce the research hypotheses of this work.
C hapter 4 describes the research m ethodologies of this research. The chapter
serves to introduce a new instrument - based on expert interviews - to evaluate decision
effectiveness in strategy development contexts. In addition, it outlines the details of the
MARA research fram ework, as well as the five research elements of this thesis. These
include: ex-ante and ex-post interviews to generate and test the decision effectiveness
dimensions, the survey-based effectiveness study, the alignm ent study and the six case
studies, created within the fram ework of MARA 2 0 0 6 .
C hapter 5 outlines the details of the six MARA 2 0 0 6 case studies. The cases
include the development of an HR strategy in the context of D em ographic Change, a
recruiting channels optim isation, a prioritisation of investments in railway stations, an
appraisal o f research directions, a portfolio-based analysis of research strategies, as well
as a prioritisation o f infrastructure funding proposals. This chapter presents the context of
each case, the models developed and the results.
C hapter 6 outlines the em pirical study results carried out within the fram ework of
the six MARA case studies. I describe and analyse the results of the decision process
effectiveness study, which aim ed to compare how the decision makers perceived the
effectiveness o f STDA with

existing strategy developm ent

modes

in

the

partner

organisations. In addition, this chapter serves to outline the results of an alignm ent study,
designed to test the degree to which STDA creates the alignm ent of preferences of
groups fo r options under consideration.
O ne result o f these analyses was the lack of data quality, external expertise and
'de-biasing' mechanisms of groupthink tendencies in the STDA process. Addressing
these shortcomings, I outline in C hapter 7 a new approach to integrate the problem specific

expertise

of

decision

makers,

the

-1 5 -
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consultants

and

the

m ethodological

expertise

of

decision

analysts

('Strategy

C onferencing'). The new approach aims to take up the call from practitioners to include
more outside expertise in the process and the call from strategy researchers to put
greater emphasis on the com m unication-oriented 'socio ' side in strategy development.
C hapter 8 concludes this PhD research by outlining
research,

in

particular

in

the

area

of

effective

group

possibilities fo r further
decision

processes

and

consequence-related sim ulation studies. In addition, I refer back to the meta topic o f this
PhD research -

whether relatively inexperienced junior analysts can apply STDA

successfully.
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2. Background on Strategy
"Cheshire C a t/' she began... "Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?
That depends a good deal on where you want to get to," said the Cat. "I don't much care
where
said Alice. "Then it doesn't matter which way you walk," said the Cat.
so long as I
get somewhere," Alice added as an explanation. "Oh, you're sure to do that," said the Cat, "if
you only walk long enough."
Lewis Carroll, Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

Strategy - as indicated by the dialogue above - is often a search fo r direction. The
process of this search in organisations constitutes the core of this chapter. Researchers
and practitioners, striving to conceptualise 'strategy' and the corresponding processes,
have been discussing the topic for centuries. Yet the concept remains a disputed, m ulti
faceted topic. The objective of this chapter is to shed light on some of these discussions
and to lay the conceptual groundw ork fo r the part of the PhD research at the interface
between decision analysis and strategic management.
The chapter starts with a brief introduction to the concept of 'strategy' as well as to
the area of strategic management. The second part focuses on strategy development
processes. Based on the existing literature in this area, I develop a simplified taxonom y
to

classify

strategy

development

modes.

Subsequently,

a

new

socio-technical

effectiveness framework serves to classify these modes based on an inform ation
processing and an inform ation
taxonomy

of

strategy

exchange dimension.

developm ent

modes

and

the

In particular, the sim plified
socio-technical

effectiveness

framework serve, in later chapters, to develop a link between strategy development and
socio-technical decision analysis.

2.1. 'Strategy': An Introduction
The number of interpretations of 'strategy' has been grow ing exponentially over the
last few decades. The suggested concepts, however, remain at times ambiguous for
practitioners and academics alike. Practitioners often use the term as a synonym for
'expensive' o r 'im po rta nt' (Kay, 2 0 0 5 ). Academ ic textbooks on strategic management,
on the other hand, usually define strategy as 'fop m anagem ent's plans to attain
outcomes consistent with the organisation's mission and g o a ls' (W right, Pringle et al.,
1992; p.3) or 'a set o f m anagerial decisions and actions that determines the long-run
performance o f a corporation.' (Wheelen and Hunger, 2 0 0 6 ; p .6).
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This thesis will not offer such easy interpretations. Following recent scientific
(Pettigrew, Thomas et a l., 2 0 0 2 ; Mintzberg, Ahlstrand et al., 1998) and non-scientific
(Mintzberg, Ahlstrand et a l., 2 00 5) integration attempts, this research will shed light on
the concept of strategy from a decision analytic perspective. Besides the contribution to
conceptually linking strategy m aking and socio-technical decision analysis in C hapter 3,
this introduction serves to clarify the term 'strategic decision m aking' as used in this
thesis.
Wheelen and H unger (2006), fo r example, suggest that a decision is strategic,
when it is rare, commits substantial resources ('consequential') and sets precedents for
sm aller decisions ('directive'). Besides the resource intensity and the long-term focus,
Pearce and Robinson (2003) add as criteria the involvem ent of top m anagement, as well
as m ulti-functional or multi-business consequences. As a substantial am ount of decision
analyses is conducted w ithout constant top level involvement and as these classifications
are not particularly helpful fo r strategic decisions in the public sector, Phillips (2006)
defines strategic decisions as prim arily concerned with what an organisation can do, and
why, to achieve its objectives. O perational decisions, on the other hand, relate to how
the objectives should be achieved and by when.
My own classification includes a continuum of several dimensions. As outlined in
Figure 2.1 , a strategic decision can, first, be characterised by a high degree of 'context
complexity'. A high num ber of relevant decision variables have to be taken into account,
many of which are difficult to identify and incorporate a high rate of change (Jacques,
1 998). Content complexity also includes a high degree of 'fuzziness' when defining the
fram e for the strategic decision problem at hand. Second, strategic topics tend to be
clouded by uncertainty. Risks connected to the consequences of actions are of particular
relevance in strategic contexts. A strategic issue, third, usually affects a variety of internal
a n d /o r external stakeholders, which can influence or are affected by the decision
('stakeholder com plexity'). Fourth, strategic decisions usually have a high financial
im pact or substantially influence the overall goals of the stakeholders. These high im pact
decisions usually lead to a com m itm ent of resources which is irreversible o r only
reversible at high costs. Finally, the time span within which the consequence of the
strategic decision occurs, is usually long.
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Decisions

I

-

.............

more strategic
Context
Complexity

high

Uncertainty

;high

Stakeholder
Complexity

imany

more operational
"

I

Impact

large

Consequence
Time Span

long

Figure 2.1 - Classification of Strategic vs. Operational Decisions

A decision analysis on the choice of a tritium supply technology fo r nuclear
weapons (von W interfeldt, 20 07) serves to illustrate this classification. The tritium supply
decision, first, included a high context complexity - 54 options had to be evaluated on
23 objectives. Second, the uncertainty connected to the analysis of the consequences of
these options was considerable - production cycles of the technologies, fo r example,
had to be simulated over 40 years. Third, a variety of stakeholders was involved: the US
Department o f Energy, the US Departm ent of Defence, the US Congress, public interest
groups and private suppliers o f tritium facilities. Fourth, the im pact of the decision was
high as the stakeholders saw the lack of tritium supplies as a threat to national security
and the decision involved the investment of billions of dollars. Finally, the tim e span
when analysing the consequences of, fo r example, the production and disposal of
radioactive

waste,

was

of

several

hundred

years.

Strategic

issues

with

sim ilar

characteristics also occur in the private sector. They include, fo r example, M &A target
selection, strategic investment prioritisation and R&D portfolio optim isation.
Due to the tim e intensity of decision analyses, successful applications usually focus
on

these

m ore

strategic

decisions

in

the

private

and

public

sector with

high

organisational a n d /o r analytical complexity, as described, fo r example, by Matheson
(2005). The projects outlined in C hapter 5 are also more focused on the strategic rather
than the operational decisions, according to the definition displayed in Figure 2.1 .
After this conceptual classification of strategy, the follow ing section outlines a brief
historical perspective on the developm ent of the area of strategic management.
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2 .2 . Development of the Field of Strategic M anagem ent
The area of strategic m anagem ent can be traced back historically to ancient
military writers (Bracker, 1980). The follow ing sections outline these early historical roots
as well as the m odern developm ent of the area.

Historical Roots
The Chinese general, Sun Tzu (2002), was one of the first to extensively discuss the
concept o f strategy. Aroung 3 0 0 B.C. he recom m ended the development o f military
strategies based on environm ental conditions: '..the m ethod o f em ploying the military:
when fen to one, surround them. When five to one, attack them. When two to one, do
battle with them. W hen matched, then divide them... When inadequate, then avoid
them .' (Sun Tzu, 2 0 0 2 , p .1 0 /1 1 ). Von Clausewitz (2005), on the other hand, stressed
the influence o f chance and probability on success on the battlefield by analysing
'frictions'. According to von Clausewitz, we should relate strategy m aking to flexible
principles in order to be able to react quickly to sudden changes in the environm ent.
Modern authors later referred to this flexible concept of strategy development as
'evolutionary', 'em ergent' o r 'generative' (Burgelman, 1 9 9 6 ; Hart, 1 9 9 2 ; G rant, 2003).
The G reek philosopher, Socrates, was one of the first to transfer the concept of
strategy from the m ilitary to the business context. He defined strategy as the use of one's
resources to reach objectives, which can apply as much to a general on the battlefield as
a businessman on the market (Bracker, 1980). Von N eum ann and Morgenstern (1944),
as two m ore m odern writers, interpreted strategy as a com plete plan for every move in a
formalised

gam e.

The

increased

volatility

of

environments

and

the

speed

of

technological developments follow ing the Second W orld W ar, laid the groundw ork for
continued and intensified-research into strategy (von Pierer and M irow , 2 0 0 4 ; M irow ,
2004). Taking the concept beyond the form alised perspective of von Neum ann and
Morgenstern, authors such as Selznick (1957), C handler (1962) and Ansoff (1965)
established the field o f strategic m anagem ent in the early 1960s. The different lines of
development in this area are the focal point o f the follow ing section.
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Development o f Strategic M anagem ent - Overview
Strategic

management

has traditionally

focused

on

business concepts that

influence firms' performance (Hoskisson, Hitt et al., 1999). Whilst this has not changed
over the last forty years, the focus of research and the methodologies of the field have.
Hoskisson, Hitt et al. (1 999) compared these shifts to the swing of a pendulum between
analyses of firm s' internal resources and external analyses of the specific industries in
which they are competing. Whereas the first contributions to the field were primarily
concerned with the analysis of internal competitive resources (Ansoff, 1965; Selznick,
1957), at the end of the 1970s and 1980s, economists shifted the focus of the field
towards the external environment of the firm (Bowman, Singh et al., 2002). Michael
Porter's (1980) industry analysis represents the most influential contribution to this
change in focus. W ith the introduction of the resource-based view in the late 1980s and
1990s (Barney, 1991; Wernefelt, 1984), the pendulum swung back towards an analysis
of firm s' internal resources. Table 2.1 gives an overview of the different research focuses
in the area of strategic management over the last four decades.

Inside Focus: Early
Contributions
' .
Research Focus
I
• .
Time

M

•

. 1

Inside Focus: Resource-based
Views
"

I 1970s and 1980s
! Schendel and Hofer
(1979)
Henderson (1979)
Schoeffler, Buzzell et
al. (1974)
Porter (1980; 1985)
Econometric analysis,
databases and surveys

1990s
Wernefelt, (1984)
Dierickx and Cool (1989)
Barney (1991)
Prahalad and Hamel (1990)
Hamel and Prahalad (1994)

-

Focus on firms' internal
strengths and
weaknesses
Late 1950s and 1960s

Outside Focus:
Economics-based
Views
Focus on firms'
external environment

i

Inside focus on tangible and
intangible resources of the firm

Case-based and smaller sample
methods, limited surveys of firms

Table 2.1 - Research Focuses in the Field of Strategic Management Over the last five Decades (from Hoskisson,
Hitt et al., 1999; Pettigrew, Thomas et al., 2 0 0 2; Bowman, Singh et al., 2002)

Inside Focus: Early Contributions
At the end of the 1950s and the early 1960s, authors such as Selznick (1957),
Andrews (Learned, Christensen et al., 1 9 6 5 /1 9 6 9 ), Chandler (1962) set up the field of
strategic management. These 'field researchers' (Bowman, Singh et al., 2002) provided
cases, histories and planning systems for strategy-related issues from

a top-level

management perspective. Mintzberg (1998) classified theses approaches to strategy
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developm ent as "design school'. This school of thought placed special emphasis on the
appraisal o f external threats and opportunities, as well as internal strengths and
weaknesses. Based on these analyses, the authors recom m ended a structured evaluation
o f different strategies to be able to finally choose the best one.
In contrast to
researchers,

Ansoff

this

'business

(1965)

outlined

policy' view
a

more

developm ent (Pettigrew, Thomas et al.,

2002).

of the

Harvard

planning-oriented
This 'pla nning

Business School
view

of

strategy

school' approach

(Mintzberg, Ahlstrand et al., 1998) views the process of strategy developm ent as a
consciously

controlled

process o f form al

planning,

supported

by checklists

and

techniques. The steps usually included definitions of objectives, internal and external
audits and an evaluation o f strategic alternatives. A ckoff (1983) summarised the theory
of this school of thought as 'predict and prepare'.
The principal goal o f these early contributions was to im part knowledge to
practitioners, rather than enhance scientific knowledge (Hoskisson, Hitt et a l., 1999).
The authors therefore lim ited their research m ethodologies to single o r com parative indepth case studies of firms or industries in o rder to identify 'best practices'.

O utside Focus: Industrial O rganisation Economics
In contrast to the case-based methods, Schendel and Hofer (1979) introduced a
more analytical and econom ics-based view on strategy m aking in the 1970's. Instead of
identifying 'best practices', they emphasised the quantitative analysis of firm s' strategic
issues and the industrial environment, such as entry barriers, economies of scale and
scope, investment choices and industry concentration (Bowman, Singh et al., 2 0 0 2 ;
Pettigrew, Thomas et al., 2002).
M ichael Porter (1980), who introduced the concept of 'industry analysis', is one of
the most prom inent members of this line of research. The central paradigm o f his
concept is the dependence o f a firm 's profit on its position in the industry in which it is
com peting (Porter, 1981). The analysis o f the structure of an industry is therefore the
focal point o f Porter's Five Forces M odel (Porter, 1980, 1985, 1995). The five forces
that influence a firm 's profitability include: the threat of new entrants, the threat of
substitute products, the bargaining

power of suppliers, the bargaining

pow er of

customers and the intensity o f rivalry am ong com peting firms. Based on the analysis of
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these forces, Porter

(1985)

advocates the selection o f generic strategies suchas cost

leadership, differentiation or focus, according to a firm 's position in a specific industry.
The developm ent o f market positioning tools such as the G row th/Share Matrix of
The Boston Consulting G roup, Shell's Directional Policy Matrix, the General Electric
Matrix or the A.D .
approaches in the

Little M atrix supported the breakthrough of positioning
1970s

and 1980s (for reviews, see Dibb,

school

Simkin et al., 2 0 0 6 ;

Wheelen and Hunger, 2 0 0 6 ; Bowman, Singh et al., 2 0 0 2 o r W ind and M ahajan,
1981). Most of these approaches advocate to make strategy recom m endations based
on

the

competitiveness

of

the

firm 's

products/services

and

the

related

market

opportunities. Mintzberg et al. (1998) classified these market positioning tools under the
umbrella, 'Positioning School' - the selection of a generic position in the market, based
on analytical assessments.

Inside Focus: Resource-based Views
W hilst the 'Positioning School' analyses industry structures o r external competitive
dynamics,

the

resource-based

view

switched

the

focus

to

firm s'

resources

as

determinants of com petitive advantages (Pettigrew, Thomas et al., 2 0 0 2 ; Wernefelt,
1984). W e can trace the origins of this approach to earlier works, such as Penrose's
(1959) 'collection of productive resources' and Selznick's (1957) 'distinct com petencies'.
The resource-based view thereby analyses com petitive advantage as a function of the
tangible and intangible assets of firms (Hoskisson, Hitt et al., 1999). Barney (1991)
classifies these assets as physical capital resources (plant, equipm ent o r geographical
location), human capital resources (such as training, experience, staff judgment) o r
organisational capital

resources (such as reporting structure, controlling

and co 

ordination systems). Strategically im portant resources are thereby those that enable a
firm to exploit opportunities o r neutralise threats in the external environment. In addition,
they should be rare and difficult fo r com petitors to im itate and to substitute (Barney,
1991).
Closely related to the resource-based view is the concept of core competencies
and the knowledge-based view. Prahalad and Hamel (1990) view core competencies as
a m ajor source of com petitive advantage fo r a firm . They provide access to a variety of
markets, contribute significantly to the perceived customer benefits of the end-product
and are difficult to im itate (Hamel and Prahalad, 1994). Viewing the resource-based
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approach from another angle, authors such as Kogut and Zander (1992) and Nonaka
(1988) focused on the acquisition, m aintenance and utilisation o f the knowledge of a
firm. According to this 'know ledge-based theory', a firm is not only a bundle of tangible
resources, but consists of tacit knowledge and processes fo r knowledge creation (Conner
and Prahalad, 1996).

O ther Approaches
The early contributions to the field from the Harvard Business School, the Industrial
O rganisation Economics and the resource-based approaches, reviewed above, capture
several of the most im portant developments in the field of strategic m anagem ent over
the last few decades. As the conceptual part of this PhD research concentrates on the
interface between strategic m anagem ent and decision analysis, this review does not deal
with developments from the area of strategic m anagem ent which are less relevant to this
work. These include organisational econom ics approaches based on transaction costs
(Williamson, 1985), agency theory (Eisenhardt, 1 9 8 9 ; Fama,

1980), game theory

applications to strategy (Dixit and Balebuff, 1991) as well as corporate perform ance
optimisation tools, such as the balanced scorecard (for reviews, see Wheelen and
Hunger, 2 0 0 6 ; Pearce and Robinson, 2 00 3) o r other strategy-related concepts, such as
the scenario analysis (Schoemaker, 1993).
Most of the approaches to strategy m aking

reviewed above, view strategy

development as a rational, intended and purposeful thought process (Pettigrew, Thomas
et al., 2002). Henry Mintzberg

brought a new perspective to the field. He interpreted

strategy as a semi-conscious process, rather than rationally intended thinking (Mintzberg,
Raisinghanim et al., 1 9 7 6 ; Mintzerg, 1973). His recent work 'Strategy Safari' (Mintzberg,
Ahlstrand et a l., 1998) gives a comprehensive overview of several strategy development
'schools' with a focus on the process o f strategy development. The next section follows
this line of analysis, consisting o f a review of the most im portant strategy development
processes.
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2 .3 . Strategy Development Processes
As this PhD research focuses on effective decision processes, in this section, I will
identify several shortcomings of the existing strategy development concepts and suggest
a simplified taxonom y of how strategies are developed in organisations.

Existing Strategy Development Classifications
The most prom inent controversy relating to the nature o f strategy making processes
is led by those who view strategy as a planned and rational process and those who
emphasise emergent and flexible learning approaches to strategy development (Brews
and Hunt,

1999). Ansoff, as one of the representatives of the planning school,

advocates form al planning both in stable and volatile market environments (Ansoff,
1991). Mintzberg (19 94 ; 1994 ; 1991), prom oting the 'Learning School' of strategy
development, favours emergent strategy m aking, especially in uncertain market settings.
Using field observations (e.g. Mintzberg, 1973) o r exploratory factor analyses (e.g.
Bailey, Johnson et al., 2 0 0 0 or Hart and Banbury, 1994), researchers extended the
dichotom y between rational vs. emergent strategy making in the last decade to an array
of different strategy development classifications.
These classifications, however, are partially artificial. As outlined above, Mintzberg
et al. (1998) divide 'ra tio n a l' strategy development into three 'schools': The 'Design
School' (strategy development as a planned perspective), the 'Planning School' ( strategy
making

as

a

stepwise

planned

process)

and

the

'Positioning

School'

(strategy

development as a selection of generic strategies based on industry environment). All
three schools seem to overlap substantially. In addition, the integration of top-level
com m and perspectives and visionary strategy making in an 'Entrepreneurial School'
contradicts earlier em pirical work where these dimensions appear separately (Bailey,
Johnson et al., 2 0 0 0 ; Hart and Banbury, 1 994).
Some confusion

also exists between a classification dimension for strategy

development processes and strategy development modes themselves. W hilst modes or
frameworks provide methods for developing strategies within organisations, we can use
classification

dimensions

to

analyse

these

modes.

Rational

or

political

strategy

development are, fo r example, modes which can serve to evaluate dimensions, such as
'degree o f form al inform ation processing'.
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Addressing these criticisms, the next section introduces a sim plified taxonomy for
strategy development modes, which I later use to classify socio-technical decision
analysis.

A Simplified Taxonomy for Strategy Development Modes
Although researchers have been classifying strategy development modes since at
least the early 19 8 0 's, a consensus on taxonomies does not yet exist. The ten strategy
development schools of Mintzberg et al. (1998) represent a recent consolidation in this
area, however, as mentioned above, the approach has some drawbacks and is to o wide
to be applicable to this research. A higher level o f conceptualisation to resolve some
overlaps and 'lab ellin g confusion' is therefore necessary. Some of the most im portant
studies

in

the

area

of

strategy

development

processes

over

the

last decades

(Hutzschenreuter and Kleindienst, 2 0 0 6 ; C ollier, Fishwick et al., 2 0 0 4 ; Bailey, Johnson
et al., 2 0 0 0 ; Mintzberg, Ahlstrand et al., 1 9 9 8 ; Hart and Banbury, 1 9 9 4 ; Hart, 1992;
Nonaka,

1 9 8 8 ; Ansoff,

1987;

M intzberg,

1 9 87;

Shrivastava

and

G rant,

1985;

Mintzberg and Waters, 1 9 8 5 ; Chaffee, 1 9 8 5 ; Bourgeois and Brodwin, 1984) can be
consolidated using the sim plified taxonomy, as displayed in Table 2.2. The system
categorises strategy development processes in rational, adaptive, com m and-based,
visionary and political modes.
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A Simplified Taxonomy of Strategy Development Modes
Rational

Commandbased

Adaptive
. ...

. ■. .

Political

References

Strategy
making as
structured
analysis based
on thorough
information
processing

Strategy
making as
flexible
learning
process

Strategy
making as
controlled
process from
the top

Strategy
making as
perspective
setting based
on culturally
shared core
values

Bourgeois and
Brodwin (1984)

Change,
Collaborative

Crescive

Commander

Cultural

■.

Chattee (1985)

Strategy
making as
bargaining
and
persuasion
based mutual
adjustment

(em pow ering
subordinates)

Linear

Adaptive

Planned

Process

Imposed
Entre
preneurial

Shrivastava and
Grant (1985)

Systematic
bureaucracy

Adaptive
planning

Managerial
autocracy

Ansoff (1987)

Systematic

Reactive
Ad-hoc

Interpretative

Ideological

Consensus

Political
expediency
Organic
(internal
bargaining)

Mintzberg (1987)

Plan, Position

Nonaka (1988)

Pattern

Perspective

Deductive

Inductive

Ploy

Compressive
(m iddle
m anag ers
transfer vision
into action)

Hart (1992)
Hart and Banbury
(1994)

Rational

Generative

Command

Symbolic

Transactive

(vision a n d

(internal

mission

processes a n d

related)

m utual
adjustm ent)

Mintzberg et al.
(1998)

Design &
Planning &
Positioning
School

Learning
School

Entrepreneuri
al School

Cultural
School

Power School

Bailey et af. (2000)

Planning

Incremental

Command

Cultural

Political

Rational/
Planning

Adaptable/
Incremental

Command

Culture

Internal politics

d ° e o b 4 f w,cke'

Rationalmechanistic

Cognitive

Upperechelon

Organic

Middlemanagement/
Micro
perspective

Table 2 .2 - Five Strategy Development Dimensions with Corresponding References (Cell entries are the original
labels from the references mentioned)
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Rational Strategy Development
In this mode, strategy m aking is characterised by a high level of form al inform ation
processing. Formal analyses, such as portfolio, scenario o r SW OT analysis, as well as
industry and competitive analyses, serve in this mode to aid strategy form ulation (Porter,
1 9 8 0 ; Bowman, Singh et a l., 2 0 0 2 ). This process is usually institutionalised through
form al strategic planning systems (Hart, 1992). Top level managers usually m onitor the
activities o f organisational members, who are held accountable fo r their perform ance,
benchm arked against the plan (Hart, 1992).
There is a broad consensus on the existence of a rational approach to strategy
development. Ansoff (1987) calls the approach 'system atic', Mintzberg and Waters
(1985) 'p la n n e d ', Hart (1992) 'ra tio n a l', Bailey et al (2000) 'p la n n e d ' and 'ratio nalm echanistic' (Hutzschenreuter and Kleindienst, 2006). M intzberg (1998) classified, as
reviewed above, rational approaches to strategy developm ent as 'Planning School'
(Ansoff,

1965),

'Design

School'

(Selznick,

1957,

Learned,

Christensen

et

al.,

1965/1 9 6 9 ; Chandler, 1 962) and 'Positioning School' approaches, such as M ichael
Porter's (1980) industry analysis.
Researchers, however, have challenged the assumption of rational planning. W ork
on bounded rationality (Simon, 1 9 5 7 ; M arch and Simon, 1958), heuristics and biases in
human judgm ent (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974), and the im pact of environmental
influences on strategy developm ent (Dutton, Fahey et al., 1983) in particular, prepared
the ground fo r alternative views on strategy development.

Adaptive Strategy Development
Adaptive strategy developm ent models regard strategy making as an incremental
process (W ooldridge and Floyd, 1989), based on trial and error approaches. As a
reaction to increased speed in technological developments and faster com m unication,
shorter strategic planning cycles in organisations have emerged over the last few
decades (M irow, 2005). This development might be one core driver for the occurrence
of

more

adaptive

strategy development processes, which

rests on

at least two

assumptions. First, decision makers have limited inform ation processing capacities.
These capacities can, fo r example, be 'boundedly rational' (Simon, 1957) or 'biased'
(Tversky and Kahneman, 1974). Second, strategy developm ent occurs in a piecemeal
way through a sequence of com parisons between alternative courses o f action and the
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status qu o - either as 'm ud d lin g through' w ithout top-level guidance (Lindblom, 1959)
o r as logical 'increm entalism ' with top level direction (Q uinn, 1980). This incremental
strategy

development

m ode

can

manifest

itself

in

iterative

and

small

resource

commitm ents (Burgelman, 1 9 8 3 ; Burgelman, 1983). Strategy thereby emerges through
initiatives by members of the organisation (Hart, 1 9 9 2 ; M intzberg, 1 9 7 8 ; Cyert and
M arch,

1963). This evolutionary approach

to strategy development is especially

favourable in complex and volatile environments, when self-organisation might lead to
better results than top-dow n direction (Grant, 2 0 0 3 ; Pascale, 1 9 9 9 ; Burgelman, 1996).
Although a variety o f researchers acknowledge the existence of an adaptive
strategy development approach, a broad range of classifications exist: 'reactive' (Ansoff,
1987), 'unconnected' (Mintzberg and Waters,

1985), 'inductive' (Nonaka,

1988),

'generative' (Hart, 1992), 'le a rn in g ' (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand et al., 1998), 'increm ental'
(Bailey, Johnson
'cognitive'

et al., 2 0 0 0 ),

(Hutzschenreuter and

'a d a p ta b le '

(Collier,

Kleindienst, 2 0 0 6 ).

Fishwick et al., 2004)
The term,

'adaptive

and

strategy

developm ent' in the sim plified taxonomy, aims to integrate these classifications under the
um brella 'strategy m aking as a flexible, learning process'.

C om m and-based Strategy Development
W hen those at the top o f an organisation form ulate strategy and issue it to the rest
of the organisation, strategy development is performed in a com m and mode. In this case
a strong individual leader o r small m anagem ent team exercises control over the
organisation (Hart, 1992). Strategy is, according to this perspective, connected to
persons - semi-conscious and rooted in the experience and intuition of the leaders
(Mintzberg, Ahlstrand et al., 1998). In this mode, top managem ent can be viewed as
commanders, and organisational members as 'soldiers', who execute the strategy
form ulated at the top (Mintzberg and Waters, 1 9 85; Bourgeois and Brodwin, 1984).
Strategy developm ent in a strict top-dow n m ode is in particular com m on in re-structuring
situations, where high involvem ent of stakeholders w ould slow down necessary change
significantly.
W hilst, as described above (Bourgeois and Brodwin, 1 9 8 4 ; Hart, 1 9 9 2 ; Bailey,
Johnson et al., 2 0 0 0 , Hutzschenreuter and Kleindienst, 2 0 0 6 ), some earlier researchers
form ulated a com m and mode of strategy development, Mintzberg (1998) mixed the
com m and

and

visionary approach.

In

his 'Entrepreneurial
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perspective com bines both visionary and com mand-based aspects. This connection
leads to several disadvantages when classifying strategy development, as outlined in
section 2 .3 . The sim plified taxonom y of strategy development modes therefore separates
the com m and and the visionary strategy development process.

Visionary Strategy Development
In contrast to the com m and mode, in this mode, strategy development is not
related to the experience and intuition of specific individuals, but to a shared belief and
a resulting collective vision fo r all actors in an organisation (Mintzberg and Waters,
1985). This is connected to the long-term creation of an organisation's strategic intent
(Hamel and Prahalad, 1989), which influences the culture o f an organisation. In
visionary strategy development,

shared

values

help to

guide

the actions

of all

organisational members towards a com m on goal (Hart, 1992). The role o f the top
m anagem ent is to m otivate, inspire and coach (Weick, 1987; Hart, 1992).
Several authors describe visionary strategy development as 'cu ltu ra l' (Bourgeois
and Brodwin, 1 9 8 4 ; Bailey, Johnson et al., 2 0 0 0 ; C ollier, Fishwick et al., 2004),
'perspective' (Mintzberg, 1987), 'sym bolic' (Hart, 1992) or 'o rg a n ic' (Hutzschenreuter
and Kleindienst, 200 6). M intzberg's (1998) 'C ultural School', with strategy development
as social interaction based on beliefs and understandings, is partly related to the
visionary perspective. In the simplified taxonomy, presented in this thesis, visionary
strategy developm ent is summarised as 'culturally influenced perspective setting'. The
vision may have emerged from a leader who has left the organisation (Mintzberg and
Waters, 1982), but it is - in contrast to the com m and mode - no longer connected to
specific individuals o r organisational roles.

Political Strategy Development
The political strategy development m ode views strategy development as bargaining
and

persuasion-based

organisations

use

mutual

negotiations

adjustment.
and

In

this

m icro-politics

m ode,
for

stakeholders

(usually

within

non-transparent)

inform ation exchanges to create majorities for certain courses of actions. This view is
thereby connected with a social constructivist view, where actors subjectively interpret
reality, rather than accept it as objective (Watzlawick, 1984). Power, politics, bargaining
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and confrontation are present in all organisations, however they are usually difficult to
analyse

(Mintzberg, Ahlstrand et al.,

1998).

In this strategy development mode,

stakeholders resolve their differences via (non-transparent) negotiation, bargaining and
com prom ise (Bailey, Johnson et al., 200 0). These groups compete fo r resources and use
the control of inform ation fo r political advantage. Mintzberg (1989), fo r example,
classified these political games as authority resistance, sponsorship games, alliance and
power base building.
Researchers describe

political strategy development as 'p o litical expediency'

(Shrivastava and G rant, 1985), 'p lo y ' (Mintzberg, 1987), 'internal politics' (Collier,
Fishwick et al., 2 0 0 4 ), 'p o litic a l' (Bailey, Johnson et al., 2000) o r based on a middle
m anagem ent and a m icro perspective (Hutzschenreuter and Kleindienst, 2006). Hart's
(1992)

'transactive'

m ode

as strategy driven

by internal

processes and

mutual

adjustment, is also related to this concept.

Rational,

adaptive,

com m and-based, visionary and the

political

mode,

are

descriptions o f possible strategy development processes. W hilst this kind of classification
can be interesting fo r research purposes, the evaluation of the effectiveness of different
strategy developm ent processes is usually more relevant fo r practical purposes. The next
section therefore focuses on the effectiveness of strategy developm ent processes.

2 .4 . Dimensions of Effective Strategy Development
To further simplify the taxonomy, outlined above, I develop in the follow ing section
a two dim ensional space to position the five reviewed strategy development modes. Two
areas of the literature served to develop this fram ework:

inform ation

processing

research, which relates to .a technical dim ension, and literature on involvement in
decision processes fo r the classification of strategy developm ent processes on a socio
dimension.

The Technical Dimension
O ne

essential

determ inant

of

effective

strategy

development

processes,

is

'technical' inform ation processing. Recent research established a positive association
between the use of form al planning systems and firm performance (Hutzschenreuter and
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Kleindienst, 2 0 0 6 ; Andersen, 20 00 ). This positive relation is, in particular, salient in
unstable and turbulent market environments (Priem, Rasheed et a l., 1 9 9 5 ; M iller and
C ardinal, 1994), it is m oderated by planning duration (Brews and Hunt, 1999) and
should not be focused solely on financial issues and budgets in order to be effective
(C apon, Farley et al., 1994). O ld e r studies view form al planning as most suitable in
stable rather than unstable environments (Fredrickson and laquinto, 1 9 8 9 ; Fredrickson,
1984).
The degree of form al inform ation processing in strategy development can serve to
classify strategy developm ent modes.

It is related to the degree o f 'procedural

rationality', defined as the collection of relevant inform ation and thorough inform ation
analysis (Dean and Sharfman, 1 9 9 3 ; Dean and Sharfmann, 1996). A higher procedural
rationality

thereby

reflects

a

higher

possibility

of

summarising

and

categorising

inform ation, as well as of considering further alternatives (Barra and Shardab, 1997).
The technical dimension combines both the em pirical ('data-driven') and rational ('clear
thought') perspective o f M cC artt and Rohrbaugh (1989). The degree of form al analysis
can thereby be categorised on a b i-po lar continuum

between form al/explicit and

info rm a l/im p licit strategy development processes.
A highly form al and explicit strategy development approach includes the use of
form al quantitative methods, institutionalised, for example, through form al strategic
planning

processes (Hart,

1992).

On

the other end of the continuum , strategy

developm ent occurs in an inform al way. 'In fo rm a l' refers to all approaches where form al
and structured inform ation processing are less relevant. This includes, in particular,
'm ud dling through' approaches (Lindblom, 1959), 'lo g ica l increm entalism ' (Q uinn,
1980), flexible/em ergent strategy development and power-based strategy development
approaches, as described by Mintzberg et al. (1998).
C o llie r (2004) links rational decision m aking, outlined above, with involvement:
'Observers have also found that involving a broader range o f organisational members
makes strategic decision making more ratio nal.' (p.69). It is, however, difficult to
im agine that more involvement always leads to more rational strategy development.
Participatory strategic decision m aking can lead to less radical decisions, which do not
always have to be more rational, especially when companies have to re-structure. This is
why involvement and the degree of participation is conceptualised in a separate second
dimension.
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The Social Dimension
W hilst the technical dim ension relates to the question o f how inform ation is
processed, the second dim ension mirrors the question o f who is involved in the process.
M ore involvem ent in strategic decisions thereby usually lead to superior strategies
(W ooldridge and Floyd, 1990) and im proved im plem entation com m itm ent (Korsgaard,
Schweiger et al., 1995), which in turn can result in higher organisational performance
(Floyd and W o old ridg e, 1997). C ollier et al. (2004) attribute enhanced searching for
m ore

alternatives

and

m ore

diverse

inform ation

as

reasons

fo r

the

increased

perform ance through involvement. This accounts in particular fo r the involvement of
m iddle m anagem ent (Dutton, Ashford et al., 1997; Floyd and W ooldridge, 1 9 97; Floyd
and W o old rid ge , 1 9 9 2 ; W oold ridg e and Floyd, 1990) and the enabling of dissent
rather than consent (Dooley and Fryxell, 1999). In addition to diverse inform ation input,
participation can also lead to the better alignm ent of organisational members through
shared

strategic

understanding

(W ooldridge

and

Floyd,

1989)

and

a

greater

com m itm ent to a jo int way forw ard (Phillips and Bana e Costa, 2007). Due to a limited
am ount

of

em pirical

studies,

the

link

between

involvement

and

organisational

perform ance is less solid than the relationship between form al planning and firm
perform ance, as described above.
The em pirical evidence is, however, sufficient to evaluate the effectiveness of
strategic decision processes on the am ount and diversity of inform ation considered. The
'so cio ' dim ension to measure the effectiveness of strategic decision m aking can therefore
be located on a continuum

between heterogeneous inform ation input by multiple

stakeholders o r more hom ogeneous inform ation input by autocratic and top level driven
decision m aking.

Classification of Strategy Development Modes within the Socio-technical Effectiveness
Framework
The degree o f form al inform ation

processing (technical dimension) and the

diversity of inform ation input ('socio' dimension) now serve to position the different
strategy developm ent modes within the socio-technical effectiveness fram ework. As the
fram ew ork's character is of a conceptual rather than em pirical nature, the positions of
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the different strategy development modes in the graph below have to be interpreted as
relative to each other.

Technical dimension
(Degree of formal
information processing)
How is information
processed?
Formal/
Explicit
Rational
mode

Command i
mode
Homogeneous \
information -4 input

Visionbased
mode

Socio dimension
(Degree of diversity

1

Heterogeneous

information)

information input gy w hom is
information
processed?
Political
mode

Adaptive
mode

Informal/
Implicit

Figure 2.2 - The Socio-technical Effectiveness Framework for Strategy Development Modes

Figure 2.2 displays the five strategy development modes with their approximate
positions

within

the

socio-technical

effectiveness

framework.

Adaptive

strategy

development according to the different definitions of Mintzberg and Waters (1985), Hart
(1992), Bailey et al. (2000), C ollier et al. (2004) or Mintzberg et al. (1998) is located in
the right quadrant. In this mode strategy development focuses on the broad involvement
of organisational members, a high degree of heterogeneous inform ation input is the
consequence. Adaptive strategy development advocates, on the other hand, less formal
('evolutionary') strategy making over form al planning (Grant, 2 0 0 3 ; Pascale, 1999;
Burgelman, 1996) and is therefore located in the lower quadrant.
Politics-driven strategy making also stresses a more informal style of decision
making. We can conceptualise this bargaining and persuasion-based mode as almost as
informal or im plicit as the generative mode. However, as power and hierarchy - used in
a non-transparent way - play a crucial role in this mode (Mintzberg, 1989), a multiple
stakeholder approach is less likely. A more homogeneous inform ation input limited to
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political stakeholders is the result. The politics-driven m ode can, therefore, be located
somewhat to the left o f the adaptive mode.
Depending on the culture of the organisation, visionary strategy m aking relies to a
greater extent on explicit form al decision processes than, fo r example, the adaptive
mode. As the organisation has to com m unicate and further develop a joint vision, one
can conceptualise visionary strategy making with som ewhat more form al elements than
generative and adaptive decision making. As a limited num ber of people consciously
form ulate the vision, the approach involves less stakeholders in the decisions than the
adaptive mode. Visionary strategy making therefore results in a m ore heterogeneous
inform ation input than the political strategy development.
The com m and m ode is, according to this fram ework, the most hom ogenous one.
As strategy m aking in this m ode is connected to the experience and intuition of
individuals (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand et al., 1998), the com m and m ode is located on the
extreme left side of the 'so cio ' dimension, as displayed in Figure 2 .2 . As a strong
individual leader o r small m anagem ent team exercises control over the organisation
(Hart, 1 992), explicit form al strategy development processes to connect bottom -up and
top-dow n expertise are less likely than in the rational mode.
The rational m ode with an emphasis on planning and form al 'systematic' (Ansoff,
1987) strategy developm ent can be positioned on the top o f the technical dimension.
The degree o f involvem ent on the socio-dim ension m ight vary depending on the culture
of the organisation. However, as a form al planning system usually includes both topdown and bottom up elements, it is can be located between the com m and and the
adaptive mode on the 'socio ' dimension.

Conclusion
Approaches to conceptualise 'strategy' are numerous and often am biguous.
Researchers

and

practitioners

have

disputed

the topic

extensively.

In

particular,

M intzberg's (1998) ten strategy schools provide an integrative perspective on the area of
strategy development. As the classification is too broad fo r this research, this chapter
served to contribute to the consolidation of the strategy developm ent literature by
establishing a sim plified taxonomy of five strategy developm ent modes. The rational,
adaptive, visionary, com m and-based and the political strategy developm ent m ode can
be classified according to the extent to which they foster inform ation exchange ('socio'
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side) and to which they enhance form al inform ation processing (technical side). This
adaptive socio-technical effectiveness fram ework is therefore another core result o f this
chapter.
Both -

the strategy development modes and the socio-technical effectiveness

fram ework - serve in the follow ing chapter to create a conceptual link between sociotechnical decision analysis and the area of strategy development. As shown in the next
chapter, socio-technical decision analysis incorporates a rational, an adaptive, a
visionary, a com m and-based and a political perspective. All elements are necessary to
effectively contribute to strategy making using socio-technical decision analysis.

Chapter 3 — Socio-technical Decision Analysis
and Effective Strategy M aking
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3. Socio-technical Decision Analysis and Effective Strategy M aking
The limited issues suppress the limitless ones.
MARA Interview Partner

Theorising about strategy making is often easier than actually doing

it.

In

organisations, when m ulti-stakeholder decisions have to be addressed, uncertainty
resolved

and

political

agendas considered, the

urgency of sm aller 'o p e ra tio n a l'

problems often severely limits m anagerial attention fo r the analysis of strategic issues.
Socio-technical decision analysis, as discussed in this chapter, can direct appropriate
attention to strategic issues. The objective of this chapter is to develop a link between the
characteristics of socio-technical decision analysis (STDA) and its im pact in strategy
development contexts.
The chapter starts with a description of the core elements of socio-technical
decision analysis -

com m unication enhancing decision conferencing and technical

m odelling. Second, it uses the five strategy development modes, developed in Chapter
2, to outline specific characteristics of STDA when applied to strategic decisions.
C hanging the perspective from a descriptive to a prescriptive one, this chapter, third,
serves to review existing effectiveness studies and to develop a model of how to
effectively develop strategies using socLo-technical decision analysis. Building on this
analysis I, finally, outline the research hypotheses of this PhD thesis.

3 .1 . Core Elements of Socio-technical Decision Analysis
The objectives o f socio-technical decision analyses are tw ofold. Applied to an
organisation's strategic decision, the approach aims to integrate a variety of relevant
views of key stakeholders in the decision process ('socio' side). The fundam ental
objective is to help the group to become committed to a joint way forward (Phillips,
2006). O n the technical side, the STDA process provides an explicit and form al way to
process a large am ount of inform ation, especially in decision situations where options
are numerous (Rao and Jarvenpaa, 1991). O ne fundam ental objective on the technical
side is a reduction in complexity in com plicated decision situations. Both sides are
explained in more detail in the follow ing sections.
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Decision Conferencing as the 'S ocio' Element of STDA
At the end of the 1970s, Decision and Designs Ltd developed the decision
conference approach by 'accidentally' organising a meeting with a large am ount of key
decision makers, who explored the strategic issues facing their company (Phillips and
Bana e Costa, 2007). Since these early experiments, on-the-spot modelling using
im partial facilitator-guidance is one of the key features of decision conferencing (Phillips,
2006). Facilitators thereby act as process consultants, contributing to process rather than
to content (Schein, 1999). Further elements include the attendance of key players and
interactive as well as iterative group processes (Phillips, 2 0 0 6 ; Rohrbaugh, 1992). The
objectives of a decision conference are to create a shared understanding of the issues at
stake, to develop a sense of common purpose and to gain com m itm ent to a joint way
forward, while preserving individual paths (Phillips, 2006). Figure 3.1 gives a schematic
explanation of the decision conferencing process.

Awareness
of Issues

Key
Players

Compare: Gut cs Model

Discuss
Issues

Prepare
-objectives
-participants
-calling note

Build
Model
Explore
results

Shared Understanding

Commitment

Action

Figure 3.1 - The Decision Conference Process (from Phillips, 2 0 0 6 , p. 10)

Recent applications of decision conferences include long-term

environmental

planning in Ffungary (Vari and Rohrbaugh, 1996), tender evaluation in the public sector
(Bana e Costa, Correia et al., 2002), water resource planning in South Africa (Stewart,
2003), the evaluation of flood control measures (Bana e Costa, Da Silva et al., 2004),
the form ulation of a recommendation to manage nuclear waste in the UK (Phillips,
2006) and the six MARA case studies outlined in this PhD research. For a more detailed
review of applications, see Phillips (2006) or Rohrbaugh (1992).
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Decision Modelling as the 'Technical' Element of STDA
Socio-technical

decision

analysis,

as

developed

at the

London

School

of

Economics, com m only relies on m ulti-attribute utility models (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976)
to tackle problems with m ultiple and conflicting objectives. According to Phillips and
Bana e Costa (2007), this is an ubiquitous problem structure in the public (Bana e
Costa, 2001) and the non-profit sectors (Q uaddus, Atkinson et al., 1992), and typical of
many problems in the private sector (Collins and Porras, 1996). The approach is based
on the standard additive value model Vi = ^ w /v,y / with vtj representing the value
j
associated with the consequence of option i on criterion j, and Wj representing the
weight assigned to criterion j. The total value score fo r one option can be calculated as
the sum of the weighted scores on the individual criteria.
Adding complexity to strategic decisions, decision makers often face a variety of
decision options, 'silo-th inking' of individual organisational units and multiple intraorganisational stakeholders (Phillips and Bana e Costa, 2 0 0 7 ). In these situations,
decision models provide valuable help in order to efficiently process inform ation
(Quaddus, Atkinson e ta l., 1 9 92 ; Rao and Jarvenpaa, 1991).
The decision model is part of a group decision support system (GDSS). DeSanctis
and G allupe (1987) classify decision conferencing as Level 2 GDSS because of its
extensive use of com puter m odelling. GDSS of this type should, according to Phillips
(1 989), be problem focused in order to help participants deal with the issues of concern,
processing-oriented in order to aid the thinking of the group rather than contributing to
content, transparent in order to create reliable results, theoretically sound and flexible, as
well as adaptable to the group's needs. The system should aid decision makers to
consider trade-offs, preferences and risk attitudes, thereby providing a more rational
language with which to discuss the strategic issues at stake. Examples of decision models
are described in the fram ework of the MARA 2 0 0 6 cases in C hapter 5.
The decision models outlined above are neither normative, descriptive nor strictly
prescriptive. The model does not indicate an ideal state (normative), it does not describe
actual behaviour (descriptive), nor does it explicitly tell a group what to do (prescriptive).
Instead, we can view the decision analyses as guidance fo r m ore effective decision
making,

with

the

model

results

indicating

deterministically prescribing it.
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Phillips (1 98 4; 1982) calls these kind of 'just-enough' models, 'requisite': 'A
m odel is requisite if its form and content are sufficient to solve the problem. Put
differently, everything required to solve the problem is represented in the m odel o r can
be simulated by it. A requisite m odel is a sim plified version o f a shared social reality.'
(Phillips, 1984, p.35). The approach can therefore be clearly distinguished from more
technical models developed by the Stanford School of Decision Analysis (Bond, 1999).
Phillips (2006), Phillips and Bana e Costa (2007) and Phillips (1 9 8 9 ; 1 9 8 9 ; 1984,
1982) provide more detailed explanations o f the socio-technical approach.

3 .2 . Five Elements of Socio-technical Decision Analysis
in Strategy Development Contexts
As outlined in C hapter 2, we can classify strategy development modes according
to the degree of form al inform ation processing (technical dimension) and the degree of
diversity of inform ation processed (socio dimension). Socio-technical decision analysis
aims to increase both the degree of form al inform ation processing through the use of
decision models, as well as the inclusion of m ultiple stakeholder perspectives in the
strategy making process. Figure 3 .2 displays the position of a strategy development
mode (solely) based on STDA in com parison to the other modes. The arrows in Figure
3.2 reflect the potential im pact o f STDA elements in strategy development processes
towards greater inform ation exchange and better inform ation processing.
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Incorporating STDA in Strategy Development Processes Enhances
Information Exchange and Information Processing
Technical dimension
(Degree of formal
information processing)
How is information
processed?
Formal/
Explicit

C

Rational '"""■s.
mode

Command
mode
Homogeneous
information •<*
input

Socio dimension

Visionbased
mode

(Degree of diversity
Heterogeneous

of information)

information input By whom is
information
processed?
Political \
mode
ode j

A d a p tiv e

Informal/
Implicit

Figure 3.2 - The Socio-technical Effectiveness Framework including STDA-based Strategy Development

STDA itself incorporates elements from each of the five strategy development
modes, mentioned in the socio-technical effectiveness framework above. First, the
decision model reflects the rational inform ation processing perspective. Second, STDA
can lead to intra-case, across-case as well as a process-oriented learning, constituting
the adaptive element. The structured elicitation of objectives and the creation of creative
alternatives, thirdly, is the vision-based part of the process. The fact that STDA facilitates
group alignment, enabling group leaders to move a group in the same direction,
incorporates the command perspective. Finally, the negotiations and the information
exchange on weights and scores constitute the political perspective. I describe these
elements in the following sections in more detail.

The Rational Element
The first decision making paradigms in economics and decision theory viewed the
essence of rational decision making as maximising subjective expected utility (Bell and
Raiffa, 1 988; von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1 944). In the last few decades, however,
-
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several researchers have pointed to the shortcomings of rationality as a maximisation
task paradigm . They established the bounded rationality m odel, which includes concepts
such as satisficing and aspiration levels (Dean and Sharfman, 1 9 9 3 ; Cyert and M arch,
1 9 63; M arch and Simon, 1 9 5 8 ; Simon, 1955). Psychologists have analysed biases and
systematic deviations from the rational decision model (Baron, 2 0 0 0 ; Tversky and
Kahneman, 1974) and behavioural economists have tried to increase the psychological
foundations of econom ic analysis (Camerer and Loewenstein, 20 0 4 ). In field settings,
however, it is usually very difficult to determine whether an organisation behaves
consistently with the predictions of the SEU model (Dean and Sharfman,

1993).

Researchers, therefore, usually focus on researching procedural rationality, defined as
'the extent to which the decision process involves the collection o f inform ation relevant to
the decision, and the reliance upon analysis o f this inform ation in making the choice'
(Dean and Sharfman, 1993 , p. 589).
STDA focuses on im proving procedural rationality. A ccording to Clemen and Kwit
(2001) and Clem en (2006), decision analysis provides tools fo r analysing and fram ing
decisions, helping to overcome bounded rationality. In particular, through decom posing
decision problems into smaller units, for example by using multiple criteria rather than
scoring decision alternatives holistically, the approach helps to reduce complexity in
strategic decisions. O n the 'socio' side, an increase in effective inform ation processing
also occurs through the structured involvement of relevant key stakeholders, facilitating a
more interactive inform ation exchange com plem enting corporate strategic planning
routines.

The Adaptive (Learning) Element
In his 'Learning School', Mintzberg (1998) viewed strategy m aking as an emergent
process, based on acting to stimulate thinking retrospectively. According to his view,
strategy making '...m ust above all fake the form o f a process o f learning over time, in
which, at the lim it, form ulation and im plem entation become indistinguishable' (Mintzberg,
Ahlstrand et al., 1998, p. 208).
STDA provides a way to 'try out the future' by using a decision m odel. In
particular, three ways of learning can occur through the STDA process: intra-case
learning, across-case learning

and

process-oriented

learning.

First, the intra-case

learning occurs during the application of STDA when a group builds and explores a
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model. The iterative m odelling approach aids the generation of new insights into the
problem at stake. In strategy contexts, the resulting strategic insights from the m odelling
process can be fed back into the follow ing year's strategic planning cycle (Schilling and
Schulze-Cleven, 2 0 0 7 ). In this context, one can view STDA as a strategic 'reflection
device' to facilitate strategy relevant meetings.
Second, an organisation can learn over tim e by applying STDA for several years.
Phillips and Bana e Costa (2007), fo r example, report the case o f Allergan Inc., a
pharm aceutical com pany, which reviewed its portfolio of R&D projects using STDA over
eight subsequent years. Year after year, the com pany learned to use STDA more
efficiently, allocating resources closer to the overall optim um (across-case learning).
The third type of learning, process-oriented, refers to 'd o u b le -lo o p learning'.
According to Argyris and Schon (1978) do uble -lo op learning '...occurs when an error is
detected and corrected in ways that involve the m odification o f an organisation's
underlying norms, policies and objectives.' (p.3). Sim ilar to double -lo op learning, using
STDA, an organisation can learn how to im prove the quality of strategic decision
processes in the long run. These decision process innovations occurred during the MARA
projects 'Recruiting Channels' and 'D em ographic C hange', outlined in C hapter 5.
According to the feedback of the project sponsor, the STDA applications revealed
inefficiencies in their current resource allocation processes, which they fixed based on the
MARA analyses.

The Vision-based Element
The vision-based perspective on strategy development focuses on shared beliefs
and values resulting in a collective vision fo r all actors in an organisation (Mintzberg and
Waters, 1985). These values, however, often only exist im plicitly in an organisation.
Often they are not reflected on organisational charts o r in official documents (Jacques,
1998). O n e objective of STDA is to elicit and construct these values explicitly with the
decision makers in order to develop tangible objectives on which decisions can be
based.
In this context, Keeney (1992) advocates, as one of the first stages of a decision
analysis, the thorough analysis of values and objectives. Decision makers should,
according to this approach, separate the fundam ental values from m ediating 'm ean
values' in order to construct a consistent objectives hierarchy. They can subsequently use
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these objectives

networks to

creatively construct

new alternatives,

based on the

underlying values (for example, see Keeney and M cDaniels, 1 9 9 9 ; Keeney, M cDaniels et
a l., 1 9 9 5 ; Keeney and M cD aniels, 1992). An integrative part o f STDA is therefore
related to the analysis of conflicting values and objectives. In the MARA case study fo r
the Berlin Senate G overnm ent Departm ent fo r Economics, described in Chapter 5, we
extensively applied

value-focused

thinking

to

construct

a

network

of

conflicting

objectives.

The Command-based Element
From a com m and-based perspective, strategy m aking is connected to the intuition,
judgm ent, wisdom and experience of an individual leader o r a small group o f top level
decision makers (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand et al., 1998). STDA can enhance com m andbased strategic decision m aking from two angles.
First, STDA can help leaders make better inform ed strategic decisions building on
the expertise of relevant key stakeholders in their organisation. It provides a transparent
way of effectively integrating different perspectives on a strategic decision. Based on this
more heterogeneous inform ation input, the process helps to transfer the newly emerging
intuitions into more tangible objectives through a structured process.
Second, STDA can aid senior m anagem ent to provide directions that others follow
willingly (Jacques, 1998). Due to the fact that the authority of individual managers
usually decreases when groups rather than individuals make decisions (Jacques, 1998),
STDA provides a transparent way fo r follow ers to effectively contribute to strategic
decisions. The leader and the group contribute to the decision content, whereas the
decision analysts provide process support (Schein, 1999). A lthough the accountable
leader will choose final strategies, STDA can align a group towards a joint way forward,
while preserving individual paths (Phillips and Bana e Costa, 20 0 7 ).

The Political Element
The political element o f STDA reflects in negotiation-like inform ation exchanges
between the participating decision makers. It is possible to view the STDA process as
'quasi negotiations', as it meets two out of three characteristics o f classical negotiation
situations: conflicting preferences and interdependency of outcomes (Raiffa, Richardon et
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a l., 2 0 0 2 ; Lewicki, Saunders et al., 2 0 0 1 ). As the m odel structure, scores and weights
depend

on the actions o f all actors, the outcom e of a decision conference is

interdependent on the actors' actions and preferences. Due to existing hierarchies, not
every participant of decision conferences has veto power - the third condition fo r
'classical' negotiations (Raiffa, Richardon et al., 2 0 0 2 ; Lewicki, Saunders et al., 2001).
STDA processes can therefore be classified as situations sim ilar to negotiations.
In the same way as in negotiations, inform ation sharing by the stakeholders in
STDA processes is often not entirely open and transparent. Most decision makers follow
their own goals and objectives, which m ight differ from the objectives of the organisation
as a whole. This is one reason fo r the existence of the 'com m ons dilem m a' (Hardin,
1968)

when

allocating

strategic

resources.

Although

being

individually

optim al,

decisions are rarely collectively optim al, resulting in the inefficient allocation of resources
(Phillips and Bana e Costa, 200 7). STDA helps to overcom e the 'com m ons dilem m a'
through

transparent

processes

aim ed

at

im proving

the

overall

organisational

perform ance. The m odel helps to take the 'h e a t' out o f em otionally disputed topics by
focusing the discussion on the most relevant issues. A shift from a culture of bargaining
and negotiation to a culture of problem solving is often the consequence.

STDA incorporates the five elements, outlined above, to enable effective decision
making in strategy developm ent contexts. In the next section, I integrate the rational, the
adaptive, the visionary, the com m and-based and the political elements, to develop a
new model fo r decision effectiveness.

3 .3 . Effectiveness of STDA in Strategic Decision M aking
O nly a lim ited num ber of models and studies exist to evaluate the effectiveness of
strategic decisions in organisations. This section outlines several o f these models and
studies of effective decision m aking. An integrative m odel of effective strategy making
using STDA serves to conclude the section.

Existing Effectiveness Models
As even good decisions m ight produce bad outcomes, it is difficult to link the
quality of a decision process with its outcom e (Bunn, 1 9 8 4 ; Clem en, 1 9 9 6 ; Rohrbaugh,
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1992). Researchers, therefore, often advocate a focus on the evaluation of the decision
process itself rather than on its consequences (Matheson and M atheson, 1 9 9 8 ; Dean
and Sharfmann, 1996 ; M cC artt and Rohrbaugh, 1989). Pointing in a sim ilar direction,
Timmermans and Vlek (1996) distinguish between outcom e criteria, which refer to the
ultimate quality o f a decision's actual consequences, and process criteria, which refer to
the perceived correctness of the decision m aking process. The follow ing effectiveness
models

focus

prim arily

on

process

criteria,

which

Clem en

(2006)

calls

'weak

effectiveness' criteria - models which are concerned with im proving decision processes.
As one o f the first authors, Phillips (1984) outlined a model to im prove decision
effectiveness by using 'decision technology'. His m odel relies on three components:
people, inform ation technology and preference technology as outlined in Figure 3.3.
The problem owners, first, contribute the necessary experience, intuition and knowledge
that are essential to solving the problem at hand. Inform ation technology, second,
enables problem owners to store, process and analyse relevant data, as well as model
the possible consequences of future actions. The third com ponent of the model,
preference technology, aids decision makers to clarify subjective value judgments, risk
and time preferences, as well as trade-offs. W hen these three com ponents interact, those
involved can, according to the author, make a decision effectively. The decision
effectiveness model

presented

below integrates the difference

between preference

modelling and inform ation processing of Phillips (1984).
O ne criticism o f this model relates to the fact that the interface between preference
technology and inform ation technology is unclear. It is difficult to separate inform ation
technology

to

'...determ ine

possible

future

consequences

of

pursuing

different

alternatives' (Phillips, 1984, p. 81) from preference technology, which '...helps to clarify
subjective value judgments m ade when evaluating possible consequences o f different
courses o f action ...' (Phillips, 19 84 , p. 81).
In strategic R&D decision m aking - a dom ain where the outcomes of decisions in
the short-term are especially difficult to observe - decision makers are often in particular
concerned about the effectiveness o f decisions. Matheson and M atheson

(1998)

developed in this context a 'decision quality' chain consisting of six dimensions.
According to this model, a decision can, first, only be o f a high quality when decision
makers choose the appropriate frame - the correct background and context - to solve
the right question. Second, creative, workable alternatives are the condition fo r high-
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quality decisions. Third, to evaluate these alternatives, meaningful, reliable information is
necessary. Fourth, based on this inform ation, decision makers should make a decision
based on clear values and trade-offs, especially taking risk preferences into account.
Logically correct reasoning is then necessary to determine which alternative creates the
highest value. Finally, commitment to action, through the meaningful involvement of the
right people concludes an effective decision process. Matheson and Matheson (1 998)
advocate a decision to be of high quality if it scores highly on each of these dimensions.
Figure 3.3 visualises this decision chain. These steps have been integrated in the
integrated decision effectiveness model, presented below.
The most im portant criticism of this decision quality model relates to measurement
difficulties. The authors advocate a survey-based test, which can be used to evaluate
organisations based on data provided by organisational members (Matheson and
Matheson, 2001). The dimensions include an im plicit value statement, such as that more
alternatives are better than less alternatives. The framework, therefore, was mostly
inapplicable fo r the evaluation of the effectiveness of STDA. The approach presented in
this thesis allows for assessment of an ideal point on a scale, as im plicit value statements
can not usually be generalised to a variety of different organisations. Chapter 4 and
Chapter 6 serve to outline more details on the questionnaire development.

Problem
Owners

Meaningful,
reliable
information

Creative,
doable
alternatives

Experience, intuition
knowledge

Clear
values and
trade-offs

Decision
Q u ality
Logically
correct
reasoning

Appropriate
frame

Information
Technology
Computers, data
bases, information
processing
modelling

Decision
Technology

Preference
Technology
Value judgments,
time and risk
preferences,
trade-offs

Com m itm ent
to action

Figure 3 .3 - Decision Effectiveness Models (left: from Matheson & Matheson, 1998; right: from Phillips, 1984)

Used as a basis for several decision evaluation studies, Q uinn and Rohrbaugh
(1981, 1983) developed the competing values framework (CVF) by structuring the
judgments of organisational

researchers on criteria which serve to evaluate the
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perform ance of organisations. The authors later transferred this fram ework to evaluate
the effectiveness of group decision processes (M cC artt and Rohrbaugh, 1 9 89, 1985).
Four perspectives emerged, which Figure 3 .4 displays below.
The

em pirical

perspective

stresses

the

im portance

of

inform ation

and

docum entation in an effective decision process. The rational perspective emphasises
clear thinking rather than empirism as the prim ary com ponent fo r effective decision
m aking. The political perspective favours flexibility and creativity in decision processes.
Finally, the consensual perspective focuses on participation in decision processes.
A ccording to the authors, a decision is effective if it represents all of these perspectives
accordingly (M cCartt and Rohrbaugh, 1 995).

Consensual perspective

Political perspective

Effectiveness criteria:
- Participatory process
- Supportability of decision

Effectiveness criteria:
- Adaptable process
- Legitimacy of decision

Effectiveness criteria:
- Data-based process
- Accountability of decision

Effectiveness criteria:
- Goal-centered process
- Efficiency of decision

Empirical perspective

Rational perspective

Figure 3.4 - The Competing Values Framework for Group Decision Processes (adopted from McCartt and
Rohrbaugh, 1989 and McCartt and Rohrbaugh, 1995)

Various criticisms of the C om peting Value Framework exist. The CVF vaguely
conceptualises inform ation processing - an essential part of an effective decision process
(Dean and Sharfmann, 1996). W hilst the em pirical perspective stresses the collection of
relevant data, the rational perspective emphasises clear thinking and goal focus.
However, a clearly thought through decision w ithout the inclusion of some data is hard
to imagine. For every decision, externally gathered data, internal preferences o r value
judgments usually exist. O n the other hand, thorough data collection in an 'em pirical
m ode', without a subsequent analysis, is also difficult to im agine. Therefore, in the
integrated model on decision effectiveness presented below, these different perspectives
have been integrated separately in different stages of a decision process.
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Integrated Effectiveness M odel
Integrating some characteristics o f the existing decision effectiveness approaches
outlined above, in the follow ing section, I present a model fo r effective strategic decision
m aking using STDA. The model outlined in Figure 3 .5 aims to capture the complexity
reduction effect of STDA when applied in strategic decision situations. The fram ework
divides inform ation processing in two phases: a divergent and a convergent inform ation
processing phase. After an initial stage, when the initial objectives of the strategy analysis
are defined, usually the degree of 'inform ation fuzziness' increases. In the second phase,
STDA helps to reduce this inform ation 'fuzziness' and complexity by identifying the
relevant decision elements, by creating group alignm ent and by generating insights into
strategic choices to finally make an effective decision.
Through the discovery of new issues, such as a re-definition of the objective of the
analysis, additional sources of uncertainty o r new objectives, usually the degree of
'fuzziness' of the analysis increases in the first phase. This phase refers to the em pirical
perspective o f the C om peting Value Framework (M cCartt and Rohrbaugh, 1995) and
the collection

o f 'm eaningful reliable

inform ation' o f the effectiveness model of

Matheson and Matheson (1998). In the second (convergent) phase, a decision model
helps to direct attention to potentially decision relevant inform ation. The rational
perspective of the Com peting Value Framework, the preference & technology stage of
Phillips

(1984)

and several components of the decision

effectiveness models of

Matheson and Matheson (1 998) reflect this stage, when values and objectives as well as
the identification of relevant alternatives are constructed. Shaping values during the
STDA-based process especially relates to the visionary element of STDA. The m odelling
part captures the rational part of the strategy development elements, outlined above.
O ne can position the political element o f STDA across the whole process as intra-group
negotiations are omnipresent.
As an outcom e of the process, insights into strategic decision situations emerge, as
well as the alignm ent of the participating decision makers. The consensual perspective of
the CVF and the 'com m itm ent to actio n' element of Matheson and Matheson (1998)
relate to this stage. As insights into strategic decision situations are connected to
learning, this phase relates to the adaptive element of STDA. The alignm ent effect, on
the other hand, helps leaders to move the group towards a joint way forward and is,
therefore, connected with the com m and element of STDA. The strategic insights
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generated can then be fed into the next analysis cycle. Figure 3 .5 depicts the integrative
effectiveness m odel.

STDA-Based Strategy Making - An Integrative Perspective
CVF (McCartt

Matheson &

Rohrbaugh,
1989)

Matheson
(1998)

Phillips
(1984a)
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IIIr

1
1

Decision
Start of Analysis
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'jS t

mDegree of information 'fuzziness'

Figure 3.5 - An Integrative Perspective on STDA-based Strategy Development

Using the integrative decision effectiveness model outlined above, a strategic
decision process can now be defined as effective when all five elements o f STDA are
present. An effective decision should be based on an effective inform ation exchange
between the relevant key stakeholders (political element). The group should adequately
address decision specific values and use them to find creative alternatives (visionary
element). It should use a transparent and comprehensive process to create a decision
m odel (rational element). During the process, the group should learn about strategic
insights into the problem at hand (adaptive element) and be aligned towards a joint way
forw ard (com m and-based element).
These five elements together with experts interviews, described in C hapter 4,
served

as a basis on which to develop

specific dimensions to

test the

process

effectiveness o f STDA. The related hypotheses fo r the effectiveness studies described in
this PhD thesis, as well as previous studies, are outlined in the next section.
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Existing Effectiveness Studies & Research Hypotheses
O n e objective o f this research is to contribute to the lim ited body o f knowledge in
the area of decision effectiveness. Effectiveness studies can be classified as those
focusing on 'strong effectiveness' (Clemen, 2006) - the relationship between the quality
of decisions and the related consequences. M acm illan (2000), fo r example, is one of the
few researchers who follow ed this path by analysing the influence of the use of decision
analyses in the UK oil and gas industry. In her study she showed that a high degree o f
sophistication of decision analyses applied correlates positively with better organizational
perform ance,

measured

beyond others with

return on

equity, analysts' com pany

valuations or price earning ratios. As data on organisational performance is usually
inaccessible in a reasonable timeframe, most studies, however, focus on the quality and
degree of rationality of the decision processes (Dean and Sharfmann, 1 9 9 6 ; M cC artt
and Rohrbaugh, 1989) - the 'weak effectiveness' (Clemen, 20 0 6 ). This work follows this
procedural rationality focus by evaluating the process effectiveness and the alignm ent
effect of STDA. Existing effectiveness studies are outlined below, together with the
resulting hypotheses of this research.
M cC artt and Rohrbaugh (1989), fo r example, analysed the perceived effectiveness
in 14 decision conferences based on the C om peting Value A pproach. Participants rated
decision conferences as most effective when they believed that a decision would actually
be taken. In addition, the perceived effectiveness increased in particular through the
presence of an outside facilitator. In a later study, the authors analysed 26 decision
conferences, mainly in the public sector (M cCartt and Rohrbaugh, 1995). Participants
perceived the interventions as most successful in flexible organisations which are open to
change, where the number of participants was low and the participants felt that an
im portant decision was on the agenda.
Rather than relying on judgments o f decision makers, Clem en & Kwit (2001)
analysed the effectiveness of their decision analyses at Eastman Kodak Com pany,
measured as expected value of analysis. The authors calculated the expected net present
values of the different alternatives analysed. By com paring the value of the chosen
strategy and the ‘momentum strategy1- the strategy which the com pany probably w ould
have chosen without doing an analysis - they com puted the expected net present value
of the analyses. The authors identified considerable financial value o f the decision
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analyses, recognising that the calculations do not take into account advantages on non
m onetary dimensions, such as an improved understanding o f risk o r the use of
systematic decision principles.
Using a com parative approach, Chun (1992) asked participants in 22 decision
conferences in the UK and the US to com pare the effectiveness o f STDA with ordinary
meetings. Participating decision makers rated the decision conferences consistently
higher than ordinary meetings on the decision process dimensions, participation,
inform ation

access,

adaptability,

legitimacy,

efficiency,

goal

centred

processes,

accountability, and supportability of the decision. As usually well-prepared external
analysts organise decision conferences, the results of Chun

(1992)

may not be

surprising. In addition, decision makers could not state ideal points on the measurement
scales to indicate, fo r example, dissatisfaction with both the status quo processes and the
intervention. Focusing not only on Decision Conferences, but on the whole STDA
process, this PhD research takes this kind of process effectiveness analysis a step further.
The core hypothesis of this w ork is therefore that STDA is more effective than
existing m ethodologies in some strategy related decision contexts. Two studies serve to
assess the effectiveness of STDA:
In the first study, we measured perceived effectiveness of the decision makers who
participated in an STDA process. As outlined in Chapter 4, 2 6 in-depth interviews with
practitioners resulted in three 'so cio ', three technical and two result-oriented dimensions
to assess the effectiveness of STDA. The participating decision makers assessed STDA, a
hypothetical ideal state and the current status quo of the existing decision processes on
the eight dimensions. This approach seemed appropriate as the notion of effectiveness
always includes some kind of value statement (Campell, 1979). As described in C hapter
4, MARA 2 0 0 6 served as a research setting, consisting of six com parable case studies,
to create a thorough and holistic picture of the effectiveness, the strengths and the
weaknesses of STDA. Chapter 6 describes details of the research hypotheses o f this
decision process effectiveness study.
The second study focuses on the effectiveness o f STDA in relation to group
alignm ent effects. It measures alignm ent o f the preferences of the decision makers for
the options under consideration before and after the m odelling process. The hypothesis
is that STDA aids groups to come to a com m on understanding on the joint way forw ard,
measured by a shift in preferences towards the m odelling results when com paring
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preferences before and after the application. C hapter 6 serves to outline the specific set
up of the alignm ent study and the results of the alignm ent research.

Conclusion
Strong

links

between

socio-technical

decision

analysis

and

the

strategy

developm ent literature exist - but have not yet been explored intensively. This chapter
has served to develop these connections more thoroughly, using the simplified taxonomy
of strategy development modes, presented in C hapter 2. STDA can therefore be
interpreted as incorporating a rational, an adaptive, a visionary, a com m and-based as
well as a political element. In the socio-technical effectiveness fram ework, as introduced
above, strategy development solely based on STDA leads to a more extensive exchange
of inform ation as well as more form al inform ation processing in com parison to the other
strategy development modes.
To test whether STDA is in fact more effective on a socio and a technical
dimension than existing strategy developm ent processes, the follow ing chapters describe
two em pirical studies on the perceived effectiveness of STDA and group alignm ent
effects. An applied research project - MARA 2 0 0 6 - served to carry out these studies.
The -next chapter outlines details of this research fram ework as well as the em pirical
methods used.
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4.

Research Methodologies

Impossible is just a big word thrown around by small men who find it easier to live in the world
they've been given than to explore the power they have to change it. Impossible is not a fact. It is
an opinion. Impossible is not a declaration. It’s a dare. Impossible is potential. Impossible is
temporary.
Impossible is nothing.
Adidas Promotion Slogan, Global Promotion Campaign 2004
The idea behind the research fram ew ork of this thesis builds on an impressive
effort m ade by a group o f young, dedicated Argentinian and G erm an researchers in
2 0 0 5 in Buenos Aires. Where aggressive crowds had burnt tyres and smashed windows
during the econom ic crisis only two years previously, this group organised a newly
designed

research

project in

the

area

of

decision

analysis.

Thirty

international

participants, two international ambassadors, the Argentinian M inister of Science and
several subsidiaries of G erm an Blue C hip com panies, participated in MARA 2 0 0 5 . The
above-cited quote reflects this joint effort, which led a seemingly impossible project to
success.
The follo w -u p project in Germ any, MARA 2 0 0 6 , served as the basis on which to
carry out the em pirical studies of this research project. The objective of this chapter is to
outline the research context of these studies. Following a summary of the research
questions o f this work, the second section of this chapter describes the details of the
MARA 2 0 0 6 project. The third section outlines the research elements of MARA 2 0 0 6 :
first, the case studies, created within the fram ew ork of MARA 2 0 0 6 , second, the in-depth
interviews with strategic decision makers to generate and evaluate decision effectiveness
dimensions. Third, based on these dimensions, the chapter outlines the survey to test the
perceived effectiveness of STDA and, finally, the field study to measure the alignm ent
effect of the MARA interventions. In the follow ing sections, I also discuss the limitations
and the quality o f the research elements in relation to objectivity, reliability, (construct)
validity and generalisation (external validity).
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4 .1 . The Research Questions
MARA 2 0 0 6 and the theoretical part of this PhD research aim to address the
follo w in g research questions related to the effectiveness o f STDA:

•

Do decision makers perceive socio-technical decision analysis as effective
in com parison with existing strategic resource allocation approaches?

•

W hat are the core strengths and weaknesses, as well as the possibilities for
im proving the approach?

•

Is STDA effective regarding the alignm ent o f the preferences of the
participating decision makers?

In this chapter and in C hapter 6, I describe the research results in relation to these
questions - in particular the developm ent o f the effectiveness dimensions, the results of
the effectiveness survey and the alignm ent study. In addition, this research aims to
conceptually advance STDA:

•

How can STDA be theoretically integrated in the field of strategic
m anagem ent, in particular in the existing literature on strategy development
processes?

•

How can STDA be practically enhanced to increase its effectiveness in
strategy development processes?

W hilst Chapters 2 and 3 serve to integrate STDA in the literature, Chapter 7
addresses the m ore practical issue of enhancing STDA in strategy development contexts.
The project MARA 2 0 0 6 was specifically designed to address these issues. The next
section describes this research context in detail.
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4 .2 . The Research Context of MARA 2 0 0 6
MARA is an abbreviation fo r the Spanish name 'M ethodologias para la Asignacion
de

Recursos:

A rgentina /A lem enia'

('Resource

A llocation

M ethodologies:

A rgentina /G erm any'). I developed this project idea in the summer of 2 0 0 4 with the
purpose of transferring socio-technical decision analysis to geographical regions where
decision analysis was less well-known than in the UK and the US. Together with a fellow
PhD student from the LSE and two assistant professors from the University of Buenos
Aires, we developed and organised the non-profit project in 2 0 0 5 in Argentina. W ith an
enhanced concept, in particular for more thorough research, o u r team organised the
MARA 2 0 0 6 project in Germany. The project development cycles, from the initial idea to
the presentation o f the final results, were 15 months fo r MARA 2 0 0 5 and 12 months for
MARA 2 0 0 6 . The organisers and participants spent approxim ately 2 ,2 5 0 man days
preparing

MARA 2 0 0 6 ,

training

participants,

creating

the

six case studies

and

docum enting the results.
The aim of the follow ing sections is to provide inform ation to enable the
replication of this research setting in other contexts - fo r example with the purpose of
testing the reliability of the research results.

MARA 2 0 0 6 : The Core Idea
MARA is a project located at the interface between decision analysis and practice.
During MARA a group of relatively inexperienced PhD students and young professionals
applied STDA in practice. The core idea relates to the 'm eta to p ic' of this PhD research:
to test whether socio-technical decision analysis can be applied effectively by a group of
relatively inexperienced analysts. To build up technical skills, senior academics from the
area of decision analysis trained this international and interdisciplinary group. In teams
o f four to six members, the participants applied STDA in five different projects in both
private and public sector organisations. The MARA team purposefully developed the
project in a 're a l-w o rld ' setting, rather than in a laboratory-like test environment.
Subsequent publications aim to feed back the knowledge created through the applied
research into the scientific dom ain. Figure 4.1 outlines the MARA knowledge creation
cycle.
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Decision analysts generate
know-how and train ...
... MARA participants.
MARA Teams support

Decision-

Evaluation of MARA

analytic
modelling

project experiences helps
to advance decision analysis.

... organisations to solve
strategy/prioritisation
problems.

Figure 4.1 - MARA Knowledge Creation Cycle

The MARA 2 0 0 5 and MARA 2 0 0 6 projects aim ed to fulfil two m a jo r objectives: to
create new scientific knowledge and to transfer knowledge from the area o f decision
analysis to partners and participants. The research opportunities were in particular
a ppea ling. The close connection which the MARA teams established with the partner
organisations offered the valuable opportunity of accessing top-level decision makers fo r
research

purposes.

In this context,

both

projects

served

to

create

case

studies,

com parable in size and m ethodological scope. The eleven case studies o f MARA 2 0 0 5
and MARA 2 0 0 6 provided an excellent opportunity to test socio-technical decision
analysis in a variety of different, yet com parable contexts.

In order to create an institutional fram ew ork within which to carry out these
projects, three colleagues and I founded a founda tion in Argentina (Fundacion MARA)
and a research institute in G erm any (Centre fo r Decision and N egotiatio n Analysis /
Decision Institute)1. MARA 2 0 0 6 - the basis fo r this PhD research - was supported by the
G erm an M inister fo r Education and Science, the British Am bassador to G erm any, as well
as the D irector o f the London School o f Economics. In addition , the G erm an Academ ic
Exchange Service, the Foundation o f G erm an Business and A.T. Kearney acted as
partners in the project. The Ffertie School of G overnance in Berlin provided contacts and
content-related assistance fo r MARA 2 0 0 6 .

1 Information on the Fundacion MARA is available at w w w .m ara.ora.ar. Information on the Centre for Decision
and Negotiation, which we re-named the 'Decision Institute', is available at www.decisioninstitute.eu.
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MARA 2 0 0 6 : Project O utlin e
MARA 2 0 0 6 consisted o f fo u r phases: a Project Development Phase, a Training
Phase, an Applied Research Phase and a Docum entation Phase.

Project Developm ent Phase
The development of MARA 2 0 0 6 started in Novem ber 2 0 0 5 , after the presentation
of the MARA 2 0 0 5 results at the Annual M eeting of the Institute o f O perations Research
and M anagem ent Science (INFORMS) in San Francisco. In approxim ately 750 man
days, until June 2 0 0 6 , a team of nine people developed the fram ework o f MARA 2 0 0 6 work which mainly comprised the acquisition and pre-m odelling of sub-projects, human
resources tasks and logistics. W e contacted 53 organisations and ultimately obtained
fo u r project-sponsoring organisations, together with several supporting foundations and
universities. In addition, the MARA HR team (three part-time organisers led by Cornelius
Schaub, a fellow PhD student) hired 24 participants and team leaders.
Together with Paul Schulze-Cleven, a participant in MARA 2 0 0 5 , I pre-developed
the models for the six case studies, so that the MARA 2 0 0 6 teams could finish their work
within the ten-week tim efram e which follow ed the Training Phase. Below, I set out the
details of my contributions to the project, a description of the MARA outline and the
participants' profiles.

Training Phase
The Training Phase served to provide MARA participants - who fo r the most part
had not yet been trained in decision analysis - with m ethodological knowledge. The
Training Phase consisted of several modules in Berlin. This phase included: a one-day
negotiation seminar with a m odelling introduction, a five-hour soft-skill/presentation
training session, a one-day introduction into M ultiple-criteria Decision Analysis and a
three-hour session on the experiences gained in MARA 2 0 05.
Senior academics from the area of decision analysis organised the second part of
the Training Phase in a m anagem ent training location outside Berlin. The purpose of the
off-site training was to provide MARA participants with practical experiences in order to
model decision problems and to enhance group dynamics so that the teams could
collaborate effectively during the Applied Research Phase. The 9-day training consisted
of three modules:
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•

M ultiple-criteria Decision Analysis and Decision Conferencing,

•

Risk M odelling and

•

Value-focused Thinking

All three modules included theoretical sections and group m odelling exercises. W e
selected suitable senior experts based on international reputation and ability to provide
participants with a wide variety o f m ethodologies with which to w ork in the A pplied
Research Phase. A half-day 'MARA Strategy Session' com pleted the Training Phase and
served to link decision analysis to strategy development, providing some first insights into
the area of strategic management.

A pplied Research Phase
In this phase, the five MARA teams worked on six projects fo r four partner
organisations. To create these case studies, 31 participants, organisers and team leaders
worked approxim ately 1,500 man-days in ten weeks from June to September on the
follow ing topics:
•

Recruiting Channel O ptim isation fo r Deutsche Bahn A G

•

Portfolio Analysis on Internal D em ographic Change fo r Deutsche Bahn A G

•

Investment Prioritisation fo r DB Station & Service A G

•

Prioritisation of Infrastructure Funding Request fo r the Berlin Senate
G overnm ent Department fo r Economics (SenWAF)

•

Appraisal of Research Directions fo r the Ferdinand-Braun Institute fur
Hochstfrequenztechnik (FBH)

•

Portfolio Analysis of Research Strategies fo r Ferdinand-Braun Institute fur
Hochstfrequenztechnik (FBH)

To ensure high quality standards of the six case studies, each team consulted on a
weekly or bi-weekly basis with the MARA Steering Com m ittee during the Applied
Research Phase. The committee consisted of a fellow PhD student, a young professional,
who participated in MARA 2 0 0 5 and myself. In these advisory sessions, we reviewed the
progress of each project and agreed on the next m odelling steps. In addition, every tw o
weeks, the team leaders met separately with the steering comm ittee to discuss intra-team
issues and to exchange knowledge. Two 'Project Progress M eetings' during the A pplied
Research Phase for all MARA participants, provided an opportunity fo r the teams to
exchange relevant m odelling knowledge.
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The five teams spent the most time with the clients at the beginning and at the end
of the Applied Research Phase. Two time-intensive activities account fo r the two peaks
around Week 2 and around Week 8 in Figure 4.2: following an introduction week for
the teams with little client contact, in Week 2 we introduced the project teams to the
clients and further clarified the analysis. In Week 8, we carried out most of the decision
conferences, so the clients invested a particularly high amount of time. Figure 4.2
displays the cumulative hours spent with clients across the teams.

5 1 8 .8
550

W eek 1

W eek 2

Week 3

Week 4

W eek 5

Week 6

W eek 7

W eek 8

W eek 9

W eek 10

O verall

Figure 4 .2 - Total Hours of MARA 2 0 0 6 Teams spent with Clients

The teams spent 518.9 client hours in total within the framework of MARA 20 0 6 .
This time was distributed unevenly across the six MARA 200 6 projects. The decision
problems

for the three

Deutsche

Bahn

projects

were

particularly

complex

and

accordingly a considerable am ount of time was necessary to clarify the fram ing of these
models. The DB teams therefore spent 81.6% of the accumulated tim e of MARA 2 0 0 6
with their clients (423 hours out of 5 1 8 .8 hours). The complexity of the projects for
SenWAF and FBH can be classified as equally complex in scope - both teams spent
approximately 4 7.5 hours out of 51 8.8 hours (9%) with the decision makers.
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M A R A 2 0 0 6 - D istrib u tio n of D ecision M akers' Time
Am ong Projects

FBH Appraisal

FBH Portfolio A.
4%

5%
SenWAF

DB Demographic
Change

17%

9%

DB Invest. Priorit
28%

DB Recruit. Chan.
37%

Figure 4.3 - Time Spent with Clients for each MARA 2006 Team (in total: 518.8 hours)

Documentation Phase
MARA 2 00 6 concluded with a one-week Documentation Phase, with the purpose
of consolidating the results of the analyses and preparing the Final Conference. The
results of MARA 2 0 0 6 were also presented at the Annual Meeting of INFORMS in
Novem ber 20 0 6 in Pittsburgh, where the project fo r the Ferdinand-Braun-lnstitute was
nominated for the INFORMS Practice Award 2006.

MARA 20 06 Participants
The involvement of a group of relatively inexperienced participants, but with sound
academic and interdisciplinary backgrounds, was a key factor for the success of MARA
20 0 6 . O n the micro level, a young professional or student, usually with some previous
modelling experience, led each team. For the larger teams, which worked for FBH and
SenWAF, an 'Associate Team Leader' assisted the team leader in leadership tasks. The
team sizes varied from three (DB Recruiting Channels) to six (FBH) members. Each team
consisted of at least one student from the London School of Economics, studying for
his/her Masters in Decision Science. In addition, in every team up to three native
German speakers enhanced communication with those clients who did not have a
sufficiently high level of English. Six of the participants were under-graduates, 21 were
graduates and four, PhD students. Figure 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 outline the relevant
universities, nationalities and fields of study of the MARA 2 0 0 6 participants.
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The Author's Contribution
As outlined above, MARA was the joint effort of a team of 31 students and young
professionals. The results of MARA can therefore be attributed to the group as a whole.
Having focused on setting-up a suitable PhD research environm ent with MARA 2 0 0 6 , I
made the follow ing contribution to the success o f the project:
•

The creation o f the core idea of MARA as an applied research project

•

The acquisition o f fo u r partner organisations, which sponsored six projects,
and several supporting organisations, such as the London School of
Economics and the Hertie School of G overnance (assisted by a threeperson project development team)

•

Pre-development of the six MARA case studies, including model outlines,
which ultimately served as the basic structure of the final models

•

Supervision of the development o f the six cases and the preparation of the
decision conferences (together with the project development team)

•

Development o f the research setting, in particular the decision process
effectiveness dimensions, the effectiveness survey and the alignm ent study
(together with Professor Larry Phillips and one MSc student)

•

The design and conduct of the interviews both before and after the MARA
intervention

•

Development o f the research documents and supervision of the research
assistants within the project teams

•

Analysis and docum entation of the results (assisted by an assistant
researcher)

Having described the research setting o f MARA 2 0 0 6 , in the follow ing section, I
outline and classify the five research elements o f MARA 2 0 0 6 .

4 .3 . The Five Research Elements of MARA 2 0 0 6
MARA 2 0 0 6 served as a unique research setting in which to analyse the research
questions outlined

in Section

4.1.

To achieve effective

knowledge

creation, we

formulated an embedded research design with multiple case studies and multiple data
collection methods (Triangulation') (Remenyi, W illiam s et al., 1 9 9 8 ; Eisenhardt, 1989).
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The evidence collected was therefore qualitative and quantitative, using the follow ing
research elements:
•

before the start of the Applied Research Phase of MARA 2 0 0 6 , thirteen indepth interviews to create dimensions with which to measure the perceived
effectiveness of STDA,

•

six MARA 2 0 0 6 case studies to analyse the current strategic decision
processes in the participating organisations and develop model-based
suggestions fo r improvement,

•

a decision effectiveness survey to measure the perceived effectiveness of
these STDA applications,

•

an alignm ent study to measure the preferences of the decision makers with
regard to the options under consideration before and after the STDA
application and

•

to evaluate the im pact of the STDA approaches, thirteen ex-post interviews,
which created the basis on which to collect further evidence on the
structure o f the effectiveness dimensions.

MARA 2 0 0 6 contained research elements both of a positivistic and a social
constructivistic nature. The positivistic research paradigm views research as an inquiry
into an external, objective reality with law-like generalisations sim ilar to natural science
(Remenyi, W illiam s et al., 1998). Phenomenologists o r social constructivists usually reject
such a strict separation between values and facts. They reason from naturally occurring,
but largely uncontrollable, case studies towards 'generalizable' principles (Bonoma,
1985). According to this socially constructed view, the researcher is not independent of
the subject of research (Remenyi, W illiam s et al., 1998). This perspective is closely
related to the Indeterminancy Principle, which W erner Heisenberg form ulated in 1927,
which states that '...it is never possible to obtain full and objective inform ation about the
state o f a body, because the act o f experimentation itself w ill determine the observed
state o f the phenom enon studied.' (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe et al., 2 0 0 2 , p .32).
In

the

context

of

MARA

2006,

research

elements

based

on

the

social

constructivism perspective served to inductively create theory, whilst the more positivistic
elements served to test theory as displayed in Figure 4.7.
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Degree of
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Researcher

Detached
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Survey
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Field Study

Research Paradigms

Generating Theory
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■►Testing Theory
Interviews
(ex-ante)

Interviews
(ex-post)

(Social constructivism
Positivism)

Case
studies

Involved
Figure 4 .7 - Classification of the MARA 2 0 0 6 Research Elements (adopted framework from Easterby-Smith et al.,

2002 )

Whilst the primary objective of the ex-ante interviews was to develop theory, the
purpose of the effectiveness survey and the alignment study was more to test the theories
developed. O ne can also locate the ex-post interviews to evaluate the effectiveness of
STDA and to confirm the effectiveness dimensions on the side of testing theory. The case
studies take an intermediate position, as they not only aided the creation of new theory
as outlined in this thesis, but also served to test the hypothesis that STDA can aid
effective strategic decision making. All of these elements are related to different degrees
of involvement of researchers. As the MARA teams worked with the clients on site to
jointly develop models, they were the most involved at the time of creating the case
studies. As the in-depth interviews are a process of listening and dialogue, rather than
joint modelling, one can assume the degree of involvement to be somewhat lower than
in the interviews. The effectiveness survey can be positioned as the lowest involvement of
all research elements, as we only provided the decision makers with an electronic survey
form. For the alignment study, we had to interview the decision makers, although in a
highly structured way, so that it can be positioned in an intermediate position between
the survey and the interviews.
Table 4.1 outlines the objectives, units of analysis, research designs and analysis
methodologies applied to each of these research elements.
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The Characteristics of the Five MARA Research Elements
--------- ........... , ”

'

Research
....................................

Ex-ante
Interviews

To create dimensions
|
|
|

C ase Studies

on which to measure
the perceived
decision process
effectiveness

To develop a set of
1 comparable case
studies to gain
f insights into the effect
1 of socio-technical
| decision analysis

Process
Effectiveness
Survey

To measure the
perceived
effectiveness of STDA
in comparison with a
hypothetical ideal

i

_............- ...........

..................

Strategic decision
makers from a
variety of private
and public sector
organisations

Semi-structured
in-depth
interviews

Content analysis

Group of decision
makers aiming to
make strategic
decisions

Applied research
with changeoriented
elements (adionresearch)

Interviews,
model building,
observations

Participating
decision makers

Questionnaire
development
and analysis

Descriptive and
inference
statistics for the
quantitative part;
some content
analysis elements
for the
qualitative part

Preferences of
participating
decision makers

Field study with
some quasiexperi mental
elements (exante and ex-post
preference
assessment,
compared to
modeling results)

Descriptive and
inference
statistics

Participating
decision makers

Semi-strudured
in-depth
interviews

Content analysis

sta,e ar|d the status
quo

Alignm ent
Field Study

To measure the effect
j

° f STDA on the
preferences of the

^eC'S'0n mQ^erS

Ex-post
Interviews

To confirm the
structure of the
I effectiveness
J dimensions and to
7
evaluate the impact
| of the applications

Table 4.1 - Overview of the MARA 2006 Research Elements

Due to the different characteristics of these research elements, we can position the
MARA research between the positivistic and constructivistic approach. As the sample size
in all MARA research elements is relatively small compared to laboratory research, we
can use the findings to build theory rather than to generalise to a larger population (Yin,
1989). When describing the research elements in more detail below, I also briefly review
the objectivity, reliability, validity and generalisability of the MARA research results.
Researchers from different areas define these research quality indicators differently. As
the MARA research can be positioned between psychology and management research, I
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use a com bination of definitions from these two dom ains, mainly based on EasterbySmith et al. (2002), Bortz and Doring (1 995) and Yin (1989).
W e can define objectivity in this context as the degree of independence of the
results from the researchers (Bortz and Doring, 1995). This can be applied to collecting
data, as well as to interpreting results. O ne interpretation of reliability relates to the
consistency and stability of the results over time due, fo r example, to low measurement
errors (Remenyi, W illiam s e ta l., 1 9 9 8; Hom burg and G iering, 1 9 9 6 ; Bortz and Doring,
1995). As the research from the first ex-ante to the last ex-post interviews lasted
approxim ately 10 months, we could obtain some assessment of reliability. In the
literature, the concept of validity is defined in various ways. Easterby-Smith et al. (2002),
for example, distinguish between internal, external and construct validity. Construct
validity - the validity definition I use - can be defined as the extent to which the research
accurately measures 'the reality', which is used as a prim ary definition fo r validity in this
research. Finally, generalisability can be defined as the extent to which the results can be
transferred to a broader dom ain (Yin, 1989). This notion is closely related to what is
known as external validity (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe et al., 2 0 0 2 ; Remenyi, W illiam s et al.,
1998; Bortz and Doring, 1995). To assess generalisability, we can define the 'b ro a d e r
dom ain' as 'resource-based strategic decisions in private and public sector organisations
with m ultiple objectives and m ultiple stakeholders'.
In the follow ing sections, I outline further details on the research elements,
including a brief evaluation of each of them on the fo u r research quality indicators
outlined above. Table 4.2 gives an overview o f these research quality evaluations.
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Research Quality Evaluation of the MARA 2006 Research Elements

\ “ 5UrES

\

Research

,
Degree of
independence of results
from researchers

I
|

Interview guidelines
used for all interviews to
increase objectivity;
TronscripB i nd

I
|

protocols analysed by
several researchers

Interne**

Comparison of initial
model proposals of
i MARA steering
| committee, developed
before MARA, with final
t* i models of teams, were
Case Studies
,j
, -* T A sr
highly consistent;
| j | different teams would
probably have produced
S similar results, however,
1 with some variations in
Hill details

Degree of
consistency and
stability of results
over time due to low
measurement errors

Results of ex-ante
and ex-post
interviews regarding
socio and technical
dimensions were
consistent

....... ..................
Degree of accuracy
to measure the
phenomenon under
observation

.......Generalisability
“ fT p
Degree of transferability
of resulte to a broader
domain
(external validity)

___,____ ___ __

Interactive nature of
research allowed
thorough
exploration of
validity of the
statements

High variety of different
perspectives included to
be able to generalise
decision effectiveness
dimensions across
organisations and
sectors; but. sample size
for interviews is
commonly low in
comparison to other
research instruments

'

|
I

Decision

rtt

Effectiveness
Survey

1 ^tancfardised survey with
1 thorouqh explanation
, .

sent via email to

j jncrease objectivity

Alignment

ln;,iot.lrainin? °!

^

u

y

jp

interviewers to decrease
possible interviewer

Not assessed as
cases were unique
with respect to the
problems solved

Multiple source of
evidence used
(interviews,
observations,
modelling) to
increase validity

Not assessed as cases
were unique with respect
to the problems solved

Clearly written
instructions on
survey to ensure
reliability of
measurement,
Cohen's Kappa for
evaluation of
qualitative
statements
A 'to ,a ! = 0.80

Questions asked for
perceived
effectiveness - high
validity can be
assumed

Due to clearly set-up
research setting, similar
effect of STDA in related
settings probable;
however MARA 2006 is
favourable test setting

Despite training of
interviewers, high
measurement errors
are possible due to
interviewer effects,
operational time
constraints, and high
amount of data to
be processed by
decision makers

Ex-post/ex-ante
preferences analysis
capture one aspect
as alignment, 'soft'
alignment effects
harder to measure.
Further studies
necessary to
increase validity of
results

Not assessed due to
mixed results

Table 4 .2 - Evaluation of Objectivity, Reliability, Validity and Generalisability of MARA 2 0 0 6 Research Elements
(definitions from Easterby-Smith, Thorpe et al., 2 0 0 2 ; Homburg and Giering, 1996; Bortz and Doring, 1995;
Yin, 1989)

In-depth Interviews (Ex-ante & Ex-post)
The main purpose of the interviews, in particular before the start of MARA 2006,
was to create the decision effectiveness dimensions. The Com peting Value framework
(CVF) transferred to decision effectiveness (McCartt and Rohrbaugh, 19 9 5 ; 1989) served
as a starting point from which to develop dimensions to measure the perceived
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effectiveness of decision makers. However, due to the criticisms mentioned in C hapter 3,
in particular in relation to the vaguely conceptualised inform ation processing elements,
the application o f the fram ework to the effectiveness study was difficult. In contrast to the
CVF, which is based on the views of organisational theorists, the follow ing dimensions
are based on interviews with practitioners in order to increase practice relevance.
The effectiveness dimensions aim to be applicable to a wide variety o f decision
contexts, both in the public and private sector. Accordingly, interviews with decision
makers from a variety of G erm an blue chip companies as well as some consultancies
and public administrations served as building blocks fo r this research. W e therefore
applied theory-driven, as opposed to random , sam pling (Eisenhardt, 1989). O f the 26
interviewees, 19% were CEOs o f Argentinian subsidiaries of G erm an companies, 42.8%
were heads or members o f the strategy departments o r in sim ilar leading positions, 9.5%
were consultants. The rest of the interviewees held positions with an interface with
strategy development processes. O nly one of the interviewees had been in contact with
decision analysis approaches before, so alm ost all could reflect in an unbiased m anner
on potential evaluation dimensions fo r strategic decision processes. Table 4.3 displays
more detailed inform ation on the interviewees.
Most of the ex-ante interviews lasted between one and two hours, and some up to
three hours. As the decision makers' tim e resources were scarce, in particular at end of
MARA, the ex-post interviews were shorter - between 3 0 and 4 5 minutes. The interviews
were semi-structured. The first part of the ex-ante interview focused on personal concepts
of strategy, the second part on current processes of strategy development in the
organisation. The third part was the most relevant part to create the effectiveness
dimensions. It included a prescriptive focus on how to im prove strategy development
processes, as well as questions on the impediments to effective strategy development.
The ex-post interviews were more directed towards the relation o f the STDA applications
with the effectiveness dimensions. To avoid an interviewer bias, the questions were openended and not directive (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe et al., 2 0 0 2 ). Appendix 1 sets out the
detailed interview guidelines.
The thirteen interviews conducted according to this structure before the start of
MARA 2 0 0 6 and the thirteen interviews after the com pletion o f the project, served to
obtain some inform ation on the reliability of the dimensions. For eight of the shorter
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interviews, a thorough interview report was written, whilst the rem ainder were recorded
and transcribed. These documents are the basis for the content analysis, outlined below.
--------

.....

............. .............. I
#
1

interviews
1

BASF Argentina

....I m 

position

Timing

CEO

Ex-ante

Head of Department
Berlin Senate Government
2

1

Infrastructure
Funding

Ex-post

M em ber of Funding Policy G roup

Ex-post

Department for Economics
Berlin Senate Government

3

1

Department for Economics
Berlin Senate Government

4

1

Department for Economics

M em ber of Funding Policy G roup

Ex-post

5

2

Deutsche Bahn

Head of HR Strategy Departm ent

Ex-ante &
Ex-post

6

2

Deutsche Bahn

Head of Business Development

Ex-ante &
Ex-post

7

1

Deutsche Bahn

Head of Corporate Marketing
Principals

Ex-ante

8

1

Deutsche Bahn

Head of Corporate Strategy

Ex-ante

9

1

Deutsche Bahn

HR Strategy G ro up M em ber

Ex-post

10

1

Deutsche Bahn

HR Strategy G ro u p M em ber

Ex-post

11

1

Deutsche Bahn

HR Strategy G ro u p M em ber

Ex-post

12

1

Deutsche Bahn

Employment Conditions Group
M em ber

Ex-post

Deutsche Bahn

Assistant to the Head of
Department
Employment Conditions

Ex-post

13

1

Ferdinand-Braun-lnstitute

Director

Ex-post

15

1

Ferdinand-Braun-lnstitute

Assistant to the Director

Ex-post

16

1

Strategy Consultants

Former Vice President

Ex-ante

17

1

The Boston Consulting
G roup

Project Leader

Ex-ante

18

1

Schering Argentina

CEO

Ex-ante

Schering

Head of G lobal Project
M anagem ent

Ex-ante

Siemens

Former head of Corporate
Strategic Planning Department

Ex-ante (2)
& Ex-post

Siemens Argentina

CEO

Ex-ante

Siemens

Vice President
Corporate Strategic Planning

Ex-ante

14

Roland Berger

19

1

20
21
22

1
1

Table 4.3 - Interview Data of the 26 In-Depth Interviews

Based on the thirteen interviews, which we conducted before the start of MARA,
eight decision effectiveness dimensions emerged in the iterative and interactive interview
process. When talking about effective strategy development processes, practitioners
usually referred to three dimensions: a technical inform ation processing dimension (How
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is inform ation processed?), a 'socio ' dimension (By whom is inform ation processed?)
and a result-oriented dimension:

Technical dimensions:
(1) Transparency and com prehensibility
The extent o f transparency and com prehensibility in the process
(2) Rational-based vs. intuitive-based
The contribution of rational analysis and intuitive judgm ent in the processes
(3) Q u a lity o f inform ation exchange
The extent of interactivity and dialogue-orientation in the processes

'Socio' dimensions:
(4) G eneral participation
The extent of participation by people in the organisation in the problem -solving
process
(5) Top-dow n vs. bottom -up
The extent of top-dow n vs. bottom -up influence in the organisation during the
problem -solving processes
(6) Q uantity o f inform ation exchange
The extent o f inform ation exchange between different stakeholders

Result-oriented dimensions:
(7) Creativity
The extent to which the process results in more creativity o r more traditional ideas
(8) Strategic insights
The extent to which strategic insights were created through the process

The results of a content analysis (Bortz and D oring, 1995) served to develop these
dimensions. Based on some prelim inary hypotheses from the literature, outlined in
Chapter 2 and 3, and the interview data, we developed a coding system to classify the
interview statements. The generation process can be classified as iterative, both data and
theory driven (Bortz and Doring, 1995). I stopped with the interview process as soon as
Theoretical saturation' had been reached, i.e. the interviewees began to substantially
repeat the inform ation on decision effectiveness (Glaser and Strauss, 1 967). The analysis
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of the interview results are based on a consensus in the research team as advocated by
Bortz and D oring (1 995). Due to the large am ount of data and the iterative development
of the dimensions, we did not calculate an inter-rater reliability. To arrive at largely
unambiguous results, we analysed the data together to thoroughly classify the statements
according to the coding categories.
W e analysed 1,38 5 sentences from the thirteen ex-ante interviewees, which served
as semantic coding units fo r the analysis (Fruh, 2 0 0 1 ). As outlined in Table 4.3 , we used
interview statements, mainly from the third prescriptive interview block on impediments to
effective

strategies

development,

in

order to

develop

the

decision

effectiveness

dimensions. A lthough some o f the 'so cio ' dimensions in particular m ight partly overlap,
interviewee feedback on the results seemed to provide sufficient face validity to use the
dimensions, outlined in the follow ing section, fo r the evaluation study.
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Mentioned by
% of

Example Citations

intervieews
. (o u t o f

1 31...
“Strategy development processes need to be comprehensible, homogenous and
consistent."

The extent of transparency and
comprehensibility

“The lack of transparency in strategic planning processes is a common problem."

8 (61%)

"Strategy development processes need to be designed transparently so that the

process

S

decision makers can process information accordingly."

iE

"A problem is how strategy development processes can be designed so that the

The contribution of rational

Q

analysis and intuitive judgment

8

relevant information from the environment is selected rationally

4 (31%)

“The process encourages some people not to be really objective."

t f * processes

"If you invite the right people to the table, the strategy will be more rational."

?
u

£

"Strategic planning lacks interactive and qualitative discussions - more qualitative

The extent of interactivity and
dialogue-orientation in
the processes (Quality of

interactions are necessary."
11 (85%)

"Strategy development involves concentration on the essence. It should not be overly
bureaucratic."
“Strategy development is often based too much on calendars, rather than interaction."

information exchange)

"An effective strategy development process includes relevant stakeholders in the
organisation. The advantage is a better implementation of the results."

The extent of participation by
people in the organisation

'Those who are responsible for executing a strategy need to be involved in the

9 (69%)

strategy-making process."

in the problem-solving process

"As a responsible manager you should have all people involved in strategy
development."
"Communication from middle management to top-monagement is essential in

The extent of top-down vs.

.1

jjj

bottom-up influence in the

.§

organization

^
g

during problem-solving
processes

strategy development."
“In strategy development you need to delegate some power to the bottom."

8 (62%)

"Effective strategy development results from an iterative processes between topmanagement expertise and bottom-up knowledge."
"It is essentiol to get information from a variety of sources and to discuss it in strategy

The extent of information
exchange between different
stakeholders

development. "
3 (23%)

"If participants in strategic planning processes don't have all relevant information, you
can lose time.”

(Quantity of information

"Diversity of opinion is essential in strategy development processes."

exchange)

"Strategy development processes should stimulate a free exchange of new ideas."

The extent to which creativity or
more traditional ideas

8 (62%)

„ are the result of the process

for this."

S o
0 |
1

S.

"In strategy development, people do not think sufficiently out-of-the box."
"Strategy development should be small and creative - guided by people who allow

"In strategy development people think too operationally - they never get into a
helicopter to see the whole picture - everybody who likes strategy leaves."

|
The extent of strategic insights
created through the process

4 (31%)

The focus of strategy development is execessively on operative things."
"In many organisations processes are unfortunately designed so that the things with
deadlines push away the things without deadlines - the strategic questions are not
considered accordingly."

Table 4 .4 - The Interview Statements (ex-ante) Classified According to the Eight Decision Effectiveness
Dimensions

The T e ch n ica l D im e n sio n s

O ne essential determinant of effective strategy development processes relates to
'technical'

information

processing.

This

dimension

incorporates

the

concept

of

'procedural rationality', defined as the collection of relevant inform ation and thorough
inform ation analysis (Dean and Sharfmann, 1996; 1993).
•

The extent of transparency and comprehensibility in the process
22 out of 99 statements referred to this dimension.

•

The extent of rational analysis vs. intuitive judgment in the process
6 out of 99 statements referred to this dimension
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•

The extent of interactivity and dialogue-orientation in the processes (Quality
of inform ation exchange)
1 6 out of 99 statements referred to this dimension.

The 'S ocio' Dimensions
W hilst the technical dimension relates to the question of how inform ation is
processed, the second essential dimension mirrors the question of who is involved in the
process. According to this fram ework, one should consider the am ount and diversity of
inform ation included in the processes in order to evaluate the effectiveness of strategic
decision processes. The interviewees also recognised the need fo r a certain degree of
participation in strategy developm ent contexts. All of the experts referred to one or
several of these aspects on the 'so cio ' side:
•

The extent of participation by people in the organisation in the problem
solving process in general
2 0 out of 9 9 statements referred to this dimension.

•

The extent of top-dow n vs. bottom -up influence in the organisation during
the problem -solving processes
1 6 out o f 99 statements referred to this dimension.

•

The extent o f inform ation exchange between different stakeholders
(Q uantity of inform ation exchange)
9 out of 99 statements referred to this dimension.
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The Result-oriented Dimensions
In

addition

to

the

six

process-related

dimensions

m entioned

above,

the

interviewees m entioned the follow ing two results-oriented dimensions:

•

The extent to which creativity o r more traditional ideas are the result of the
process
9 out of 9 9 statements referred to this dimension.

•

The extent o f strategic insights created through the process
O nly 4 out of 99 statements referred to this dim ension, although the
majority of the interviewees mentioned it im plicitly.

Evaluation o f the Research Q uality o f the MARA Interviews
As the decision effectiveness dimensions evolved in an iterative and interactive
process throughout the interviews, the interviewer inevitably had some limited influence
over the interviewees' answers. However, a standardised interview guideline, as outlined
above, ensured a high degree of objectivity during the interview process (Bortz and
Doring, 1995). In addition, we drafted a thorough interview transcript o r protocol for
each interview. Two researchers conducted the subsequent content analysis to reduce
interviewer effects and biased interpretations.
To test the reliability of the effectiveness dimensions, we com pared the num ber of
times the interviewees m entioned the respective dimensions before and after MARA
2 0 0 6 . Figure 4 .8 displays the results. However, as the decision makers asked fo r short
interviews after the tim e-consum ing MARA project, the ex-post interviews only focused on
the socio and technical dimensions. Accordingly, Figure 4.8 does not display the result
dimensions. Due to the small sample sizes (Nex.ante =
interviewees),

'retest'

reliability

(Bortz

and

13 interviewees; N ex_post =

Doring,

1995)

was

relatively

13
low

(relretest= . l 61). However, all interviewees in each of the interview groups mentioned all
socio and technical dimensions. The percentage o f the statements referring to the
dimensions 'Transparency and com prehensability' and 'P articipation' was almost equal
(transparencyex.onte =

19%,

transparencyex.post =

18%;

participationex.an)e =

21%,

participationex_pos+ = 20%). The participation of the ex-post interviewees in MARA 2 0 0 6 ,
however, probably had some influence on the result. The frequency of top-dow n vs.
bottom -up process, fo r example, decreased (top/dow nex_an)e =
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8%), whilst the number of interview statements referring to rational vs. intuitive aspects,
increased (rational/intuitiveex.onte = 9%, rational/intuitiveex.post = 20%). We can therefore
assume some degree of reliability with respect to the socio and technical dimensions.

Distribution o f Interviewer Statements
on the Effectiveness Dimensions
Ex-ante

Ex-post

Quantity of
informationexchange

Transparency &

(S) - 7%

comprehens-

Quantity of
(S) - 14%

ability (T) - 19%
Top-down vs. bottomup (S)- 19%

Transparency &

information exchange

comprehensability (T) - 18%

Top-down vs. bottomRational vs. intuitive

up (S) - 8%

(T) - 9%

Rational vs. intuitive

CD - 20%
Participation (S)

20%

Participation (S)
21%

Quality of information

Quality of information

exchange (T) - 26%

exchange (T) - 20%

Figure 4.8 - Ex-ante and Ex-post Distribution of Interview References to the Effectiveness Dimensions (Ne
4 3 statements; N ex.post = 5 0 statements)

To ensure construct validity, we discussed the interview results with several
researchers in the MARA group. This led to consensus on the dimensions, as described
above. Due to their positions as decision makers with strategy-related tasks, the
interviewees could respond well to the questions asked - although they repeatedly
reflected on the concept of strategy itself rather than the process of developing
strategies. There is therefore no reason to assume that the interviewees had any incentive
to misrepresent their views (Bortz and Doring, 1 995).
As outlined above, we selected the interview partners from a wide variety of
organisations so that we could subsequently generalise the results to 'resource-based
strategic decisions in the public and private sector'. However, as the interviewees were
not a random sample of all possible decision makers from both sectors, we have to
interpret the results with caution. Nonetheless, the interviewees repeated the effectiveness
dimensions substantially ('theoretical saturation' according to Glaser and Strauss, 1967),
so we can assume some degree of g e n e ra lis a b ility to the broader dom ain, as described
above.
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Case Studies
Six case studies, based on applied decision analysis in strategy development
contexts, constitute the core of MARA 2 0 0 6 . The MARA teams generated case studies of
com parable m ethodological scope. They used socio-technical decision analysis in order
to help partner organisations solve a strategic problem connected with efficient resource
allocation. Remenyi et al. (1998) describes significance, completeness, the consideration
of alternative perspectives, the display of sufficient evidence as well as com position in an
engaged manner, as general characteristics o f 'exemplary' case study research. These
five elements are also reflected in the MARA 2 0 0 6 case study research.
First, the case studies revealed insights into the field of decision analysis, as they
contributed to the small body o f existing m ethodological effectiveness literature. In
addition, the case studies were of significance to the decision makers in the participating
organisations, as they covered pressing resource allocation problems. Second, the
research approach included a clear definition o f the boundaries of the research problem
- an inquiry into the effectiveness of socio-technical decision analysis, in a specific
research setting. The research, third, included

several perspectives from

different

stakeholders, in particular through the ex-post interviews to evaluate the effectiveness of
the approaches. Fourth, the research used m ultiple sources of evidence within the
fram ew ork of the case studies: interviews, observations and m odelling, together with an
effectiveness survey and an alignm ent study. Finally, the case studies were composed in
an engaged manner, with clearly identified decision makers, who had the opportunity to
contribute to the final presentation of the results.

Evaluation o f the Research Q ualify o f the A/1ARA Case Studies
W ith regard to objectivity, we can assume that the MARA teams had some degree
of influence on the final case study results. O ther teams might have solved some
m odelling details differently. However, a com parison between initial proposals, which
the MARA Steering Com m ittee developed before the start of the projects and the final
model results, revealed high consistencies with regard to the model structure in all but
one case. With regard to this one case (DB Investment Prioritisation), a com plete model
structure had not previously been established.
As the case studies are unique settings - with a close relation to a constructivistic
research approach - questions of reliability and generalisability are of m inor relevance.
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Some phenom enologists argue that reliability is not a central issue, as it is difficult to
replicate the same research environm ent (Remenyi, W illiam s et al., 1998). In order to
generate accurate insights into decision processes in the partner organisations (construct
validity) with the case studies, we used, as outlined above, several sources o f evidence
within the case studies. As the research quality indicators are, in particular, relevant fo r
research elements with some positivistic elements, they are somewhat less applicable for
the evaluation o f the case study results.

Process Effectiveness Survey
Through the larger sample size and the high degree of detachment of the
researchers, we can classify surveys in general more on the positivistic side of the
research spectrum (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe et a l., 2002). The decision effectiveness
survey is based on the dimensions developed through the ex-ante interviews and tested
with the ex-post interviews. W e developed several pre-test versions, which we discussed
within the MARA organisational team , and with academics and interviewees. After seven
revisions, the final questionnaire could be issued to the decision makers. The primary
purpose was to test the perceived effectiveness of STDA, thereby contributing to the small
body of knowledge in the area of decision effectiveness evaluation. In this survey, we
asked the decision makers to evaluate the existing m ethodologies fo r strategic decision
making processes in their organisations. A hypothetical ideal state and the evaluation of
STDA on these dimensions served as further measurement points. The deviations of
MARA from the ideal state versus the deviations of existing processes from the ideal state
served as indicators fo r the effectiveness of STDA. In addition, the author and two other
MARA researchers analysed the qualitative statements on strengths and weaknesses and
suggestions fo r im provem ent. I outline these results, together with the results of the
effectiveness study, in the first part of C hapter 6.

Evaluation o f the Research Q ualify o f the Process Effectiveness Survey
W ithin the fram ew ork of the MARA research, we can view the effectiveness survey
as the most objective, as decision makers received the survey via email with thorough
instructions. In addition, the standardised statistical test o f the effectiveness assessments
resulted in low er exposure to subjective interpretations in contrast, fo r example, to the
interviews.
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In light of the high objectivity of the survey and due to the absence o f interviewer
effects, we can assume low random measurement errors in the survey results. Some
measurement errors due to, fo r example, inattentiveness, m ight have occurred. The
sam ple size o f 44 participants, however, should be sufficiently high to control for
'ran d om noise' in the data. A systematic measurement error in one direction is therefore
im probable. In addition, it can be considered highly probable that the participating
decision makers truthfully stated their preferences as, fo r example, we guaranteed the
anonym ity o f their answers.
W ith regard to validity, it is im portant to recognise that the survey measured
perceived effectiveness. The notion o f effectiveness is usually connected to a value
statement (C am pell, 1979). The fact that participants were able to make these value
judgments (in stating an ideal point on the scale) can be seen as an indication for the
validity of the instrument to measure perceived effectiveness. Due to its international and
interdisciplinary 'fla v o u r', the MARA project was in general attractive to the participating
organisations. It is therefore possible that the senior decision makers who 'b o u g h t' the
project, were slightly biased in favour of it. For this reason, a second analysis of the
effectiveness survey w ithout the inclusion of the five sponsoring decision makers, as
outlined in C hapter 6, served to check the potential biases of these senior decision
makers. To check fo r further biases, we analysed the dependence of the degree of
com m itm ent of the decision makers to the project and the perceived effectiveness scores.
The results o f these 'biases' studies are described in detail in Chapter 6.
As the survey measured only perceived effectiveness, we can attribute to the
decision effectiveness a slightly lower level of generalisability than 'strong effectiveness'
studies (Clemen, 2 0 0 6 ), which serve to analyse the relation between the quality of
decisions and related consequences. The success of the follow -up projects, organised
after MARA 2 0 0 5 in Argentina, and the requests fo r follow -up projects after MARA 2 0 0 6
in Germ any, however, indicate that we can generalise the perception of the effectiveness
of STDA to non-MARA settings.
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Alignment Field Study
In addition to the decision effectiveness aspect outlined above, the integrative
model o f STDA in strategy developm ent contexts, outlined in C hapter 3 (Figure 3.5),
proposed an alignm ent effect o f STDA. W e define alignm ent as the preferences of the
participating decision makers 'converging' towards the m odelling result. To test this
hypothesis, we assessed holistically the preferences o f the MARA decision makers
towards the options under consideration both before and after the decision conferences.
If STDA has an alignm ent effect, the preferences after the decision conference should be
closer to the m odelling results than the preferences before the conference. As a second
hypothesis, the variance of the preferences m ight decrease after the m odelling, in
com parison with the ex-ante assessment. I describe the details o f the results in the
second part of C hapter 6.

Evaluation o f the Research Q u a lity o f the Alignm ent Study
Although we thoroughly trained the team members who elicited the values to
obtain a high objectivity o f the study, the reliability of the data of this alignm ent study
can be partly questioned. In com parison with other MARA research elements, we can
regard the study as the least reliable of the MARA research elements. Due to interviewer
effects, operational tim e constraints, and large amounts of data which decision makers
had to process especially in the portfolio cases, we have to assume some measurement
errors. This can be one explanation fo r the somewhat 'noisy' results o f this research part,
outlined in C hapter 6.
Due to the low reliability, the validity of the study is lim ited. In addition, converging
preferences are only one possible alignm ent measure. We did not include in the
alignm ent study 'softe r'

aspects

of alignm ent,

such

as the degree

of com m on

understanding o r the degree o f com m on purpose created through STDA (Phillips, 2 0 0 6 ),
as the interviews already partly covered them. The general results o f this research
element therefore have to be viewed somewhat critically. However, the case with the
lowest m odelling complexity, the FBH Appraisal case, resulted in very clear results in
favour of the hypotheses. As discussed in C hapter 6, this m ight be an indicator that the
complexity o f the portfolio cases posed, in particular, constraints on this research
element.
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Conclusion
MARA 2 0 0 6 served as a research fram ework fo r this PhD thesis. It provided a
unique opportunity to assess the effectiveness of socio-technical decision analysis in an
applied setting. This effectiveness focus links to two research objectives of this PhD thesis.
First, it served to develop and

apply an

approach

to

em pirically evaluate the

effectiveness of STDA. Second, the research fram ework provided a possibility to test
whether STDA can be applied successfully by a group of young researchers. As a basis
fo r the w ork on these research objectives, this chapter served to outline the research
elements carried out in the fram ework o f MARA 2 0 0 6 :
•

The ex-post and ex-ante interviews to develop and evaluate the decision
process dimensions

•

The decision process effectiveness to test whether the participating decision
makers perceived STDA as more effective than existing strategy
development processes

•

The alignm ent study to measure group alignm ent effects

The follow ing chapter outlines in depth the results o f the fifth MARA research
element - the case studies. The cases are o f sim ilar m ethodological scope and therefore
provide the em pirical basis fo r the effectiveness studies outlined in this chapter. In
addition, we used them to observe whether a group o f well-trained young decision
analysts can apply STDA successfully.
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5. Case Study Results
You m u s t b a k e with the flo u r y o u h ave.
D a n is h F o lk Song

The 'flo u r', which the MARA 2 0 0 6 partner organisations provided, was plentiful
and rich - in particular when com pared with MARA 2 0 0 5 . Four project sponsoring
organisations from the private and public sectors in G erm any offered six projects as
ingredients fo r a successful applied research project. The six MARA case studies, outlined
in this chapter, are the result. All cases are 'classical' applications o f STDA, based on
process consultancy, decision conferencing and m ulti-criteria decision m odelling, as
described in Chapter 3. O n e objective of this chapter is therefore to show that a group
of inexperienced young researchers can apply STDA successfully. After a classification of
the

projects and

an

overview of the

results, this chapter serves to

outline the

organisational and problem -specific background, the analysis and the specific results of
each of the six case studies.

5 .1 . Overview of the Results
The MARA 2 0 0 6 case studies set up a com parable set of cases to evaluate the
effectiveness of STDA. Five out of six cases included the construction of a portfolio
model, including a variety of options and several criteria. In one case, we opted fo r an
appraisal approach to model a large num ber of criteria and fewer options. Figure 5.1
summarises inform ation on each client organisation, the type of decision problems
encountered, the social aspects (Who was involved?), the technical aspects (How were
the decision makers technically involved?) and the results of the cases.
In addition to several client specific insights in each case, across-case observations
revealed a lack of effective inform ation exchange ('socio' side) and a lack o f effective
inform ation processing (technical side). O n the 'so cio ' side, in particular in the Deutsche
Bahn cases, we observed insufficient lateral com m unication between departments.
Although decision makers worked on sim ilar tasks, they did not realise synergies, and,
accordingly, knowledge and experience -

often unintentionally -

did not circulate

effectively. This silo-thinking was in particular evident in the DB case 'Recruiting
Channels'. In this case, a decision conference helped to stimulate efficiency comparisons
between

sim ilar

activities

in

different

sub-departments.
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organisations, such as the Ferdinand Braun Institut, strict top-dow n com m unication from
senior m anagem ent inhibited a free, creative and effective flow o f inform ation between
the departments.
In all of the cases, we observed, on the technical side, shortcomings in the existing
m ethodologies fo r the efficient processing of inform ation. In particular, at Deutsche
Bahn, many strategic decisions were solely based on subsequently written board
proposals. The organisations had not previously introduced a portfolio perspective to
process inform ation from a variety of sources. In addition, m anagem ent teams took
many decisions on an intuitive, rather than a structured and thorough, basis. In
particular fo r Deutsche Bahn and the Berlin Senate G overnm ent fo r Economics, the
MARA cases served to solve this deficit of structured m ethodologies to effectively process
inform ation and to incorporate a variety of stakeholder opinions.
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Classification of the Six MARA 2 0 0 6 Case Studies
_

Client

Coses

'

.

■

Human
Resources
Strategy in the
Context of
Demographic
Change

DB AG Recruiting
Channels
Optimisation

Private
company,
Railway
industry

Type of
Problem

......

.

'

.............

Technical Aspects
(How were decision
involved?)

m nlfprc

Portfolio
decision
regarding
employability

Ten members of the
HR strategy
department, incl.
health, qualification

Development of a

activities to
meet

and labour relations
group

challenges of

modelling framework,
options and criterio based
on interviews; preference
assessment for scores and
weights; Decision
Conferencing

demographic
change
Private
company.
Railway
industry

Nine members of
the HR strategy
department and of
the recruiting
groups for students,
high school and
other pupils

Development of
framework, options and
criteria based on
interviews; preference
assessment for scores and
weights; Decision
Conferencing

Consistent system
to appraise 58
recruiting options

Portfolio
decision
related to
optimal
investments in
railway stations

Twelve decision
makers from
business
development and

Development of
framework, criteria and
options with junior decision
makers; Decision
Conferencing with heads

Introduction of a
new methodology

.
Subsidiary of

FBH Appraisal of
Research
Directions

Partly publicly
funded
research
institute

Appraisal
problem to
identify a
promising
research
direction in a
strategically
important field

FBH Portfoliobased analysis
of the research

Partly publicly
funded
research
institute

Berlin

Local public
administration

existing workforce
served as basis for

Portfolio
decision
regarding
optimal mix of
recruiting
activities

DB Station &
Service AG Prioritisation of
Investments in
Railway
Stations

SenWAF rriorinscmon ot

Priority list of 7 0
activities to
increase and
maintain
employability of

a board proposal

............... ........

DB AG ,
Railway
industry

Results

across
departments;
exploration of
inefficiencies
across deportments

of departments; Final
presentation and
discussion with C E O

for strategic
investment
prioritisation in
stations (initial
model included 6 7
options)

Ten decision
makers, incl. the
director and the
heads of the
departments
Optoelectronics and
Materials

Development of
framework, options and
criteria based on
interviews; preference
assessment for scores and
weights; Decision
Conferencing

Structuring values
of the Institute;
development of
related scales to
analyse 13
possible research
directions

Portfolio
decision
related to the
allocation of

Ten decision
makers, incl. the
director and the
heads of the

resources
across the
departments

departments
Microwaves,
Optoelectronics,
Materials, Processes

Framework developed
based on FBH Appraisal
project, options and
criteria based on
interviews; preference
assessment for scores and

Comparison of
resource efficiency
of 19 program
groups across
departments,
integration of the

weights; Decision
Conferencing with all the
m ajor decision makers at
FBH

appraisal results in
the research
portfolio

Appraisal of
infrastructure
funding

Ten decision
makers, incl. the
head of the
department Funding
Policy

Framework and, in
particular, scales
development with decision
makers; Decision
Conferencing

Development of
scales to prioritise
39 infrastructure
funding proposals;
introduction of new
methodology to

projects and
subsequent

corporate
marketing, incl. the
C E O and the board
of Station & Service
AG

allocation of
resources

allocate public
funds within
SenWAF

Table 5.1 - Classification of the MARA 2 0 0 6 Case Studies

Besides this positive impact to rethinking decision processes on the side of the
participating organisations, the case studies revealed some m ethodological weaknesses.
When applying STDA to these cases, for example, clients frequently criticised the 'pure'
process consultancy approach (Schein, 1999). A demand for greater involvement in the
content of the specific projects was a consistent theme in the feedback for all the MARA
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projects. This criticism served as one im portant input factor fo r the development of
Strategy Conferencing in C hapter 7. In addition, several technical m odelling difficulties
occurred, fo r example, in relation to adequate weighting procedures or the inclusion of
risk. In C hapter 6, I analyse these weaknesses in m ore detail.
The follow ing case descriptions firstly focus on the background of the client
organisations and the related decision problem . The second part o f the descriptions
includes the social and technical aspects of the analyses. The final sections describe the
results, conclusions and potential shortcomings of the projects. As mentioned in C hapter
4, these case results have to be attributed to the whole group o f MARA participants and
organisers. I do not claim sole intellectual ownership of the results outlined below. M ore
inform ation

on

the

projects

and

about

MARA

2006

itself

can

be

found

at

ww w .projectm ara.com .

5 .2 . Case Study: Deutsche Bahn - Hum an Resources Strategy in the Context of
Dem ographic Change
Germ any, like many other Western countries, is facing a serious problem in
relation to dem ographic change. By 2 0 5 0 , its population is expected to fall by 1 6 % -l 9%
(Eisenmenger, Potzsch et al., 2 0 0 6 ). Large Germ an companies in particular have to
respond to this phenom enon. At the beginning of 2 0 0 6 , the G erm an railway com pany,
Deutsche Bahn A G , initiated a project to deal with the threats of dem ographic change to
the em ployability of their workforce. O ne of the MARA projects served as a catalyst to
advance this project. To my knowledge, this case represents the first application of
decision analysis to a topic related to dem ographic change.

Background C om pany
In 1994 , follow ing the reunification of Germ any, the West Germ an railway
company, Bundesbahn, and the East Germ an Reichsbahn, merged under the name of
Deutsche Bahn A G . At this tim e, the new company employed approx. 3 5 0 ,0 0 0 people
(Deutsche

Bahn,

2 0 0 6 ).

The

subsequent

privatisation

of

the

company

led

to

redundancies - a m ajor reduction in the num ber of employees was the consequence. In
addition, Deutsche Bahn hired only a very limited num ber of new employees and signed
a deal with the unions that they w ould suspend lay-offs until 2 0 1 1 . As a consequence,
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the age structure of the company, outlined in Figure 5.1, will change rapidly over the
next decade.

Ageing Employees at DB A G
□2006

40000

■ 2015
g

0)

35000
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25000

J!

I

20000
15000
10000

Z

5000

15-20 20-25

25-30 30-35 35-40

40-45 45-50 50-55

55-60 60-65

Age of employees
Figure 5.1 - Change of Employee Structure at DB AG (from Deutsche Bahn, 2006)

In addition to the problems the company faces due to an ageing workforce, DB is
currently in a transition phase from a state-owned m onopolist to an international logistic
company. This change increases the need for a highly trained and motivated workforce.

Background Decision Problem
In the context outlined above, one of the MARA 2 0 0 6 teams aided the HR strategy
departm ent to proactively evaluate activities to maintain and increase the employability
of the existing workforce. The DB team defined employability as capability and
willingness to deliver high quality work and the willingness and ability to acquire new
skills in order to deliver high quality work. Accordingly, the objectives of the project were
threefold:
•

to facilitate an effective information exchange between participating HR
sub-departments in order to create a common understanding of the topic

•

to develop an efficient portfolio of diversified activities to respond to the
challenges of dem ographic change as effectively as possible

•

to provide sound argumentation, including a suggested budget, for a
board proposal
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The Analysis
The HR strategy department sponsored the MARA project within the framework of
the initiative 'D em ographic Change'. O n the 'socio' side, three sub-departments
participated in the project: the health group, the qualification group, and the labour
relations department. The health group focuses on keeping employees healthy, so that
they can

perform

their professional duties effectively. The qualification group

is

responsible fo r the training and the prom otion of employees. In the context of the project
'D em ographic Change', the labour relations department was responsible for checking
the com patibility of all the employability activities with operational constraints, such as
legal restrictions and potential union objections.
Due to the pilot study character of the project and time constraints during MARA
2 0 0 6 , the analysis focused on three target groups: maintenance (electricians, locksmiths
and electrical engineers), train drivers and 'Rangierer' (workers, who are moving wagons
and trains in stations - 'shunters'). These groups account for approx. 4 0 ,0 0 0 employees
within DB. The structure of the portfolio model, displayed in Figure 5.2, reflects these
three groups within the areas Q ualification, Health, and Labour Relations.
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Figure 5 .2 - The Portfolio Model of the MARA 2 0 0 6 Project 'Demographic Change'

Each box in Figure 5.2 reflects one option to maintain or increase the level of
employability fo r one or several of the three target groups. An example of an option in
the qualification area was an internet platform for all employees to provide inform ation
on internal qualification programmes. A campaign for more sports activities targeted at
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a specific employee group was an example for the health option. The labour relations
options included, for example, shifts in regular working time based on the age of the
employees.

To consistently evaluate these different options, the decision

makers

developed criteria, which could be applied to each of the three areas, Q ualification,
Health and Labour Relations. These included the expected financial costs and several
benefit criteria outlined in Table 5.2.
Benefit criteria

Description
The extent to which an option maintains or improves employees' capability to
perform their jobs and prepares them for future positions. It includes taking care
of physical and psychological fitness, as well as empowering employees to
develop additional skills. Moreover, it requires the workforce to sustain their
learning potential.

Self Responsibility

Long term impact

Enforceability

The extent to which an option improves employees' work satisfaction and
increases their commitment to Deutsche Bahn. First, it includes improving
working conditions. Second, it includes employees' willingness to change by
keeping employees informed of their roles, the evolution of their roles and open
opportunities.
The extent to which an option promotes employees' personal responsibility. It
implies a sustainable behavioural change towards a healthy lifestyle and
employees' own initiative to develop additional skills.
The extent to which an option generates added value (has a positive impact on
Ability, Motivation, Self-responsibility) or decreases costs beyond the five year
time frame or both.
The likelihood that an option will be implemented. This takes into account legal
restrictions, obstacles posed by union treaties and work council regulations.

Cost Criterion
Financial Costs

The extent to which an option creates overall monetary costs, including the
implementation and running costs during the 5 year time frame.
Table 5 .2 - The Cost and Benefit Criteria of the MARA 2 0 0 6 Project 'Demographic Change' (from Beer, Evrard
et al., 2 0 0 6 , p .9 /1 0 )

For the assessment of these scales, different groups of project participants scored
each option on all the criteria using 0 to 100 relative scales. To ensure high quality
expert judgments, we encouraged the decision makers to further break down the scoring
process by assessing, first, the im pact of each option per employee on the criteria and,
second, the number of employees that each option would address over the five-year time
frame. Both assessments entered in the final scores. For the enforceability criterion, the
decision

makers stated their estimates of the

probability with which they could

successfully implement an option within a five-year time frame. Using a proper scoring
rule, we transferred these probability judgments into penalty scores and normalised them
to a 0 -1 0 0 relative scale. After the assessment of the weight of one criterion in relation
to the different areas (within criteria weights), we then assessed the weights of the criteria
in relation to each other (across criteria weights), as described by Phillips and Bana e
Costa (2007).
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The Results
The analysis resulted in an order of priority list for the employability options based
on benefit/cost ratios of the options. The cumulative cost and corresponding benefit
values of all possible portfolio combinations are depicted in the grey area in Figure 5.3.
Along the efficiency frontier on the upper side of this graph, the black dots present the
most efficient combinations of employability options. O f particular interest to the HR
strategy department was the point where the efficiency curve had a sharp bend,
reflecting a significant decrease in the marginal benefit of the options to the right.

A Variety of Smaller Projects Result in Favourable Cost/Benefit Ratios
Benefit
in benefit points
1000
900,
800
700
600
500

300

200
100

Costs

Figure 5 .3 - The 'Envelope' of the MARA 2 0 0 6 Project 'Demographic Change'

The analysis, outlined above, provided the HR Strategy Department with a sound
evaluation of possible employability options with which to face the organisation's
dem ographic change. STDA thereby provided an effective exchange of knowledge
between the participating HR sub-departments. Based on the results of the ex-post
interviews, described in C hapter 6, the analysis seems to have fostered a common
understanding of the topic. The quantitative analysis aided the HR Strategy Department
to address the main trade-offs in facing the negative effects of dem ographic change. In
addition, the results served to create a proposal which the corporate board of Deutsche
Bahn A G discussed at the beginning o f the year 2007.
O ne potential weakness of the analysis is that projects with very different costs
were included in the analysis. This wide range of costs may have somewhat distorted the
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benefit assessments of the decision makers, as it is usually difficult to com pare projects
with a very different m agnitude of im pact. O ne indicator of the effect of this assessment
difficulty might be the cluster of cheap projects at the beginning of the efficiency curve,
as depicted in Figure 5 .3 . O n e the other hand, we can view these smaller projects as
Mow hanging fruits', which should be carried out first. To facilitate an im proved ease of
data processing, it w ould have been possible to model very costly options in a separate
area.
The DB Project on dem ographic change won - together with the SenWAF project the MARA 2 0 0 6 Excellence Award. The project results were presented at the Annual
Meeting of INFORMS 2 0 0 6 , which took place in Novem ber 2 0 0 6 in Pittsburgh.

5 .3 . Case Study: Deutsche Bahn - Recruiting Channels Optimisation
Besides the topic of dem ographic change, the HR departm ent of Deutsche Bahn
was concerned with another pressing problem . By virtue of its history as a railway
m onopolist in G erm any with a reputation fo r an unpunctual and unfriendly service, the
com pany was facing

a problem

of com parably low employer im age leading to

difficulties in attracting quality candidates for positions in the company. In this context, a
second MARA team assisted the HR departm ent in optim ising the 'recruiting channel mix'
of the recruiting department.

Background Organisation
Although a well-known brand in 2 0 0 6 , Deutsche Bahn was still placed by
(business) graduate students in the lowest third of a list of the top 100 G erm an
employers (Trendence, 20 0 6 ). Its weak em ployer im age on the one hand, and its ageing
workforce, on the other hand, make the recruitment of sufficiently well qualified staff a
particular challenge fo r DB. As this development affects mostly technical professions with
physically highly dem anding tasks, the MARA project 'Recruiting Channels' focused on
recruiting activities to attract blue collar workers and engineers.
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Background Decision
The evaluation of the effectiveness of the recruitment activities for these employee
groups is a particular challenge, as the potential future benefits of the programs are
uncertain and relate to m ultiple dimensions. As the tim efram e of MARA 2 0 0 6 was
com paratively short, the MARA and the DB teams limited the focus of the pilot projects to
the follow ing three m ajor target groups:

•

university students, with engineering focus and leadership potential,

•

high school graduates with a technical background, and

•

'oth e r pupils' w ithout a high school degree who m ight qualify fo r one of
the DB apprenticeship programs.

Focusing on these three groups, the project aim ed, first, to assess the value-formoney ratio of different recruiting activities fo r several target groups. Second, to
generate a consistent portfolio-based evaluation system fo r current and future recruiting
activities. This analysis, finally, aim ed to provide a m ethodological basis on which to
explore synergies between different HR sub-departments.

The Analysis
The head of the HR strategy departm ent, together with the heads of the three sub
units and several other employees from the HR departm ent, took part in the analysis of
university student and pupil recruiting activities. In an iterative process, this group
constructed evaluation criteria, which served to assess each recruiting option. These
included on the benefit side: the extent to which the option creates a high number of
high quality applications, the extent to which the option contributes to a positive impact
on em ployer im age, the degree to which it is effective in the long-term , and the degree
to which it has a spill-over effect on recruitment outside the target groups (Schunter,
Karatzaferi et al., 20 0 6 ). The cost criterion related to the money spent fo r the
im plem entation of a specific recruiting activity, as well as the incurred internal personnel
cost. Participants estimated the cost values as the annual salary of persons typically
involved in the specific recruitment under consideration, divided by the number of
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annual working days to carry out the activity (Schunter, Karatzaferi et al., 2006). Figure
5.4 displays the corresponding value tree.

HR and implementation costs

M in im ise costs-

Spill-over effect

long-term effectiveness

High quality recruits for technical professions
Maximise I

ts
Employer image

High quality and quantity of recruits
Figure 5.4 - The Criteria Tree for MARA 2 0 0 6 Case 'Recruiting Channels'

The model itself consisted of 58 past, current and future recruiting options,
distributed across the three target groups. In addition, one area integrated all activities
which affected more than one target group. W ithin each target group, a set of options
referred to media activities, such as online postings of job descriptions, to co-operation
activities, such as participation in a job fa ir organised by external providers and to
personal contact with DB staff ('Experience DB'), respectively. Figure 5.5 displays the
model structure for the DB 'Recruiting C hannel' case.
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The Results
After several decision conferencing sessions during which the decision makers
scored the options and assessed weights, the final model resulted in a priority list of
recruitment activities, based on the ratio of recruiting costs and overall recruiting
benefits. This 'recruiting value-for-m oney' figure for each option provided the DB HR
department with a transparent indicator with which to compare different options across
target groups and departments. In particular, the differences in efficiencies stimulated an
effective transfer of knowledge and discussion between the recruiting departments in
order to explore and realise synergies within the HR department.
Analysing the current resource spending of the HR department resulted in the
envelope depicted in Figure 5.6. The point 'P' (proposed) depicts the cost and benefit
values of the current portfolio of recruitment activities. Based on the decision model, the
portfolio ('B' - better) could be identified, which would lead to more benefit points
( + 35%) with a only slight increase in costs (+6% ). An alternative portfolio ('C ' cheaper) would lead to approximately 50% of the costs yielding approximately the same
benefits (99%). This analysis resulted in insights for the creation of efficient recruiting
portfolios in the future.

The Analysis Revealed Potential Efficiency Gains in Comparison to the Status Quo
Benefit
in benefit points

B(B) «,

B(C)

:
: I
— >---------*>#—
C (C )

Costs
in Mio Euro

C(B)

Figure 5 .6 - The 'Envelope' of the MARA 2 0 0 6 Case 'Recruiting Channels' (P - current investment; B - better
allocation; C - cheaper allocation)
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Sim ilar to the DB project 'D em ographic C hange', the decision analysis provided
the HR departm ent with a transparent and com prehensible foundation on which their
decision could be based. O n e weak point of this analysis, however, is the rather
imprecisely defined criterion, 'Q u a lity and quantity of recruits'. Decision makers assessed
this criterion on a 0 to 100 relative scale. It w ould have been possible to use a
constructed numerical scale as described by Bana e Costa and Beinat (2005) and as
used in the SenWAF case. Due to initial difficulties in fram ing, this could not be done
within the tim efram e o f MARA 2 0 0 6 . Nonetheless, at the end of the project, the head o f
the HR strategy departm ent expressed his intention to integrate a sim plified version o f the
approach in the decision processes of his unit.

5 .4 . Case Study: DB Station and Service - Market-oriented Prioritisation
of Investments in Railway Stations
Deutsche Bahn Station & Service A G , a subsidiary of Deutsche Bahn A G , hired the
third project team in the context of MARA 2 0 0 6 . As the project included investment
options which added up to a volum e o f approxim ately 8 0 0 m illion euros, this project
had the largest financial scope of all MARA 2 0 0 6 projects.

Background Organisation
DB Station & Service owns and manages approxim ately 5 ,4 0 0 stations across
Germany. The three business units, Services, O perations and Rental, provide services for
travellers, train operators and shop tenants. The com pany administers, operates and
develops the travel chain from the forecourt to the platform , as outlined in Figure 5 .7
(Schafer, Etchart et al., 200 6). DB Station & Service thereby derives its main revenues
from shop tenants and the stopping fees of train operators.
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1 - Way to the station
2 - Forecourt
3 - Passenger building

7 - Journey

Figure 5 .7 - The Travel Chain, M anaged by DB Station & Service A G (from Schafer, Etchart et a l., 2 0 0 6 )

B ackground Decision
As the travel chain affects several stakeholders such as the DB holding, public
authorities, travellers and shop tenants, investment decisions are particularly challenging
fo r DB Station & Service. M ultip le stakeholder views often conflict and, as some
investments bind assets irreversibly fo r decades, a high degree of uncertainty has to be
taken into account. A ccording to Phillips and Bana e Costa (2007), there are three
approaches to tackling resource a llo ca tio n decisions. O ne approach is based on
corporate finance techniques, quantifying costs and benefits, fo r exam ple, by using Net
Present Value calculations. The other approach is related to operations research models,
which aim to maximise investment benefits so that the budget constraint is not exceeded
(H illier and Lieberman, 2 0 0 5 ). The third approach is related to decision analysis, either
in the form o f decision trees or based on m ultiple-criteria decision analysis. The latter
has the advantage of being able to quantify 'soft' strategic criteria, in addition to the
m ore financially driven criteria.
The objective o f the project was to generate strategic insights into an efficient
allo catio n o f strategic investments in stations. In particular, the m odel had to incorporate
m ultiple stakeholder views, based on financial and strategic criteria. Two m iddle
m anagers from business developm ent and corporate m arketing sponsored the project.
Subsequently, the num ber o f participants grew to 1 2 decision makers, including one
board member. We presented the final results to the C EO and the board.
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The Analysis
To fit the project into the limited timeframe of MARA 2 0 0 6 , the client had chosen a
specific regional focus. As the possible investment options in this region exceeded 3 0 0 ,
we developed a system with which to cluster the investments. The options thereby
referred to:
•

the station size, which we classified by the client's internal standards
(Category 1: very large to Category 6: very small),

•

the 'field o f action' fo r the specific investment, which included investments
in travel facilities at the platform , travel facilities in the building, customer
inform ation, service quality and appearance as well as 'in te r-m o d a lity'2,

•

num ber o f stations considered and

•

the m agnitude of improvement.

Figure 5 .8 below depicts one investment option. It refers to an investment in 27
stations of the Category 4. In this case, an internal DB study rated 21 of these stations
with 'yellow ' and six with 're d ' in relation to the quality level of the facilities o f the station.
In addition, the gap analysis indicated a 're d ' status in relation to barrier-free access at
25 of these stations. The option w ould now be to turn all 're d ' and 'yellow ' ratings into a
green rating in relation*’ to facility quality and barrier-free access. Each option also
depicts necessary improvements and possible measures to increase the respective quality
levels. The final m odel, which served as a discussion basis with the CEO , included 6 7 of
these options.

2 'Inter-modality' refers to activities which enhance the mobility from one traffic net to another, e.g. rail and car.
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A 6: Constructions/Facilities Traffic Station & Barrier-Free Access
Category 4
2 7 Stations
Yellow
Constructions/Facilities Traffic Station

Red

21

6

2

25

Barrier-Free Access

■

Necessary improvements:
■ Optimise mostly technically faulty or insufficient facilities
■ Ensure barrier-free access

■

Possible measures:
Investments in
■ Platforms
■ Platform roofs
■ Coating of floors, walls, ceilings
■ Stairs; escalators; elevators
■ Overpasses; underpasses
■ Ramps

&

Figure 5 .8 - An Example for an Investment Option

The evaluation criteria fo r the investment options reflected the different stakeholder
views. O n the benefit side, the decision makers assessed the extent to which the options
enhanced

shop

tenants

and

customers'

satisfaction,

the

extent

to

which

they

strengthened the DB holding and the degree to which they maximised a positive im age
o f the DB. 'Sustainable gro w th ' served as a financial criterion, which the DB team
assessed as expected profits o r expected reduction in operation al costs. Finally, we used
the financial costs of the investment in a tim efram e of five years as the cost criterion.

The Results
As a result o f the project, DB Station & Service obtained a transparent prioritisation
o f strategic investments according to investment efficiency. Figure 5 .9 below depicts the
current investment spending o f DB Station & Service with an 'S'. If the com pany
increased their spending by 5% to the 'better' p o rtfo lio 'B ', a 72% increase in benefit
could be achieved.
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Substantially M ore Benefits C an Be Realised With The
Given Investment Budget

Benefits
in Points

1000

0

low costs C(S!C(B)
'Stotus Q uo' portfolio (S)

high costs

( b)

Costs

'Better' portfolio (B)

Figure 5 .9 - The 'Envelope' of the DB Investment Prioritisation Case

The reasons for this increase in efficiency are rooted in the higher investment
efficiency of larger stations and certain fields of action. Figure 5 .1 0 depicts the resource
efficiency, measured by the cost/benefit ratio. A bigger bubble symbolises a higher
(improved) investment efficiency. As displayed in the right column and the top row,
investments in Category 1 and Category 2 are on average the most efficient. The same
accounts for investments in the Field of Action 3 and Field of Action 4. Legal
requirements fo r security investments in stations, however, constrain these results. Due to
these restrictions, DB Station & Service currently has to invest most of its resources in the
first two fields of action. This is why, during the decision conference, the CEO proposed
that investments in the first two and the last fields of action be fixed and not be changed
in the medium term.
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Investments Are Highly Efficient in Field of Action 3 and in
Station Category 1

Efficiency
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Field o f A ction

Field of Action

3

Field of Action
4

Field of Action
5

Figure 5 .1 0 - Investment Efficiency in DB Station Across Fields of Action and Station Categories

In addition to these clear insights into losses of investment efficiency due to
external constraints and a new way to compare different investments comprehensively,
the case of DB Station & Service revealed significant decision process innovations. At
that time, the company had been making decisions based on single board proposals.
The MARA case represented the first attempt to turn such 'proposal-based' decision
making into a portfolio perspective. As an indicator of the perceived usefulness of the
approach, at the end of the project, the strategy department of the holding was
interested in adopting the approach more widely throughout the company.
The somewhat complex 'strategic option' design, outlined above, was one core
weakness of the analysis. The creation of options based on multiple dimensions led to
difficulties for the decision makers in assessing relevant data. We should therefore judge
the quality of the input data to the model as comparatively low. O n the other hand, this
did not reduce the decision innovation stimulation effect of the MARA project. According
to the interviews conducted after the com pletion of the project, DB Station & Service
used

the

MARA

results

to

re-design

some

management and board level.
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5 .5 . Case Study: Ferdinand Braun Institute fur Hochstfrequenztechnik - Appraisal of
Research Directions
The research institute 'Ferdinand Braun Institut fur Hochstfrequenztechnik' (FBH)
provided two projects for one of the MARA 2 0 0 6 teams. The first project (Phase I)
focused on an appraisal of research directions in a new, strategically im portant research
field. The objective of the second project (Phase II) was to embed these results in the
overall research portfolio across the institute. Due to the tim e constraints o f MARA 2 0 0 6 ,
the team only ran a short pilot study as a second part of the project. I outline both cases
below.
Background Organisation
The FBH is a publicly funded research centre in the areas of microwave
technology and optoelectronics. It produces high-end lasers, circuits fo r com m unication
and sensor technology. In order to bridge the gap between applied research and the
market, the FBH aims to develop new technologies and create spin-offs in order to
transfer new products onto the market. Due to its successful activities over the last few
years, the FBH won the 'selected innovative location' prize in the com petition 'G erm any:
Land o f Ideas' funded by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research o f Germany.
Background Decision
Due to technical progress in their field of research, the institute had to decide on
the best way forward regarding potential research strategies in the field o f G aN -based
optoelectronics. This decision is of particular im portance fo r the future of the FBH as it
will com m it a substantial am ount of resources to this field over the next few years. Due to
the technical complexities involved and uncertain business opportunities, the director of
the institute hired a MARA team to assist in the appraisal of the potential research
directions outlined in Figure 5 .1 1 . These research options consisted of different coloured
laser fields with a variety o f different applications. The institute follows both com m ercial
and scientific objectives, which needed to be balanced fo r the appraisal decision to find
the best way forw ard fo r the institute as a whole. In addition to the director and his
assistant, eight other researchers form ed part of the project team on the FBH side,
including the head of the 'Explorative Technologies' departm ent, whose research
investigates promising new technologies fo r the institute.
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Figure 5.11 - Potential Research Directions for the FBH in G aN -based Optoelectronics

The Analysis
In contrast to the other MARA cases, outlined above, the FBH MARA team
developed in the first phase o f the project, an appraisal m odel to incorporate a lim ited
num ber of options and a greater variety o f criteria. To m ap the scientific and com m ercial
criteria adequately, the team had to take a variety o f aspects into account. In an iterative
a p p ro ach , the team and the researchers used these insights to construct the criteria
structure, as displayed in Figure 5 .1 2 .
Due to its character as a research institute, the FBH is concerned with scientific
leadership when selecting research directions. This includes the extent to which a
research direction contributes to the scientific reputation (measured in potential PhD
theses and

papers), the extent to which the option

provides

a basis fo r future

technological developm ents, the p robability o f which the option increases access to
potential research partners, the degree o f scientific com petition when pursuing the
research direction and the potential to create m ore jobs in the institute as well as use
existing know ledge effectively. O n the com m ercial side, three criteria served to assess the
options: the probability o f creating spin-offs with the respective research direction, the
ava ila bility o f industry partners and the estimated m arket size. Expected private and
p ublic funding, as well as the costs associated with the research directions, also
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influenced the final decision. W e conducted the analysis with a tim efram e of three years,
using 0 to 100 relative scales fo r the benefit criteria (Oelze, La-O rnual et al., 2 0 0 6 ).

Human and Capital
Minimise costs
Associated risk
Scientific reputation
Future technological basis
Scientific leadership
FBH Appraisal decision

Availability of research partners
Level of competition

Maximise benefits

Human Potential
Commercial reputation
Commercial impact-

Availability of industry partners
Market size
Expected funding

Figure 5 .1 2 — Criteria for the Appraisal of Research Directions at FBH

The Results
After scoring and w eighting the options and criteria, the model result pointed to
five dom inant research directions. Figure 5 .1 3 depicts these five options at the frontier to
the north-east. The costs are thereby plotted as 'preference fo r costs' with '1 0 0 ' as the
cheapest options. W hen using the weights assessed by the FBH team, O ption 6 and
O p tio n 12 emerged as the most promising options. Figure 5 .1 4 summarises the specific
contributions of the individual criteria to the overall result. Extensive sensitivity analysis at
the end o f the project confirm ed the robustness of these two projects as the most
favourable options. The evaluation interviews after the com pletion of MARA 2 0 0 6
revealed that FBH is indeed now pursuing these two research directions.
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Five Options Have the Most Favourable Ratings
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Figure 5 .1 3 - Cost/Benefit Plot of Potential Research Directions in G aN -based Optoelectronics
(high figure on the cost axis relate to low costs - 'preference for costs')
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Figure 5 .1 4 - Criteria Contribution of the Potential Research Directions in G aN-based Optoelectronics

During the course o f the project, the d ire cto r of the institute pointed to one
possible weakness o f the analysis: the lack o f a requisite structure fo r the decision tree
(Phillips, 1984). It is highly probable that the FBH team could have taken the same
decision with fewer criteria than used in this project. In addition , the quality o f the
analysis could have been im proved by using m ore natural scales, such as the num ber of
potential publications generated, instead o f m ore simple 0 to 100 relative scales.
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Despite these shortcomings, the project fo r FBH was nom inated as one of the five
finalists fo r the INFORMS DAS Practice Award 2 006.

5 .6 . Case Study: Ferdinand Braun Institut fur Hochstfrequenztechnik - Portfoliobased Analysis of the Research Strategy
Following the com pletion o f the appraisal phase of the FBH case, o u r initial idea
was to embed the results in a portfolio analysis of the research activities fo r the whole
institute. However, due to the short time fram e of ten weeks, we could only partly
com plete this sub-project. The results of this project therefore have to be viewed as less
valid in com parison to the other MARA 2 0 0 6 cases.

Background
G aN -based O ptoelectronics is one project group within the FBH departm ent
'Explorative Technologies'.

In addition to this 'in cu b a to r departm ent', the institute

consists

departments:

of

three

other

Microwaves,

O ptoelectronics

Technologies. Across these departments, the institute created 21

and

Basic

research project

groups, each with several sub-projects. The core idea of the follow ing portfolio analysis
was to assess the costs and benefits of each of these research groups, including the
selected research directions in G aN -based O ptoelectronics. The participating group of
decision makers included the director of the institute and his assistant, the heads of the
'Explorative

Technology',

Microwaves,

O ptoelectronics

and

Basic

Technologies

departments and two other researchers.

The Analysis
W e conducted the portfolio analysis from a more strategic point of view than in
the appraisal case. Three top-level criteria from Phase I and the strategic criterion
'Potential future value', as shown in Figure 5.1 5 , served as evaluation criteria fo r the
research portfolio.
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H u m an an d C a p ita l
M inim ise costs
Associated risk

Scientific leadership

FBH Portfolio Analysis

M axim ise benefits-------------- C om m ercial im pact

Future V alu e
Figure 5 .1 5 - Criteria for the Portfolio Analysis at FBH

A gain 0 to 100 relative scales served to capture the decision makers' assessments
o f the research projects according to these criteria. Figure 5 .1 6 depicts the 21 project
groups, which we analysed with these criteria.
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Figure 5 .1 6 - The M odel Structure for the FBH Portfolio Case

The Results
The Institute's staff used the analysis above as a basis fo r inform ation exchange
between the departm ents. During the decision conference, the FBH team discussed
strategic questions regarding several research project groups using the m odel as a
'com m un ica tion

catalyst'.

In particular, we analysed several extensions o f existing

research projects, shown in white in Figure 5 .1 6 . N one of these research projects scored
well in relation to benefit/cost ratio. FBH staff therefore decided not to expand the
existing activities. Surprisingly, several basic technologies, which are necessary fo r the
Institute's work, also resulted in low resource efficiency. However, we can probably not
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easily com pare the area, 'Basic Technologies', as an area which provides basic services
fo r the other departments, with the other research projects. The decision makers
therefore decided to exclude it from the final analysis.
O ne particular weakness of this case was the fact that a relatively inexperienced
MARA facilitator was not fully able to create an atmosphere o f free expression o f opinion
during
decision

the decision

conference. A tendency towards

m aking from

senior m anagem ent became

com m and-based,
obvious

during the

top-dow n
decision

conference and a reduction in the value o f the results was the consequence. The low
quality of input data from the decision makers can be viewed as a third weakness. As the
FBH team had already com m itted many man hours in the appraisal phase, they were
reluctant to invest a substantial am ount o f time in the portfolio analysis. The core
objective o f the project therefore was more to test the portfolio analytic approach than to
derive valuable strategic insights. W e therefore have to interpret the results o f this case
with special care.

5 .7 . Case Study: Berlin Senate Governm ent Department for Economics Prioritisation of Infrastructure Funding in Berlin
As the only MARA 2 0 0 6 project in the public sector, one o f the MARA teams
assisted the Berlin Senate G overnm ent Department fo r Economics to efficiently allocate
funding resources in the area o f infrastructure funding policy. In the follow ing sections, I
outline the approach and the results o f this project.

Background Organisation
The Berlin Senate G overnm ent Department fo r Economics (SenWAF) is responsible
fo r the funding program 'C o m m on Task o f Improving Regional Structures' - a federal
initiative to support econom ically weaker regions. The objective of this investment-related
program is to create additional incom e and jobs fo r a variety of regions in Germ any.
Berlin is eligible to participate in this program as its per capita incom e and investments
are com paratively low. The program provides funds fo r business-related infrastructure
projects. Beneficiaries are m ainly public adm inistrations on the district level in Berlin and
public-private partnerships. Due to sufficient available funds, the SenWAF has been able
to accept all funding proposals over the past few years. However, as the budget
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decreased in 2 0 0 6 and the num ber o f funding proposals increased, the SenWAF, fo r the
first time, had to prioritise incom ing funding proposals and select only a few of them. To
assist with this task, the SenWAF hired a MARA 2 0 0 6 team.

Background Decision
The head of the departm ent funding policy, three 'strategic decision makers', who
had a broader view of the resource allocation process and six employees, who worked
directly on the assessment o f the funding proposals, participated in a decision analysis to
prioritise funding proposals. The project aim ed to develop a transparent evaluation
system to efficiently prioritise public funds in the area of infrastructure. W e asked the
participants to evaluate funding proposals based on benefit and cost criteria. The
objective was to enable the SenWAF to determine the 'p u b lic value-for-m oney' fo r
individual infrastructure funding proposals. As a final result of the project, the SenWAF
asked fo r a coherent system, which it could transfer to other resource allocation contexts
within the organisation.

The Analysis
In com parison with the other projects, the development of scales was of particular
im portance in the SenWAF project. W e invested approxim ately half of the total project
tim e in thoroughly developing an appropriate fram ework fo r the criteria and related
indicators. As a starting point, the SenWAF and MARA teams developed an objectives
hierarchy, based on Keeney's (1992) value-focused thinking approach. Subsequently,
the seven evaluation criteria, displayed in Table 5 .3 , emerged. The criteria can be
classified as those fo r the assessment of the quantity and quality of the public benefit
achieved with a specific project, the risk associated with realising the benefits and the
associated costs. The quantity and quality of the benefits relate to the size and scope of
the project, the fit of the project to the existing infrastructure, as well as its strategic
contribution to Berlin's 'N etw ork o f Innovation'. The reputation of the bidder and the
public conflict potential reflect the risk-related side. Administrative costs as a negative
benefit and the funding costs served as measurement criteria on the cost side. We
included adm inistrative costs due to the client's concern about the tim e spent deciding
on projects.
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I

JQ

|
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i

Criterion

Indicator

Explanation

Scale types

Size of effect

Scope of the project

Area-specific performance
indicators served for the
assessment: number of
employees affected, physical size
of the area, etc.

Modified scales
for different areas

rit into existing
infrastructure

Fit into existing
infrastructure

Need for the project given the
existing infrastructure

Modified scales
for different areas

Strategy
contribution

Contribution to
'Kompetenzfeld' strategy

Extent to which the project
contributes to the development
of 'Networks of Innovation' in
Berlin

Modified scales
for different areas

Quality of the proposal

Degree of accuracy of the
submitted proposal: architectural
plan, construction plan and
other supporting documentation

Same scale across
areas

Cost and time frame
credibility

Past experience with this bidder
with respect to keeping to the
declared costs and project
schedule

Same scale across
areas

_

.

Reputation of
bidder

c
®

-Q
CD

c

"5
£
"o
-V
in
OC

Conflict potential

Environmental concerns
Social concerns
Administrative concerns

Modified scales
for different areas
Estimated probability of the
project being cancelled due to
any of those concerns

Heritage protection
concerns
Administrative cost

*

Financial costs

Processing time (as
negative benefit)

Estimated number of hours spent
to process paperwork for the
project to decide on funding

Proposed financial funding volume of project in Euros

Same scale across
areas

Same scale across
areas

Table 5 .3 - Criteria Classification for the SenWAF Project Evaluation (adopted from Riibcke, Vernik et al., 2006)

Fixed scales served to measure the impact of funding proposals on each of the
criteria mentioned above. Fixed upper and lower points on the scales with corresponding
descriptions fo r middle values form a flexible system within which to include additional
projects at a later stage without having to adapt the whole model. In addition, 'text
boxes' fo r different criteria values lead to a more consistent evaluation of research
projects across the participating evaluators. As we had to consider a lot of criteria, we
developed a number of constructed scales consisting of several sub-scales, as Bana e
Costa and Beinat (2005) have outlined. The 'Reputation of bidder' criterion is a possible
example of a criterion with a constructed scale. As Table 5.3 shows, 'Q uality of
proposal' and 'C ost and timeframe credibility' served as sub-scales for this criterion.
After the elim ination of unfeasible combinations of scale values on these two dimensions
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(such as high quality o f the request and non-credible tim e/cost figures), the decision
makers ordered the feasible combinations according to their attractiveness on a 0 to
100 scale (Rubcke, Vernik et al., 2006). For example, a high quality proposal with a
non-credible cost and timeframe receives a score of '4 0 ', as shown in Figure 5.1 7.

High Quality of th« Request and
credible Time/Cost Figures

Average Quality of the Request and
credible TimVGosI Figures

Low Quality of the Request and
credible TimVCosi Figures

High Quality of the Request and
non-credible Time/Cost Figures

Average Quality of the Request and non-aedible
Tim VCod Figures OR Mrtsng Proied Justification
end non-credible Time/Cost Figures

J it

Low Qualify of the Request OR
Missing Projed Justification und
non-credible Time/Cost Figures

Figure 5 .1 7 - Scale for Criterion 'Reputation of Bidder'

For three criteria, we had to modify these scales for each funding proposal area.
The decision makers assessed the 'Size of Effect' criterion with, for example, hectares for
the proposed development of industrial or commercial sites, the number of employee
vacancies for proposals fo r the energy facilities and the number of tourists attracted daily
for the tourist transportation proposals.
In addition to the funding areas mentioned, the model included proposals for new
transport links, for vocational training facilities and for the development of industrial
business sites fo r small and medium businesses. Using this structure, the SenWAF team
assessed 39 funding proposals during the pilot study. After scoring each of the options
on each of the criteria outlined in Table 5.3 and after weighting the criteria, the 'public
value-for-m oney' of each of the proposals could be assessed. Figure 5.18 displays this
process.
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1. Scoring the Options

M inimise Conflict Potential

Maxim ise Reputation of the Bidder
Maxim ise Size of Effect
O ptim ise Fit to Existing Infrastructure
Maxim ise Strategy Contribution
Financial cost

3. Sort by best Benef itto-Cost Ratio

2. Weighting the Criteria

Benefit-to-Cost

/

W eighted

Ratio

Preference

/

/

Value

/

Costs
Figure 5.18 - The Process of Creating 'Public Value-for-Money' (adopted from Rubcke, Vernik et al., 2006)

The Results
Most importantly, the decision analysis for SenWAF resulted in a consistent and
transparent criteria structure in the area of infrastructure funding. The documentation of
the criteria continues to be used fo r the SenWAF's ongoing assessments of project
proposals. The SenWAF is considering changing their application process, so that
applicants have to provide data in line with the criteria developed. In particular, the
transparent process for allocating public resources serves - according to interviews with
the decision makers follow ing com pletion of the project - as a basis fo r justifying funding
decisions to the Germ an Federal Court of Auditors. O f the 39 funding proposals
analysed, twelve were accepted immediately, ten will be accepted in the year 2007,
seven were withdrawn voluntarily by the applicants and

10 will be rejected. We

presented the results to the state secretary of the organisation, who recommended the
continued application of decision analysis for the allocation of resources in Berlin.
Together with the case on Demographic Change for Deutsche Bahn, the SenWAF
project won the MARA 2 0 0 6 Excellence Award. We presented the results at the Annual
Meeting of INFORMS in November 20 0 6 in Pittsburgh. O ne reason for the success of
this project is that the analysis has fewer weak points compared to the other MARA
projects. O ne criticism, however, could be the inclusion of the criterion 'Administrative
costs' as a negative benefit. It is probably difficult to argue that, for an effective
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allocation of public money, the adm inistrative time spent in m anaging project proposals
should play a significant role in the selection o f infrastructure funding projects.

Conclusion
The fou r MARA partner organisations had not applied decision analysis before
MARA 2 0 0 6 . The cases therefore provided an opportunity to diffuse knowledge on
socio-technical decision analysis to a country in which decision analysis is not yet
extensively applied. Besides the 'p o litic a l7 im pact on the position o f decision analysis in
Germ any, this chapter has served to outline the specific results of the six MARA 2 0 0 6
case studies. The cases constitute a consistent research fram ework which served to carry
out the process effectiveness and the alignm ent study presented in the next chapter. In
addition, the case results aim to show - with a link to one of the research objectives of
this thesis - that STDA can be applied successfully by a group of relatively inexperienced
decision analysts.
The cases revealed several findings. W e observed vaguely defined o r even chaotic
decision processes and, to a certain extent, excessive top-dow n decision making. In all
cases, STDA seemed to provide a m ethodology which enabled decision makers to
enhance inform ation exchange in the decision process ('socio' side) and a more
transparent and rational m ethodology in order to improve inform ation processing
(technical side). The specific effects o f STDA on the perceived process effectiveness and
the group alignm ent effects, are the core topics of the follow ing chapter.
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6. MARA 2 0 0 6 Empirical Results
The plural o f 'anecdote' is not 'data'.
Roger Brinner

To test the effectiveness of STDA in strategy development contexts, this thesis takes
a m ultiple angle perspective. As the limited am ount o f "anecdotal' evidence, generated
through the MARA cases, is insufficient to test the effectiveness of STDA in strategy
development, two em pirical studies provided additional data. The follow ing chapter
summarises the results o f these two em pirical studies. The objective o f this chapter is
thereby to contribute to one of the research objectives of this thesis by developing and
applying measures to assess the effectiveness o f STDA.
The first study focuses on decision process effectiveness of the MARA interventions
com pared to existing m ethodologies in the participating organisations. W ith the second
study, we analysed the alignm ent effect of the MARA 2 0 0 6 interventions by com paring
preferences o f the decision makers with regard to the options under consideration. The
degree

to

which

the

preferences

'converged'

towards

the

m odelling

results

in

com parison to the preferences before and after the decision conference serve as an
indicator fo r alignm ent. The follow ing sections outline the objectives, hypotheses,
methods and results of both studies. M ore detailed data can be found in the Annexes.

6 .1 . MARA 2 0 0 6 Decision Effectiveness Study
The objective of the first MARA 2 0 0 6

study was to analyse the perceived

effectiveness of the MARA 2 0 0 6 cases. Following an outline of the research background
and hypotheses, the follow ing sections served to present the survey method and the
results of the quantitative and qualitative analyses. The quantitative com parison between
STDA, the existing processes in the organisations and a hypothetical ideal state constitute
the first results. This part of the analysis includes an assessment of possible response
biases of the participating decision makers. In relation to these results, each MARA case
can be positioned within the socio-technical effectiveness fram ework, as established in
C hapter 2. The presentation of the qualitative survey results and a discussion of the
findings concludes the section.
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Research Background and Hypotheses
The core idea fo r this part of the research was to measure the perceived
effectiveness of socio-technical decision analysis. The C om peting Values Framework for
evaluating the effectiveness of group decisions (Q uinn and Rohrbaugh, 1 9 81; Q uinn
and Rohrbaugh, 1 9 8 3 ; M cC artt and Rohrbaugh, 1 9 8 9 ; Reagan and Rohrbaugh, 1990)
served as a starting point to develop suitable decision effectiveness dimensions. As
outlined in C hapter 4, however, several shortcomings made the framework inapplicable
to the evaluation of the MARA 2 0 0 6 cases. The expert interviews described in C hapter 4
served to develop a m ore suitable fram ew ork to measure the perceived effectiveness of
the MARA interventions. The follow ing three technical, three 'socio ' and two resultoriented dimensions emerged:

Technical dimensions:
•

Transparency and comprehensibility
The extent of transparency and com prehensibility in the process

•

Rational-based vs. intuitive-based
The contribution of rational analysis and intuitive judgm ent to the processes

•

Quality of information exchange
The extent o f interactivity and dialogue-orientation in the processes

'Socio' dimensions:
•

General participation
The extent o f participation by people within the organisation in the problem
solving process

•

Top-down vs. bottom-up
The extent of top-dow n vs. bottom -up influence in the organisation during
problem -solving processes

•

Quantity of information exchange
The extent o f inform ation exchange between different stakeholders
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Result-oriented dimensions:
•

Creativity
The extent to which creativity or more traditional ideas are stimulated by the
process

•

Strategic insights
The extent to which strategic insights are created through the process

A ccording to the hypotheses of this research, socio-technical decision analyses, as
carried

out

in

MARA

2006

should

be

m ore

effective

than

existing

methodologies/processes on these eight dimensions in com parison to an ideal state. The
MARA score (vM) should therefore be closer to the ideal score (v,) than the status quo
(vSQ) score. Expressed mathem atically, the differences on each dimension D between the
ideal score (v,) and the MARA score (vM)

D ,m = v / - v , M

should be smaller than the differences between the ideal score (v,) and the status
quo (vSQ) score:

D ; sq ~ v j

v sq

The hypotheses fo r each of the eight dimensions d can then be expressed with:
H 1-H 8: D dM < D dSQ

According to H I , the decision makers perceived the MARA intervention to be
closer to the ideal state than the status quo with

respect to transparency and

comprehensibility (d = 1 ): D \ m < D JSq

Similarly, one can denote H2 to H8 as Hd with d = 2 ,..., 8.

D , m < D JSg
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In addition to this com parison, the effectiveness survey aims to test - on an
aggregated

level -

whether socio-technical

decision

analysis

improves

technical

inform ation processing and involvement in strategic decision m aking. O ne possible way
to aggregate the scores is to use the averages of the technical and socio dimensions, as
displayed in Figure 6.2.

Technical dimensions
(How is information
processed?)

Socio dimensions
(Who is processing
information?)
I

Transparency

Rational vs.
Intuitive

(d = l)

Quality of
Information
exchanqe
(d = 3)

(cl = 2)

Degree of
participation
(d = 4)

-► vr = ^ v g (v , ;v 2;v 3)-

Top-down vs.
Quantity of
bottom-up information exchange
(d = 5)
(d = 6)

-►Vs = ^ v g (v 4;v 5;v 6) ^ -

Figure 6.1 - Aggregated 'Socio' and Technical Dimensions

Transferring the hypotheses H 1-H 8 on an aggregated level, a constellation should
emerge where, fo r each organisation, the MARA score on the 'socio ' dimension v™ and
the MARA score on the technical dimension V j

is perceived to be closer to the ideal

than the aggregated status quo scores fo r both dimensions. H9 and H10 can therefore
be denoted with:

H9 - Aggregated 'so cio ' dimensions
vsQ < v ? ^

(for all six cases)

H I 0 - A ggregated technical dimensions
v f < V j < V j (for all six cases)

Survey M ethod
In order to be able to test these hypotheses, we asked the participating decision
makers to fill out a seven-point questionnaire, sim ilar to a likert scale. The decision
makers created three data points on each of these dimensions:
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•

How they rate the decision analysis carried out by the MARA team ('MARA')

•

How problems sim ilar to the one approached by the MARA team should
ideally be solved in the organisation ('Ideal')

•

How the organisation would ordinarily have solved the decision problem at
hand, or problems sim ilar to the one approached by the MARA team with
the organisation's existing processes/methods ('Status quo')?

An example question from the questionnaire is shown below:
1. Extent of participation by people in your organisation in the problem solving
Process
MARA: How participatory do you rate the MARA decision analysis? (Please indicate your
answer by writing an "M" at the appropriate point on the scale below.)
Ideal: How participatory should problems similar to the one approached by the MARA
team ideally be solved in your organisation? (Please mark this ideal state with an T at the
appropriate point on the scale below.)
Status Quo: How participatory would the decision problem at hand or similar problems
have been solved with the existing processes/methods (Please mark this with an 'S Q ' at the
appropriate point on the scale below.)

Not very
participatory,
including few
opinions within the
organisation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Very participatory,
including a variety of
opinions within the
organisation

Figure 6.2 - Sample Questions of the Decision Effectiveness Study

As the decision makers could assess an ideal point on every dimension, we
assumed a single peaked preference function on each of the dimensions (Coombs,
1977). The aggregated scales used in this study, in particular in the 'organisational
positioning' analyses below, have some similarities to likert-typed scales (Likert, 1932).
We assumed equidistance of the different scale points. As the response levels are not
anchored

with verbal

labels,

'discrete visual analog

scales' could

serve as an

appropriate scale label (Uebersax, 2006). We subsequently turned the 'neutral' scales
into a value scale, in order to measure the distance of the MARA and the status quo
scores from the individual ideal values. Decision makers, for example, did not view
creativity per se as desirable. O ne can view, therefore, a process as too creative relying excessively on new ideas - as opposed to balancing new and traditional ideas.
The assessment of an ideal state is, as outlined in Chapter 3, an essential one, as
the definitions of effectiveness usually rests on a value statement (Campell, 1979).
Previous effectiveness studies (such as Chun, 1992) usually rely on direct comparisons of
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the effectiveness of organisational interventions and existing processes. If we had applied
this m ore simple fram ew ork, asking fo r the degree to which decision makers perceive
STDA as differently effective than existing processes, we could not have analysed deficits
in current decision processes and STDA in com parison to an ideal state.
Beside
included

these

quantitative

qualitative

questions

effectiveness
on

the

assessments,

strengths,

the

weaknesses

questionnaire
and

also

im provem ent

possibilities o f STDA.

Results 1: Q uantitative Analyses o f Perceived Decision Effectiveness
W e sent out sixty-two questionnaires to the participating decision makers o f MARA
2 0 0 6 , of which forty-fo ur (71%) were returned. The data o f each of the decision makers
on each dim ension about MARA, the status quo and the ideal state, served to generate
the two difference scores D,M and D|SQ. For each decision maker, we calculated the
difference between the ideal and the status quo and the ideal and MARA. These
differences then served to create averages across the decision makers and the six MARA
cases. Figure 6.3 displays the overall averages of the scores. Figure 6.4 shows the
deviation of MARA from the ideal state and the deviation of the status quo from the ideal
state across all cases.
M A R A 2 0 0 6 E ffe ctive n e ss:
O v e ra ll A v e ra g e
Strategic insights

— Ideal

7

„ .. . ..
Participation

J /V

_
..
Creativity

MARA
■Status Q u o
Quality of

Top-down vs. bottom-up

information exchange

Quantity of

Rational vs. intuitive

information exchange
Transparency

Figure 6.3 - Overall Averages of the Scores Across All Cases
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MARA 200 6 O ve ra ll Effectiveness:
D eviations from Ideal
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f Ow I
I \ aJ
L

inform ation exchange

^

/

\

Q ua lity o f
.
inform ation exchange

/

\

\

,
Rational vs. intuitive

Transparency

Ide al

Figure 6.4 - Deviation from Ideal State - Average Across All Cases (Average Scores of MARA and Status Quo)

Dimension
d

Paired Differences:
Deviation Ideal and M ara with
Ideal and Status Quo

Mean
difference

Std. Error

T

P

1

Transparency and
comprehensibility (T)

1.09

0 .2 6

4 .2 0

p < .0 0 1

0.64

0 .2 0

3 .1 7

p = 0 .0 0 2

1.66

0 .2 0

8 .1 8

p <.001

2
3

Rational-based vs. intuitive-based
(T)
Quality of information exchange
(T)

4

General participation (S)

0.84

0 .2 2

3 .8 2

p c.0 0 1

5

Top-down vs. bottom-up (S)
Quantity of information exchange

0 .5 7

0 .16

3.61

p = 0 .0 0 1

4 .7 6

p < .0 0 1

1.25

0 .2 6

7

(S)
Creativity (R)

0.41

0 .2 5

1.63

p = 0 .0 5 5

8

Strategic insights (R)

0.66

0 .2 5

2 .6 2

p = 0 .0 0 6

6

Table 6.1 - t-test for Paired Samples of Decision Effectiveness Values (N = 44)

The results show that decision makers consistently ranked the MARA interventions
closer to the ideal state than the status quo. Most decision makers perceived sociotechnical decision analysis as superior on most of the eight dimensions. It is only the
difference in creativity (p = .0 5 5 ) that is less visible in comparison with the other
dimensions. O ne might attribute this result to the fact that most of the cases - besides
DB Dem ographic Change and DB Investment Prioritisation - focused on the analysis of
existing decision options, rather than developing exploratory new options.
The perceived difference between MARA and the status quo is in particular evident
on the dimensions 'Q ua lity of information exchange' (d= 3) as well as 'Q uantity of
inform ation exchange' (d= 6 ) with respective T values of T3= 8 .1 8 and T6= 4.7 6 . Both
dimensions can be interpreted as 'com m unication' dimensions. The analysis therefore
clearly confirms the communication enhancing aspect of STDA.
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An analysis of the perceived ideal states on the dimensions also revealed several
interesting insights. W hilst decision makers perceived the ideal states o f the dimensions
'Strategic insights', 'Transparency' and 'Q uantity of inform ation exchange' across all
cases as com paratively high (averages>5.9), they gave the dimensions 'Top-dow n vs.
bottom -up' and 'P articipation' com paratively low scores (averages of 4 .2 and 5.1,
respectively). A

low aspiration

on

'Top-dow n vs.

b ottom -up'

and

'P articipation',

however, somewhat contradicts a high aspiration on 'Q u a n tity o f inform ation exchange',
as all three dimensions aim at higher involvement in decision m aking processes. O ne
might explain this inconsistency by the acknowledgem ent on the part of the decision
makers that diverse inform ation input is beneficial, but only when done in a tim e efficient
way (limited quantity o f inform ation exchange). The qualitative results, outlined in section
6 .1 .5 , confirm the interpretation of these results.
Figure 6 .5 below displays a more detailed analysis of the decision effectiveness
evaluation o f the individual MARA cases. Besides the FBH Appraisal case, the decision
makers perceived the MARA interventions on all dimensions to be more effective than the
status quo. Due to the relative small sample size (N = 6 to N = l l ) , further statistical
testing of the individual cases would not lead to m eaningful results.
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Across The MARA Cases STDA Was Perceived Consistently As M ore Effective Than
Existing Decision Processes
-Abs. difference betw een
Id eal and S Q

Strategic insights

Strategic insights

Strategic insights
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,
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Transparency
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Information exchange
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Information exchange
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Figure 6.5 - Deviation from Ideal for all MARA 2006 Cases (Average Scores of MARA and Status Quo)
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As the MARA environment - a special research setting - could have caused biases
on the part of the participating decision makers in favour o f STDA, we tested the
relationship between the degree of com m itm ent to the project C DM and the overall
effectiveness score E DM fo r each decision maker DM.
To calculate the com m itm ent score C DM each m em ber m of the different MARA
project teams rated the degree of com m itm ent of each decision maker C™M on a seven
point Likert scale. The scale ranged from very low support, very low engagement and
very low motivation [C™M = 1 ) to very high support, very high engagement and very high
m otivation {C™M = 7). We calculated the overall com m itm ent score fo r each decision
maker C DM as the average com m itm ent assessment of the MARA team members
m = 1 ...n:

Y
m
/ c DM
j

m

DM

~

n

To derive the overall effectiveness score E DM , we calculated for each decision
maker the

average

increase

of the

perceived

effectiveness

between

the

MARA

application and the status quo. The effectiveness score fo r each decision maker DM on
the decision process dimensions d can therefore be denoted with:

d

K

m

d

= V, ~ VSQ

v/-v-

If a decision maker, fo r example, assessed the ideal on the dimension d = 8
('Strategic insights') with v* = 5 the MARA score with
with

= 4 and the status quo score

= 3 , his/her effectiveness score w ould be 1. MARA w ould, in this case, be

perceived as one unit better than the status quo in com parison to the ideal. We can
therefore calculate the overall effectiveness score fo r each decision maker E DM as
his/her average effectiveness score across the eight dimensions d:
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8

Y
J
/ . E DM
F

DM

= c/=l

g

We then analysed the correlation between the degree of commitment of each
decision maker C DM with his/her overall effectiveness score E DM . For an unbiased
assessment of the effectiveness of the MARA interventions, we would ideally expect the
commitment to the project to be independent of the perceived effectiveness. Assuming
some variance in the effectiveness perceptions, some of the highly committed decision
makers should therefore assess the MARA interventions as ineffective, and some of the
less committed decision makers should perceive MARA as highly effective. The results
displayed in Figure 6.6 confirm this relationship.
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Figure 6.6 - Correlation Between Commitment Scores C DM and Effectiveness Scores E DM

The correlation between

C DM

and E DM is r= .2 1 9 . The perceived effectiveness

can therefore be regarded as not significantly correlated with the commitment scores
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( p = .l 53). For a more detailed analysis, we divided the decision makers into three
sim ilar sized groups according to their degree of commitment, as described in Table 6.2.

Group

N

Interval

Less committed

14

2

Moderately committed

14

4.7 <

Highly committed

16

5.6 <

Overall

44

1

Mean EDM

Variance EDM

< CDM >

4.7

0 .5 7

1.41

CDM >

5.6

0 .9 6

0 .6 0

CDM >

7

1.00

0.74

< CDM >

7

0 .8 5

0 .8 6

Table 6.2 - Analysis of the Effectiveness Scores of Three Differently Committed Groups

In particular in the less committed group, the variance of

E DM increased

substantially in comparison to the other two groups. This is, however, mainly due to the
three outliers, as displayed in Figure 6.6. As indicated by the positive mean o \E DM even
the less committed group perceived STDA as on average better than the status quo.
Figure 6.7 confirms these results on the level of the individual dimensions.

MARA 2 0 0 6 Decision Effectiveness:
G ro up 'Less Committed'

MARA 2 0 0 6 Decision Effectiveness:
G ro u p 'M o d e ra te ly Com m itted'
Strategic insights

Strategic insights

3

\

Participation

Sv

Top-down
vs. bottom-up

Participation

Creativity

Quantity of
information exchange

Creativity

Top-down
vs. bottom-up

Quality of
nformation exchange

Quality of
information exchange

Quantity of
information exchange

Rational vs. intuitive
Transparency

?

Rational vs. intuitive
Transparency

N=15

N =15

MARA 2 0 0 6 Decision Effectiveness:
G ro u p 'H ig hly Com m itted'
Strategic insights

3

Participation

Creativity

Top-down
vs. bottom-up

Quality of
information exchange

Quantity of
information exchange

Id e a l a n d

SQ

-A b s . d iff e r e n c e b e tw e e n
Id e a l a n d M A R A

Rational vs. intuitive
Transparency

A b s . d iff e r e n c e b e tw e e n

|\J = 14

Figure 6 .7 - Effectiveness Scores for Three Differently Committed Groups of Decision Makers

A lower commitment leads to somewhat smaller differences in the assessment of
the status quo scores and the MARA scores, as depicted in Figure 6.7. The main reason
fo r the observed differences are the three outliers in the less committed group,
mentioned above. Disregarding these outliers, the mean for the less committed group is
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slightly above the highly committed group ( E DM (less committed without outliers) =
1.06). Hence, the commitment in general does not seem to make a significant difference
to the effectiveness assessment. As shown in Figure 6.7, the decision makers perceived
STDA, independently of their degree of commitment, as more effective than existing
processes.

Results 2: 'O rganisational Positioning' of the MARA Partners using the Socio-Technical
Effectiveness Framework
In addition to considering the individual dimensions, as outlined above, the results
of the MARA 20 06 decision process study can be analysed on an aggregated level. As
depicted in Figure 6.2, we can plot the study results based on the technical scores v T
and the 'socio' scores v s . Figure 6.8 shows the results for the aggregated values for all
MARA 200 6 cases. According to these results, the participating decision makers in
MARA 200 6

rated

socio-technical

decision

analysis

as both

more

effective

on

inform ation processing (technical dimension) and on involvement ('socio' dimension) in
comparison with the status quo.

O v e ra ll Positioning o f M ARA P artner O rg a n is a tio n s
T ech n ic al
dim ensions
(A vg. o f techn.
d im ensions)
7

Ideal

■

5

♦

MARA
1

2

3

A

4

5

Socio d im en sion s
6

7 (Avg. o f socio d im .)

SQ

1

Figure 6 .8 - Plot of the Average Scores of all MARA 2 0 0 6 Cases on the Aggregated Socio and Technical
Dimensions (N = 44)

Analysing these results on a case-by-case basis, several new insights emerge. As
shown in Figure 6.9, decision makers perceived socio-technical decision analysis as a
significant improvement on the status quo. However, in three cases, DB Station &
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Service, SenWAF and FBH Appraisal, the decision makers perceived the improvem ent on
the socio side as somewhat excessive - the aggregated values on the socio dimension of
MARA ( v " ) is higher than the ideal point (v ^ ). There seems to be a tendency for the
perceived effectiveness of involvement to peak at a certain level, especially when the
time involved is too high. According to these results, STDA seems to have m ore effects
on the socio than on the technical side. The qualitative survey results, analysed below,
confirm both the strength o f the approach on the 'socio ' side and its weakness as a high
time consum ing process. In the SenWAF case, in addition, decision makers appear to
have perceived STDA as fostering both excessive involvement ( v ^ > v ^ ) and technical
inform ation processing [V j > V j ) . The reason fo r this might be that we applied STDA in
the SenWAF case to a relatively simple problem with a limited num ber of options.
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From An Aggregated Perspective STDA Applications Were Perceived As More
Effective On the Socio And On The Technical Side Than The Status Quo
P ositio nin g of DB - D e m o g r a p h ic C h a n g e

Positioning of DB - Recruiting C h an n els
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Figure 6.9 - Plot of the Average Scores of each MARA 2006 Case on the Aggregated Socio and Technical Dimensions
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Results 3: Qualitative survey results
In addition to the quantitative assessments, outlined above, the decision makers
who participated in the survey evaluated the strengths and weaknesses of socio-technical
decision analysis, as well as the ways in which the method could be improved. I outline
below the data analysis m ethodology and the results of this part of the study.

Data Analysis
The survey participants assessed STDA with N = 1 3 9 qualitative statements. Based
on this data, we developed classification categories (see Bortz and Doring, 1995). The
results graphs below display these different categories. We defined the categories as
clearly as possible in order to ensure sufficient inter-rater reliability. Sentences o r
fragments of sentences of the decision makers' responses served as coding units.
Cohen's Kappa (Cohen, 1960) served to assess the inter-rater reliability values o f the
two researchers who coded the statements independently:
K _ Po ~ P c

\~Pc
p0 is thereby the num ber o f coding units on which the researchers agree, whilst pc
relates to the num ber of agreements which can be expected by chance. The weighted
averages of Cohen's Kappa across the three categories, strengths and weaknesses, as
well as suggestions fo r im provem ent, was KTota( = 0 .8 0 . The individual C ohen's Kappa
as measurement fo r the inter-rater reliability were

KStreng)hs

= 0 .7 9 ,

KWeaknesses

= 0 .7 9 ,

improvement = 0 .8 9 . W e can therefore assume a high degree of reliability of the coding
scheme.

Strengths o f STDA
As Figure 6 .1 0 displays, the decision makers rated the effective inform ation
transfer (socio dimensions) as the greatest strength of the approach. In this context, 2 3
out

of

63

statements

related

to

'interactive

and

dialogue-oriented

inform ation

exchanges' and 'high participation in general'. O n the technical side, 2 0 of the
statements related to systematic, structured and more 'ra tio n a l' discussions, as well as an
effective 'transfer o f data and opinions' - within and between different departments. In
addition, 12 of the statements indicated that STDA w ould provide a m ore transparent,
comprehensible and com parable decision process.
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STD A - S tre n g th s
Flexibility (1)

Misc (4)

Strategic focus

S: Interactive and
dialogue oriented
inf. exch. (18)

T: More
transparent &
comprehensible
decision processes
( 12 )

S: High
particpation and
involvment in
general (5)
T: Systematic and
structured analysis
(15)

T: Effective transfer
of data and
opinions (5)

Figure 6 .1 0 - Qualitative Evaluation of the Strengths of STDA (N = 6 3 statements)

Weaknesses o f STDA
Figure 6.11 displays the core weakness of STDA, as indicated by the participating
decision makers. O f the responses, 10 out of 48 statements indicate that some of the
decision

makers perceived the processes as 'to o subjective', 'pseudo-precise' or

'pseudo-scientific'. O ne reason for this result might be the lack of sensitivity analyses
performed by the facilitators. When the facilitator, as in the context of MARA 20 0 6 , is
inexperienced, lack of time to carry out these analyses at the end of the decision
conference can account for this phenomenon. Another im portant weakness was that
eight of the statements referred to the large am ount of time involved in carrying out a
STDA. Specifically, the decision makers mentioned lengthy and unnecessary discussions.
O f the 48 statements, nine referred to difficulties when assessing the data and in
particular the need to carry out further studies. In addition, three of the statements
focused on an insufficient content contribution from the MARA teams. This criticism of
the process consultancy mode, com m on across MARA 200 5 and MARA 2 0 0 6 , will form
the basis for further developing STDA, as outlined in Chapter 7. Finally, three of the
statements mentioned the high process complexity and the need to make further tests to
judge the weaknesses of the approach.
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S TD A - W e a k n e s se s
High process
complexity (3)

Pseudo-scienfic

Highly time

preciseness /

consuming (8)

highly subjective
elements
( 10 )

Data assessment
difficulties (9)

Misc (4)
Further tests are

Danger of

necessary to judge
weaknesses, (3)

None(1)

manipulating the

♦♦♦♦♦♦<

Case-specific &
Insufficient content

system (3)

content related

contribution of

issues (4)

consultants (3)
Figure 6.11 - Qualitative Evaluation of the Weaknesses of STDA (N = 48)

Improvement Possibilities o f STDA
With regard to the most im portant possibilities fo r im proving STDA, the decision
makers suggested changes in the process quality

(16

out of 48)

and

process

transparency (6 out of 48). The suggestions for improvement in process quality referred
to:
•

a more careful definition of criteria to enhance the consistency of the
results,

•

improved weighting procedures,

•

the use of com parable options,

•

the use of more time for the analysis and

•

the design o f a shorter and more precise process.

The process transparency suggestions referred to a better introduction to the whole
process beforehand. As Figure 6 .12 shows, decision makers also suggested an increase
in the degree of involvement and mentioned the fact that further applications should
reveal further improvement opportunities.
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STD A - T o Im p ro v e
M ore applications

PQ: Better

have to reveal further

measurement: M ore

improvement

careful weighting &

possibilities (5)

scoring (7)

Increase degree of
involvement
(2 )

PQ: Use comparable
options (2)

Higher process
transparency (6)

PQ: Use more time
for analysis (4)
PQ: Design a shorter,
more precise process
(3)

Figure 6 .1 2 - Qualitative Evaluation of Possibilities for Improving STDA (N = 29)

Discussion
The qualitative analysis and the quantitative results, displayed above, point in the
same direction. The participating decision makers perceived STDA as effective both on
the 'socio' side (interactive dialogue orientation, effective involvement, effective transfer
of data and opinions) and on the technical side (systematic, transparent, structured and
more 'ratio n al' inform ation processing). However, they recognised certain weaknesses,
in particular the time consuming

and the

'pseudo-precise'

o r 'pseudo-scientific'

approach. C om bining the quantitative and the qualitative survey results, decision makers
seem

to

have

perceived

the

approach

as

clearly

more

effective than

existing

processes/methods for strategic decision making - if performed time-efficiently, with
more carefully defined options, criteria and improved weighting procedures. As an
indication of this, several survey participants expressed the need for further applications.
However, several shortcomings of the survey-based analysis described above have
to be recognised. First, MARA 2 0 0 6 may have created a research setting that generated
a bias towards STDA. To test one possible bias, we analysed the dependence of the
effectiveness assessments on the degree of comm itment to the MARA project. The
judgment on the effectiveness of the approach of a biased decision maker would
probably depend on his degree of commitment. However, despite some higher variance
in the effectiveness scores in the less committed group, the correlation
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effectiveness and com m itm ent is insignificant. In addition to such bias, the five senior
decision makers who 'b o u g h t' the MARA projects could, in particular, have had an
incentive fo r rating STDA as particularly favourable. To test this possibility, we excluded
the rating of these five senior decision makers from the analysis. The new p values still
resulted in highly significant results in all dimensions, except the creativity dimension. In
this dim ension, the difference of the MARA score from the ideal point, and the difference
o f the status quo score and the ideal state was even smaller (pdd= .0 6 ; pnew= .1 3 ). Due
to the exclusion of the senior decision makers, this difference on the dimension 'Strategic
insights' (pojd= .0 0 6 ; pnew= .0 3 ) also decreased. Despite these small variations, we can
rate the results as highly robust to potential biases on the part of the senior decision
makers.
To exclude another possibility of bias, the demand bias, we did not reveal the
hypothesis that STDA m ight be rated as better on the effectiveness dimensions than
existing processes. Otherwise, survey participants might have had an inclination to
respond in a favourable way regarding the objectives of the study. The fram e of the
survey was a 'ne utral' evaluation study on the effectiveness of STDA com pared to existing
processes. To emphasise this point, we sent the survey with a neutrally form ulated email.
In addition to the possibility of biased answers, second, the position o f the decision
makers in the organisation might have influenced their answers. To test this, we
com pared the ratings of three clearly identifiable project leaders on the side of the
decision makers to the answers of the rest o f the sample (Head of HR strategy at
Deutsche Bahn, Director of FBH, Head of the Department of Funding Policy at SenWAF).
For Deutsche Bahn Station & Service, no clear leader was evident as two middle
managers sponsored the project and the C EO did not participate in the survey. These
leaders rated the differences between the ideal state and the status quo on all
dimensions as higher than the rest of the sample, with the exception o f the transparency
dimension. Obviously, the leaders were less satisfied with the current processes in their
organisations and saw a greater urgency fo r change. W ith regard to the comparison of
MARA to the ideal state, they rated STDA on the three 'socio ' dimensions as slightly
worse than the rest of the sample. This m ight be due to the fact that lower levels in an
organisation

profit from

an

increase

in

diversity of views over-proportionally

in

comparison to the leaders. O n the other hand, the leaders assessed STDA as even closer
to the ideal than the 'follow ers' on the dimensions, quality of inform ation exchange and
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rationality of the processes. As one interpretation, leaders seem to value the improved
inform ation processing due to STDA higher than the rest of the sample, as a high degree
of complexity usually becomes more salient at the top o f organisations.
Third, the analysis focused on perceived effectiveness. Perceived effectiveness can
deviate from more objective measures o f effectiveness. O n the other hand, effectiveness
is a construct with underlying value statements (Cam pell, 1979). As we designed the
questionnaire in such a way that the decision makers could indicate their values on the
evaluation dimensions, the results reflect the effectiveness in relation to their own value
statements.
Fourth, questionnaires are usually com pleted by decision makers who are either
very satisfied o r very unsatisfied with the decision process. W e can, therefore, only view
them as partly representative of all the participants in MARA 2 0 0 6 . A response rate of
71%, however, indicates a sufficiently large sample size to make a generalisation over all
participating decision makers in the context of MARA 2 0 0 6 .
Finally, whilst we can possibly generalise the results over all participating decision
makers in MARA 2 0 0 6 , we should use them with caution as far as statements about
STDA in general are concerned. As described in C hapter 4, relatively inexperienced
decision analysts performed the analyses in a special setting, so we have to attribute
certain results to the MARA environm ent. However, the clear indication that the survey
participants ranked STDA as consistently better than traditional processes - despite the
involvement o f junior analysts - seems to count in favour o f a somewhat broader
generalisation o f the results.

6 .2 . M ARA 2 0 0 6 A lig n m e n t Study
The objective of the second effectiveness study relates to the potential alignm ent
effect of socio-technical decision analyses. The decision makers should not only perceive
the MARA interventions as m ore effective, but the processes should also lead to a higher
degree of shared understanding and agreement on the way forward (Phillips and Bana e
Costa, 2 0 0 7 ). The MARA 2 0 0 6 case studies served to measure this alignm ent effect. I
discuss the m ethod, hypotheses and results of the second MARA 2 0 0 6 effectiveness study
in the next section.
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Research M ethod
W ithin the fram ew ork of MARA 2 0 0 6 , we elicited the preferences of each decision
maker with respect to each option under consideration. W e measured these preferences
both before and after the decision conferences. The decision makers thereby 'holistically'
ranked their preferences in relation to the respective options. Before the decision
conference, we evaluated the preferences at the beginning of the individual scoring
meetings. W e assessed the values after the decision conference as soon as we analysed
and presented the case results to the clients. Most clients stated their preferences for the
options under consideration, both on an interval scale and an ordinal scale. However,
as several decision makers were unable to rigorously assess intervals, we decided to use
only ordinal data fo r our final analysis.
In addition to the data collected before and after the decision conference, we used
the group scores from the decision conference model as a third data point. In the FBH
appraisal case, the weighted total values of each option served to generate the ranking
of the group's preferred options. In the portfolio-based cases, we used the total
benefit/cost ratios (order o f priority lists).
As several options were re-named during the decision conference and we could
not clearly attribute some ex-ante rankings to options under consideration, we had to
exclude some data points in the follow ing analyses. This accounts especially fo r DB
Station & Service, where the C EO identified three areas, which should be be excluded
from the decision analysis.

Hypotheses
The basis of our second study is the hypothesis that decision conferences have a
consistent 'alignm ent im pact' on the decision makers' aggregated preferences. After the
decision conference, we expect their aggregated preferences fo r the options under
consideration to be closer to the decision conference value. We denote the preferences
of the decision makers with v ' - i refers to the option and t to the measurement point in
time. The average difference between the preferences before the decision conference
( t = - l) and the decision conference value (t= 0 ) can be expressed as:
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If the absolute difference between the decision conference value (t=0) and the
average preferences after the decision conference ( t = l) is expressed as:

Daf,„ = |vl° - v , l |

the hypotheses for all six MARA 200 6 cases (HI -H6) and the across case analysis
(H7) are therefore:

H 1-H 7: D hefore> D h
afler

A*
According to these hypotheses, several alignm ent/m is-alignm ent examples are
imaginable. Figure 6 .1 3 (left side) displays two possible alignm ent effects: the average
difference in preference between the initial evaluation and the decision conference value
(Dbefore) IS 'n both cases greater than the difference between the decision conference
value and the final preference value (Daher).
Alignment effects

Mis-alignment effects

I -<

Alignment case 1

Alignment case 2

Mis-alignment case 1

Mis-alignment case 2

□ Preferences before DC ■ DC value ■ Preferences after DC
Figure 6 .1 3 - Examples of Possible Alignments and Mis-alignments

The mis-alignm ent examples on the right hand side, on the other hand, depict
cases where the aggregated preference difference before the decision conference (Dbefore)
is smaller than the aggregated difference after the decision conference (Dofter).

According to this approach, it is possible to calculate an alignm ent value A V as
A V = Dbefore - Dafter
A positive A V indicates alignm ent, a negative value, mis-alignment.
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Results
The results of the alignm ent study constitute the core of this section. Across the six
MARA 2 0 0 6 cases, we used socio-technical decision analyses to evaluate 1 73 options.
Sixty-two decision makers participated in MARA 20 0 6 , and forty-three provided data for
the alignm ent study. As the sample size is relatively small, I performed the subsequent
analysis on a non-parametric basis (sign test). Figure 6.14 displays the across case
analysis of the alignm ent effects.

M AR A 2 0 0 6 - N u m b e rs o f (m is -a lig n m e n ts )
■ Alignments
I I No Alignments

DB1

DB2

DB3

SenWAF

FBH1

FBH2

Overall

Figure 6 .1 4 - Overall Alignment Effects Across MARA 2 0 0 6

Across the MARA 2 00 6 cases, the interventions aligned the decision makers in
107 of 172 cases (62.20% ; p = .001). O n an individual case basis, the difference
between alignments and mis-alignments is significant fo r the DB Demographic Change
case (p = .031) and in particular for the FBH Appraisal case (p = .0 0 2 ). The results from
the other four cases point in the right directions but are not significant. Table 6.3 sets out
details of the test results.

M ARA 2 006 overall

AV>0
(alignment)

107
DB D em o g rap h ic C h an g e
27
DB Recruiting Channels
.. 28
DB Investment Prioritisation
12
Sen W AF
18
11
FBH Appraisal
11
FBH Portfolio Analysis

AV<0
(mis-alignment)

AV=0
(no effect)

65
14
... 25__
7
11

1
0

0

0
0

8
Table 6 .3 - Sign test for Ordinal Alignment Data (N = 173 options)

0

1
0

z

p (sign test)

-3.126
-1.874
-0.275
-0.604
-1.114
-2.934
-0.282

p=.001
T3
II
o
CO

Sign test on alignment values

P -.392
p=.273
p = .1 3 3
p = .0 0 2
p = .3 4 2

The follow ing section depicts the results of the FBH appraisal case in more depth.
The decision makers in this case were physicists and continuously emphasised a
preference for high quality judgmental data. Accordingly, we can judge the data quality
of the FBH Appraisal case to be particularly high.
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FBH Appraisal Case
In the FBH appraisal case, fo r every option, the aggregated preferences difference
before the decision conference (Dbefore) was greater than the aggregated preferences
difference after the decision conference (Dafter). Figure 6.15 displays the decision
conference values of this case, as well as Dbe(ore and Daf)er.

FBH 1 - A lig n m e n t effects
□ Avg. ranking before
■ DC
■ Avg. ranking after
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6

9

10

11

Options
Figure 6 .1 5 - FBH Appraisal Case: Aggregated Preference Values Before and After the Decision Conference

The clear alignm ent effect with the corresponding alignment values (Dbefore - Dof)er)
is depicted in Figure 6.1 6. The FBH case resulted in a positive alignm ent value for every
option, as indicated by the eleven bars pointing to the right. The decision conference
seems to have a consistent alignm ent effect as the differences of the aggregated
preference values for all options under consideration after the decision conference is
closer to the decision conferencing value than the preference values before the
intervention.
FBH Appraisal - A lignm ent values
n
10
I Alignment Value

9

(Dbefore - Dafter)

8
7

6
5
4
3

2

-

1

1

2

3

Figure 6 .1 6 - FBH Appraisal Case: All Eleven Options Led to an Alignment Effect (Positive AV)

The other five MARA 2 0 0 6 cases have been analysed correspondingly. The sum of
the alignm ent values in each MARA case is positive, indicating that more alignm ent than
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m isalignm ent occurred. The results, however, vary substantially between the cases. W hilst
the results fo r the FBH Appraisal case (p = .002) and the Dem ographic Change case
(p = .0 3 1 ) indicate a clear alignm ent, alignm ent was difficult to measure especially in the
Recruiting Channel project (p = .3 9 2 ) and the FBH portfolio analysis case (p = .3 4 2 ).
Figure 6 .1 8 and Figure 6 .1 9 display the results fo r the individual cases. The results are
discussed below.
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SenWAF - Alignment Values
FBH Portfolio Analysis - Alignment Values

. O p t 29
I O p t.28
■

iO p t T 9 '

O p t.2 7

O p t. 18
O p t 17
O p t. 16

O p t.2 3 «

O p t 15

—
—

O p t.2 2
O pt.21
O p t.20
i O p t. 19
■i
— O p t 18

O p t. 14
O p t 13
O p t. 12
O p t. 11

lA V = 0.59

O p t. 10

ZA V = 43.50

O p t.2 4

• O p t. 17
. O p t 16
Opt 15.
O p t. 14 i
O p tri
O p t.1 2 .
O p t 11 i

O p t. 4

Opt.10
O pl
Opt 9
O pt 8 t

Opt. 1

i O pt 7
Opl 6 —
. O p t .5

-2

Opl 4 —
iO p t . 3
O pt 2
. O pt 1

DB Investment Prioritization - Alignment Values
O p t.2 0 M M
I O pt. 19
I Opt. 18
Opt. 1 7 1
O pt. 16
O pt. 15 M M

ZAV = 22.29

I O pt. 14
M O pt. 13
■ Opt. 12
O pt. 1 1 1
I O pt. 10
O p t.9 •
O p t.8 1
O pt. 7 M B
I O pt. 6
i O pt. 5
I O pt. 4
l O pt.3
I O pt.2
i O pt. 1

-2 0

-1 8

-1 6

-14

-1 2

-10

-6

-4

-2

;

0

2

4

6

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

Figure 6 .1 7 - Alignment Values for the MARA 2 0 0 6 Cases: FBH Portfolio Analysis, SenWAF and DB Investment Prioritisation
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DB Demographic Change - Alignment Values

DB Recruiting Channels - Alignment Values
°pt-52 Ont 506P..gT5
Opt.45
Opt.43

—

O pt.42

Opt 38

40.01

Opt 35

l A V = 133.92

Opt.30

Opt 23

Opt.22
Opt 18

Opt-16

Opt. 15
Opt.12
Opt. 10

10

15

20

Figure 6 .1 8 - Alignment Values for the MARA 2 0 0 6 Cases: DB Demographic Change and DB Recruiting Channels
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In addition to the analysis of alignm ent values, we can interpret the variances of
the decision makers' preferences as one measurement of alignment. If socio-technical
decision analysis aids decision makers to agree on a joint way forward, the variances of
their preferences after the decision conference should decrease compared to their
variances before the application. If we denote the standard deviation of the decision
makers to their judgments for options i with & ', where t = - l refers to the situation before
the STDA application and t = 1 to the standard deviation after the STDA application, the
decrease in variance can be expressed with:

/

.

° b e fo re ^

_ /

° a fte r

Therefore: & afler - <j'before < 0

Figure 6 .1 7 depicts the results of the analysis for the FBH appraisal case. In
accordance with this hypothesis, the standard deviations of the decision makers'
judgments decreased in 8 out of 1 1 cases.

FBH A p p ra is a l - A n a lysis o f sta n da rd d e v ia tio n s

10

Change in SD (SD after - SD
before)

71

■■ 1
-4

-2

0

2

4

Figure 6 .1 9 - Analysis of Standard Deviations for the FBH Appraisal Case

When analysing the other - more complex - cases, this relation, however, did not
emerge. High measurement errors of the alignm ent study and a large amount of data to
be processed by the decision makers in the portfolio cases, are potential causes of this
result.
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Discussion
The overall results of the alignm ent study indicate clear alignm ent effects of STDA
in the context of MARA (alignm ent in 107 of 1 72 cases; p = .0 0 1 ). W e can interpret this
as an indication of the ability of STDA to create strategic alignm ent am ongst a diverse
group of stakeholders. However, several shortcomings o f the analysis have to be
recognised.
First, the preference assessment of the decision makers m ight be partially imprecise
due to the field study character of MARA. W e gathered the data during the process of
MARA 2 0 0 6 , when tim e was scarce and the decision makers were under a high am ount
of pressure. Although the interviewers were thoroughly trained, as outlined in C hapter 4,
some experimenter effects could also have occurred due to the fact that there was a
different interviewer on each project.
Second, additional measurement errors could have occurred due to the high
am ount o f inform ation that had to

be processed.

Some results of the decision

conferences were difficult for the decision makers to process, especially in the portfolio
analysis cases. The num ber of options under consideration exceeded twenty-five in the
DB Dem ographic C hange, the DB Recruiting Channel and the SenWAF cases. Decision
makers, therefore, had to process a large am ount of data before, during and after the
decision conference.
Finally, due to the research setting, we could establish no 'counterfactual'. STDA
could ideally have been com pared to a case without an STDA application in order to
observe the differences in results to be observed. We can therefore only draw the
conclusions fo r different data points in tim e o r with a relation to existing processes,
rather than between m ethodologies.
Due to the simple case structure of the FBH Appraisal case, some o f the
shortcomings in relation to the measurement errors should apply to a sm aller extent. The
clear results of this case might, therefore, be interpreted as an indicator fo r the alignm ent
effect of STDA in the MARA context. Nevertheless, due to the shortcomings mentioned
above, the alignm ent study needs to be viewed as somewhat less m eaningful fo r this
research than the decision effectiveness study. Both, however, point in the same
direction, as hypothised in C hapter 2 and Chapter 3.
Due to the special research setting of MARA 2 0 0 6 , the em pirical results of the two
studies outlined above should be viewed with appropriate caution in relation to
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statements about STDA in general.

However, the decision effectiveness study, in

particular, and, to a lesser extent, the alignm ent study, clearly indicate that STDA has
been perceived as more effective than traditional m ethodologies. Effectiveness in this
context refers, on the technical side, to more effective inform ation processing: a more
transparent process, leading to better and more 'ra tio n a l' inform ation exchange between
the participating stakeholders. O n the 'so cio ' side, the approach leads to the more
effective involvement of participating decision makers. It increases the exchange of
relevant inform ation between stakeholders, com bining bottom -up expertise with topdown level perspective. In addition, STDA seems to foster - albeit to a lesser extent insights into strategic decision situations and aligns participating stakeholders towards a
joint way forw ard. These results do not indicate that STDA is superior to other decision
m odeling m ethodologies. M ethodological comparisons, therefore, could be addressed,
as outlined in C hapter 8, in further studies.

Conclusion
Two

approaches

served to

measure the effectiveness

of STDA in strategy

development contexts. C ontributing to the lim ited knowledge base in relation to the
measurement of. effectiveness of group decision aids, this chapter has outlined two
em pirical studies on the process effectiveness of STDA. First, eight technical, 'so cio ' and
result-oriented dimensions, which emerged through expert interviews with strategic
decision makers, served to assess the perceived decision process effectiveness of STDA.
In com parison to previous studies the approach presented here provided opportunities to
com pare the organisational intervention to an ideal state on each dimension. Second, by
analysing the extent to which preferences of the decision makers fo r the options under
consideration 'converge' towards the m odelling results, this chapter introduces a study to
assess the alignm ent effects of STDA.
In addition, this chapter served to analyse the strengths and weaknesses of STDA.
Addressing some of the weaknesses, in particular in relation to the insufficient content
contribution

of the

MARA teams,

the

next chapter

serves

to

present

'Strategy

Conferencing' as an approach to further enhance the effectiveness o f STDA in strategy
development contexts.
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7. Strategy Conferencing
Nothing is more difficult than the art of maneuvering for advantageous positions.
Sun Tzu, Chinese General (approx. 300 BC)

A search fo r direction with a focus on what to do and why is one interpretation of
strategy making used in this thesis. As one way o f enhancing 'the art o f manoeuvring fo r
advantageous position', as Chinese general Sun Tzu framed strategy making on the
battlefield, the follow ing chapter serves to outline an approach which aims to further
develop

socio-technical

decision

analysis.

'Strategy

C onferencing'

advocates

an

enhancement of the 'so cio ' side in strategy development. This is achieved through the
structured integration of, the knowledge o f dom ain experts, of the problem -specific
experience o f decision makers and of the m ethodological expertise of decision analysts.
The approach is a synthesis of some of the lessons drawn from this PhD thesis. The
objective of this chapter is to develop a useful approach to increase the effectiveness of
socio-technical decision analysis in strategy contexts.
After a

more

detailed

description

of the

reasons for

developing

Strategy

Conferencing, the follow ing chapter serves to review and evaluate the complementary
characteristics of relevant organisational intervention concepts, such as doctor-patient,
expert and process consultancy roles. Second, I outline the core idea of the approach as
a merger o f advisor and process-based intervention characteristics. The last section
serves to discuss the process and different elements of Strategy Conferencing.

7 .1 . The 'Rationale' for Developing Strategy Conferencing
The reason fo r developing Strategy C onferencing is based on the feedback
received from MARA practitioners, the recent call in strategy process literature fo r the
enhancement of the 'so cio ' side of strategy m aking, and known deficits in group strategy
making. This section outlines these three 'rationales' fo r the developm ent of Strategy
Conferencing.

Rationale I: Call for More 'Socio' Elements in STDA from MARA Decision Makers
As a com m on feedback theme across the eleven applied research projects carried
out within the fram ework of MARA 20 0 5 and MARA 2 0 0 6 , decision makers suggested
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the inclusion of more external expertise in the STDA process. In the case studies fo r
Schering Argentina

(Schilling and Schulze-Cleven, 2 0 0 7 )

and

Deutsche Bahn, in

particular, our m ajor clients requested more external experts with industry o r functional
experience to challenge their views on, fo r example, criteria scores, criteria weights or
potential options to achieve relevant objectives. The qualitative survey evaluation on the
weaknesses o f STDA in C hapter 5 confirms this call fo r higher quality data in the STDA
process. O f the statements, 46% , fo r example, referred to the low input data quality,
such as highly subjective assessments from the decision makers, data assessment
difficulties and the lack of content contributions from the teams.

Rationale II: Call for More 'Socio' Elements in Strategy Development Research
In addition to this feedback from practitioners, the research agenda o f strategy
theorists points in a sim ilar direction. In order to increase the effectiveness o f strategic
decisions and

bridge the gap

between strategy form ulation

and im plem entation,

researchers have called fo r a stronger emphasis on the 'so cio ' side o f strategy
development.
Lovas and Ghoshal (2000) argue fo r strategy developm ent as 'guided evolution'
driven by 'hum an and social cap ital' of a firm . Beer and Eisenstat (2004) call fo r an
effective and honest conversation on business strategy within the organisation. The term
'strategy as a revolution', coined by Hamel (1996), calls for more dem ocratic strategy
development by including a variety of stakeholders within the organisation.
Although

relatively few studies have focused

on the

link

between

strategy

form ulation and im plem entation issues, 'so cio ' factors seem to play an im portant role in
successful

strategy

im plem entation

(Hutzschenreuter

and

Kleindienst,

2 0 0 6 ).

In

particular, strategy development as an interactive and feedback-based 'o rg a n ic' process
(Farjoun, 2 0 0 2 ), as well as the involvement of key players, especially m iddle managers
(Collier, Fishwick et al., 2 0 0 4 ; Dutton, Ashford et al., 1 9 97; Floyd and W ooldridge,
1 9 97; W oo ldridge and Floyd,

1990) seems to foster the integration of strategy

developm ent and strategy implem entation.
As strategic decision m aking is often performed in groups, known deficits in
unaided

strategy

making

played

another

Conferencing approach.
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Rationale III: Known Deficits in Unaided Strategy Making in Groups
Biases in group decision making, in particular fo r m ajor decisions, have been the
subject of intensive study. Researchers have identified numerous biases in group decision
m aking (for overviews, see Arnott, 2 0 0 6 or Stangor, 2004). Strategy Conferencing as
outlined in this chapter serves partly to "de-bias' some o f these deficiencies. It mainly
aims to counteract false consensus seeking and ineffective inform ation processing.
False

consensus

seeking

refers

in

particular to

groupthink

(Janis,

1982).

G roupthink, usually prevalent in overly hom ogeneous and cohesive groups, is defined as
poorly reasoned decision making due to, fo r example, the illusion of invulnerability, self
censorship and the belief in the inherent m orality of the group (Surowiecki, 2 0 0 4 ; Turner
and Pratkanis, 1998). False consensus seeking also be rooted in the concept o f 'social
proo f' - the tendency of individuals to look fo r the behaviour of others to validate their
own actions (C ialdini,

1993). In particular in the face of uncertainty, people are

predisposed to follow the lead of others who are sim ilar to themselves. This has not to be
necessarily bad, but can lead to a lack of critical analysis in uncertain situations.
Connected to false consensus seeking is the tendency to irrationally escalate
com m itm ent in group decisions (Staw, 1981). In particular, the tendency of decision
makers to behave consistently with earlier commitments (Cialdini, 1993), impression
m anagem ent (Caldwell and O 'Reilly, 1982) and self-justification and biased inform ation
processing

(Ross and Staw,

1986), are

reasons fo r the irrational

escalation

of

comm itm ent. In decision conferences these com m itm ent and consistency effects are, fo r
example, in particular visible in the unwillingness of some groups to terminate highly
costly but ineffective 'p e t' projects.
Ineffective inform ation processing constitutes, besides false consensus, the other
side of groupthink. It refers to a lack of processes and methodologies to integrate the
preferences and opinions of various stakeholders. These shortcomings can include an
incom plete survey of alternatives as well as an insufficient identification of fundam ental
values (Keeney, 1992) as well as poor inform ation search o r selective inform ation
processing (Ross and Staw, 1986). G roupthink based on these shortcomings can lead to
disastrous group decisions such as the Bay o f Pigs decision, the Vietnam W ar escalation
decision o r NASA's decision to launch the challenger (Surowiecki, 2 0 0 4 ; Turner and
Pratkanis, 1998).
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A lack of inform ation processing methods can also lead to overconfidence when
assessing probabilities (Lichtenstein, Fischhoff et al., 1982). Depending on the difficulty
of the task,

both

groups

and

individuals

are

known

to

systematically over or

underestimate their abilities in accurately assessing probabilities (Hoelzl and Rustichini,
2 0 0 5 ; Klayman, Soli et al., 1 99 9; Soil, 1996). As strategic decisions usually have to be
taken in the face of uncertainty, overconfidence in particular can be another source of
ineffective group decisions in strategic contexts.

Deficits in strategic group decision m aking, the call of the MARA decision makers
to include m ore content knowledge in STDA and the search of strategy researchers for
enhanced

'socio '

elements

in

strategy development,

constitute the

rationale fo r

developing Strategy Conferencing. The next section serves to review organisational
intervention modes, which are - when com bined - a potential remedy fo r the three
shortcomings in effective strategic decision making outlined above.

7 .2 . Evaluation of Organisational Intervention Modes
Effective strategic decision making in organisation is closely related to an effective
aggregation
organisational

of

preference
intervention

of

organisational

modes

is therefore

members.
to

study

O ne
their

way

to

effects

investigate
on

group

aggregation. According to Surowiecki (2004), several conditions have to be met to
ensure effective group decisions: first, diversity of opinion, based on private inform ation
or a personal interpretation of com m on facts. Cognitive diversity usually builds on
specialisation on specific knowledge, such as content o r process expertise. Second,
knowledge and judgments should be independent, people's opinions should not mainly
depend on the opinion of those around them. Judgmental errors therefore should ideally
be correlated as little as possible. Finally, some aggregation mechanism should exist to
consistently turn private judgments into a collective decision.
O rganisational intervention modes focus on the aspects outlined above to increase
the effectiveness of strategy development. W e can roughly divide these modes into two
advice-based and one process-based intervention mode. Table 7.1 gives an overview of
these three approaches.
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Advice-based and Process-based Modes Possess Complementary Strengths and Weaknesses

Contribution to effective
strategic decision making through...
Objective

Concept
............................... ...

Advisor diagnoses a
Advice-based
problem and
Interventions
prescribes a solution
(Doctor/Patient
or provides relevant
and Expert
information for a
Mode)
decision problem

""" 1.

.........

Mainly
counteracting
false
consensus
building

+

...aggregation
Major drawbacks
methods
__ — ____ ___
Low strategic
decision quality
due to ineffective
integration of the
Increase diversity of
knowledge of
opinion based on
organisational
independent
members and
content knowledge
subsequent lack
of implementation
commitment

.:1

Process consultant
provides
(Purely)I .
methodological
Process-based
knowledge to guide
interventions
effective decision
processes

Mainly
counteracting
ineffective
information
aggregation

-

Increase
aggregation
expertise based on
independent
methodological
knowledge

+

Low strategic
decision quality
due to anchoring
on organisational
culture, false
consensus seeking
and lack of
external data

Table 7.1 - Comparison of Advice-based vs. Process-based Organisational Intervention Modes (adopted from
Armenakis and Burdg, 1988; Schein, 1999; Surowiecki, 2004)

Advisory Roles
Often

pursued

by strategic consultants, we can

divide advisory roles

into

doctor/patient modes and expert modes (Schein, 1999). In a doctor/patient mode, an
advisor is brought in to check the decision makers' organisation, diagnose a problem
and prescribe a solution accordingly. The second role is that of an expert advisor, who
sells relevant inform ation to organisations which are unable or unwilling to provide it
themselves. The experts in these cases usually develop their expertise through extensive
knowledge of relevant facts, based on experience with a large number of similar cases
(Armenakis and Burdg, 1988).
Advisory roles are particularly effective to counteract false consensus. Based on
their independent dom ain knowledge, they add cognitive diversity and challenge the
tendency of conformity of overly homogeneous groups. A senior industry expert, for
example, is able to counteract self-censorship of group members and introduce
constructive
escalation

dissent.

These outside views can,

in

particular,

of commitment by introducing additional

neutralise

incentives to

irrational

reflect on

the

consequences of decisions.
Beside such potentials o f advisory modes, several drawbacks exist. A com mon
downside is the lack of implementation commitment to the recommended changes due
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to ineffective integration of the knowledge of organisational members. In particular,
advice based modes can heavily depend on getting accurate diagnostic inform ation, the
ability of the advisor to provide appropria te aid, whether the client accepts the
conclusions and whether he/she is able to make recommended changes (Schein, 1 999).

Process-based Interventions
In contrast to the doctor/patie nt or the expert m ode,

process consultancy

approaches focus on coordinative and facilitative roles with the aim of developing the
decision makers' skills to help themselves (Armenakis and Burdg, 1 988). In this m ode,
content expertise is less relevant and skills in how to guide an effective decision process
are prevalent. According to Schein (1999), process consultancy approaches engage
decision makers in a generative, double -lo op learning approach, as outlined in C hapter
3, to create an effective co-operative relationship.
Process-based

interventions

can

help

in

particular to

counteract

ineffective

inform ation processing in strategic group decision tasks. W hilst the facilitator cannot
increase the diversity o f opinions, he can contribute to enhance group preference
aggregation. Based on independent m ethodological knowledge, the fa cilitator can
prevent groupthink tendencies by challenging expressed knowledge from an im partial
perspective. Enhancing a more thorough search fo r alternatives and objectives, a
facilitator can thereby create strategic rooms in which group members can fully unfold
their diverse cognitive potential. Process-based interventions emphasise the im portance
of creating com m itm ent to the generated solutions by effectively involving the decision
makers in the problem solving process (Phillips, 2006).
A com m on drawback of these approaches is the difficulty in preventing a group
from false consent as the facilitator only contributes to the process, not to the content
(Schein, 1999). This applies, in particular, when not all key stakeholders fo r the decision
at hand are involved in the process. In addition, process-based interventions do not aid
with the collection of external data, such as benchmark analyses, which m ight be
relevant for strategic decisions.
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Taken to the extreme, the process-based interventions, described above, can lead
to 'agreem ent on non-sense', whilst the expert modes can result in 'deep analyses no
one cares a b o u t'3. In this context, strategic consultancies acting as 'doctors' o r experts,
have frequently been criticised for producing high amounts o f decision-irrelevant
inform ation and failing to create sufficient com m itm ent to action on the part o f the
decision makers (Schein, 1999). Process-consultancy approaches, as analysed in this
PhD thesis, on the other hand, m ight generate sufficient 'bu y-in' through structured
involvement, but may fail to validate decision relevant inform ation through dom ain
experts. The Strategy Conferencing approach, described in the follow ing sections, aims
to com bine the virtues of these two complementary approaches. An increase in decision
effectiveness in strategic decision situations is therefore its main objective.

7 .3 . Strategy C o n feren cin g: C o re Idea
An effective decision process improves the probability o f obtaining a high quality
decision outcom e. The m ore im portant the decision, the more relevant effective decision
processes are. In strategic decision situations, a structured and thorough analysis of
decisions is particularly beneficial. These situations are usually characterised by high
complexity, a high degree of uncertainty, multiple stakeholder involvement and an
irreversible com m itm ent of resources in the mid-term.

Strategy Conferencing,

as

introduced in the follow ing sections, is designed to increase decision effectiveness in
these decision situations. It capitalises on the different levels of expertise of decision
makers, advisors and decision analysts. In the socio-technical fram ework, introduced in
Chapter 2, the approach sustains the requisite and interactive m odelling com ponent of
decision conferencing in order to effectively process inform ation from a greater variety of
sources. Figure 7.1 displays the position of the new approach in the socio-technical
effectiveness fram ework as com pared with decision conferencing and the advise-based
intervention

modes.

The socio

dimension

in this

case

refers to

the

degree

of

heterogeneity of inform ation input in a decision - conceptualised as either internal o r
external inform ation based (low heterogeneity) o r both internal and external inform ation
based (high heterogeneity).

3 These labels are taken from a personal communication with Dr James Matheson, Chairman of SmartOrg, Inc.
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Strategy Conferencing Increases the Diversity of Expertise
to Enhance the Effectiveness of Strategic Decisions
Technical dimension
(Degree of formal
information processing)
Interactive/
Requisite

Decision
\ .^Conferencing,,/

Either dominated by
internal OR by
external information

.Strategy
V Conferena'

Based on internal
-> AND external
information sources

4~

Socio dimension
(Degree of diversity
of information)

Doctor/Palient
Mode

Expert Mode

Less
interactive/
Less requisite

Figure 7.1 - Strategy Conferencing in the Socio-technical Effectiveness Framework

In comparison to the expert and the doctor/patient mode, decision conferencing
increases the extent of interactive and requisite m odelling. Although the approach
integrates a variety of internal stakeholders' opinions, inform ation inflow from external
sources is limited. Based on the experience of MARA 2 0 0 6 and the survey-based
analysis, described in Chapter 6, this focus on intra-organisational inform ation input can
result in shortcomings related to the gathering

of data from

the organisation's

environment, to culturally-biased inform ation input and therefore insufficient data quality
as

m odelling

input.

In order to

prevent these

potential

shortcomings,

Strategy

Conferencing increases the diversity of expertise by including external domain expertise
in the process. In addition to this improvement on the 'socio' side, the approach aims to
preserve the technical elements of decision conferencing - interactive and requisite
decision modelling.
Strategy Conferencing aims, first, to develop a shared understanding of strategic
issues faced by the organisation. By including dom ain experts in the process, the
approach,

second,

aims

to

counteract

false

consensus,

in

particular

in

very

homogeneous groups. The facilitator, third, serves to improve inform ation processing by
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facilitating an effective exchange of knowledge between the internal decision makers and
the functional or industry experts. Finally, Strategy Conferencing creates commitment to
a joint way forward on the strategic issues at hand. The next section outlines the process
of Strategy Conferencing in reaching these objectives.

7.4. Strategy C onferencing: Process
Strategy Conferencing integrates the expertise of the decision makers, the external
advisors and the decision analysts. The different level of expertise, which these parties
add to the

process, can

be classified according

to a content/process and

an

internal/external dimension, as displayed in Table 7.2. Content expertise thereby relates
either to generalised dom ain knowledge or knowledge related to the specific decision
problem. Process expertise includes knowledge about the existing internal decision
processes and techniques/methodologies to steer a decision process.

Strategy Conferencing Combines Methodological and Domain-specific Knowledge

........... .... :...... ........ ...................
Internal

External

(Decision makers)

(Advisors / Decision Analysts)
■

Content Knowledge

Decision makers' domain

Advisors' generalised

knowledge of the specific
market, the decision problem

knowledge on the related
domain (expertise on best-

and the own organisation

practices)

Decision makers' knowledge
Process Knowledge

.............

of the existing decision
processes of the organisation

Decision analysts'
methodological expertise to
effectively integrate a variety of
stakeholder opinions

Table 7.2 - Knowledge-based Elements of the Strategy Conferencing Approach

Internal Content Knowledge
As a fundamental basis for Strategy Conferencing, the decision makers provide
inform ation on the specific decision problem, the specific market and inform ation on the
decision context in the organisation, such as culture o r 'hidden' agendas. This
perspective draws on the resource-based view which focuses on internal capabilities and
resources of the organisation, as outlined in Chapter 2 (Barney, 1991; Wernefelt,
1984). Internal content knowledge is often based on decades of experience in a
particular market.

It can

be classified as either fact-based
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(Lowendahl, Revang et al., 2 0 0 1 ). O n the fact-based side, knowledge can relate to data
from databases of controlling departments or on the experience-based side on im plicit
knowledge about clients, suppliers or the general market environment. The Strategy
Conferencing approach is designed to integrate these different types of knowledge
effectively in order to increase the quality of the analysis. In addition, an experienced
facilitator is able to rigorously challenge the assertion o f internal content knowledge. The
approach can thereby serve to 'de b ia s' organisations' inherent inclinations towards
traditional ways of thinking and m aking decisions.

Content Knowledge / External
The advisors' role in the process is to challenge the decision makers' traditional
views and to bring in outside state-of-the-art knowledge fo r sim ilar decision problems.
An external advisor usually can draw on knowledge from a large sample size about
sim ilar decision problems. This experience can be reflected in industry field expertise,
such as pharmaceuticals or logistics, or functional expertise, such as R&D or Marketing.
Advisors often use codification strategies (Hansen, N ohria et al., 1999), such as the use
of quantitative benchmark analyses o r market segmentation studies to create knowledge
on best practices within an industry. C om plem ented by their intuition-based knowledge,
senior advisors can contribute to validate and de-bias expert judgm ents in the process.

Process Knowledge / Internal
In addition to content knowledge, expertise on existing processes in the decision
makers' organisation serve to create more useful solutions. Visionary and political
elements, as outlined in Chapter 3, reflect this process knowledge. The vision-based
element builds on a form alisation of the objectives and goals of an organisation within
the fram ework of the analysis. N o t all decision relevant inform ation can be obtained
from databases or written docum entation. For strategy developm ent to be successful,
culture and hidden agendas of the respective strategic decision makers have to be
considered.

The

incorporation

of

this

political

elem ent

through

the

structured

involvement of a variety of stakeholders can substantially increase the im plem entation
probability of the m odelling results (Korsgaard, Schweiger et al., 1 9 9 5 ; W ooldridge and
Floyd, 1990).
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Process Knowledge / External
The decision analysts provide an adaptive and

a com m and-relate d

process

elem ent w ithin Strategy C o nferencing. O n the adaptive side, the decision analysts can
provide a learning opportu n ity fo r the organisation by establishing Strategy C onferencing
as a 'strate gic reflection device'. The a p proa ch draws on inform ation from the strategic
plann in g processes and feeds back strategic insights into the subsequent plannin g cycles.
A typical exam ple o f this 'strate gic content le a rn in g ' occurred in the MARA 2 0 0 5
Schering A rgentina case. The analysis provided an o pportun ity to reflect on the current
m arketing strategy o f the com pany. The results could be fed back into the strategy
plann in g cycle in the fo llo w in g year (Schilling and Schulze-Cleven, 2 0 0 7 ). As a second
learning elem ent, the analysis can enhance the o rg a n is a tio n 's strategy developm ent
processes in the long-term

(double lo op learning). O n the com m and-based side,

Strategy C onferencin g provides an effective way to include the opinions o f different
stakeholders, to help senior m anagem ent provide directions that others w illingly fo llo w
(Jacques, 1998).

The left part o f Figure 7 .2 . outlines the dynam ic interplay o f the fo u r elements o f
Strategy C onferencin g outlined above.
Strategy Conferencing Combines Expertise
From Advisors, Decision Makers and Decision Analysts
Best practice
information,
databases etc.

Decision makers'
process knowledge

Rational
element

Visionary and
political element

Joint Diagnosis

Decision makers'
content knowledge

Data gathering

Rational element

Decision makers' expertise

Advisors' expertise

Information processing

Decision Analysis
Results/Recommendations
Strategic content
learning
Adaptive element
(single loop)
____________

5

r
/
* ■
^

Strategic content
learning
Adaptive element
(single loop)

Strategic Decision _____________
Recommendation
Com ma nd - related
element

Decision process
learning
Adaptive element
(double loop)

Implementation

Evaluation
Degree of information
'fuzziness'

Figure 7.2 - Interaction of Strategy Conferencing Actors (left) and Phases of the Strategy Conferencing Process
(right) (Phases Adopted From Armenaski and Burdg, 1988)
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Besides the interactions between the different actors in the Strategy Conferencing
approach,

the

right

part of

Figure

7.2

displays the

process

steps

of Strategy

Conferencing. The decision analysts, the decision makers and the advisors engage in
several phases (adopted from Armenaski and Burdg, 1988). Sim ilar to the integrated
effectiveness m odel, presented in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.5 ), the process can be divided in a
divergent and a convergent phase, depending on the degree o f "inform ation fuzziness'.
After the entry phase, which includes the scouting and contracting of the decision
analysts and advisors by the decision makers, the first step of the analysis consists of a
joint diagnosis of the decision situation. This is based on the decision m akers' specific
knowledge of the problem , as well as the analysts' generalised dom ain knowledge, and
is guided by the decision analyst. An initial decision model assists in searching fo r
relevant data, based on internal a n d /o r external sources. In this data gathering and
inform ation processing phase, the degree of 'inform ation fuzziness' increases as usually
hidden issues and operational problems are discovered. A subsequent series of strategy
conferences serve to separate im portant from unim portant inform ation and to aid in
effective inform ation processing (convergent phase). After the developm ent of strategic
decision recommendations, follow -up evaluations of the im plem entation efforts are
possible, as suggested by C arper and Bresnick (1 989).
Based on this process suggestion fo r a Strategy Conferencing approach, the core
elements o f Phillips' description of decision conferencing (Phillips, 20 0 6 a ) can be altered
accordingly. Strategy Conferencing can be seen as a constructive and creative meeting
of problem owners and dom ain experts in order to develop recom m endations in
strategic decision situations. The approach includes four key elements. First, the
attendance of the necessary key players and key experts fo r the relevant strategic
problem . This ensures in particular the availability of relevant and high qualitative data
as well as com m itm ent and ownership on the part of the decision makers. Second, a
decision analyst separates through im partial process guidance, the integration o f content
and process knowledge within the process. Third, a decision m odel, which includes
interactive and iterative group processes and on the-spot-m odelling, steers the analysis.
This m odelling process, finally, is designed requisitely. Participants use this just-enoughm odelling approach to gather and process inform ation as effectively as possible and to
co-ordinate the analysis efforts of decision makers and advisors.
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Conclusion
Taking a prescriptive stand, the development of Strategy Conferencing aim ed to
further strengthen the link between STDA and strategy development. By introducing
Strategy Conferencing, the chapter thereby addresses several weaknesses of STDA, as
identified through this research. Strategy Conferencing provides an opportunity to further
enhance the 'so cio ' side of STDA, in particular in strategy contexts. We can view the
approach as one way to further reduce the gap between strategy im plem entation and
form ulation, as well as a possibility o f counteracting groupthink phenomena. Strategy
Conferencing combines the strengths of the advisor-based approaches - 'industry' or
policy-field expertise - and the strengths of the process-based approaches - im partial
facilitation to ensure effective inform ation exchange and stakeholder com m itm ent.
Conceptually, Strategy Conferencing builds on data from the strategic planning
process of an organisation, but the decision process itself is performed outside of the
strategy cycle. The strategic insights can - as is increasingly com m on - be subsequently
integrated into the next strategy planning cycle (Grant, 2 0 0 3 ). Strategy Conferencing is
therefore another way to further institutionalise STDA in organisations in order to
increase the effectiveness of strategic decisions.
Potential weaknesses of the new approach have to be analysed in subsequent
applications. O ne particular danger could be decreasing im plem entation com m itm ent of
the decision makers due to dom inant advisors. Research carried out after MARA 2 0 0 6
has already revealed several application opportunities of the new approach: Strategy
Conferencing fo r target selection in Mergers & Acquisitions, as well as Strategy
Conferencing fo r political strategy development.
Besides the development on the practice side, outlined in this chapter, MARA 2 0 0 6
and this PhD research have opened several research paths to advance socio-technical
decision

analysis.

These future

research

possibilities,

together with

the

research

objectives 'revisited' and the lim itations of this work, constitute the core of the follow ing
chapter.
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8. Conclusion
The real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking new landscapes but in having new eyes.
Marcel Proust

Similar to most PhD research projects, this work was initially a journey into the
unknown. The constant alternation between applied analysis in the context of MARA
2 0 0 6 and em pirical research, however, provided an effective w orking fram ework to
reach solid ground quickly. New insights were numerous and the learning process very
valuable. This chapter serves to outline the core results o f this research at the interface
between decision analysis, strategic m anagem ent and organisational development.
This conclusion first serves to outline the contributions o f the thesis in relation to
the research objectives. Second, it summarises possible lim itations to the results,
follow ed, third, by new research paths as possible follow -up studies. Finally, the chapter
closes the circle of this PhD research by reflecting on the 'm e ta ' topic of this work,
introduced in C hapter 1 - the relationship between the success of STDA and the decision
analyst's expertise.

8 .1 . The Research Objectives Revisited
O ne of the main objectives o f this PhD thesis was to analyse and improve STDA in
strategy developm ent contexts. I used the six case studies of the applied research project
MARA 2 0 0 6 to assess the decision process effectiveness and group alignm ent effects of
the approach. This em pirical research and the literature-based work first aim ed to create
a conceptual link between socio-technical decision analysis and strategy development
processes. Second, it aim ed to contribute to enhance approaches to em pirically assess
the process effectiveness o f decision analyses.

'Strategic STDA': Linking STDA with Strategy Development
This research began with the question of whether and how STDA could be linked
to strategy development. To answer this question, I took a descriptive fram e to connect
STDA with strategy development and a prescriptive fram e to increase the process
effectiveness of STDA fo r strategic issues.
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By integrating several of the most im portant contributions in the area o f strategy
development processes over the last decades (Hutzschenreuter and Kleindienst, 2 0 0 6 ;
C ollier, Fishwick et al., 2 0 0 4 ; Bailey, Johnson et al., 2 0 0 0 ; Mintzberg, Ahlstrand et al.,
1 9 9 8 ; Hart and Banbury, 1 9 9 4 ; Hart, 1 9 9 2 ; N onaka, 1 9 8 8 ; Ansoff, 1 9 8 7 ; Mintzberg,
1 9 8 7 ; Chaffee, 1 9 85 ; Shrivastava and G rant, 1 9 85; M intzberg and W aters, 1 985;
Bourgeois and Brodwin, 1984), this thesis served to develop a simplified taxonom y of
five generic strategy developm ent modes: rational, adaptive, com m and-based, visionary
and political. All modes serve to link STDA with the strategy development literature. As
outlined in Figure 3 .5 , effective strategy development using STDA incorporates each o f
these five perspectives:

•

a rational element based on explicit and requisite m odelling,

•

an adaptive element related to intra-case, inter-case and decision process
learning,

•

a visionary element to construct and consistently incorporate the goals of
an organisation in a strategic decision process,

•

a com m and-related element, as the participative process helps leaders to
provide directions that others follow w illingly, and

•

a (micro) political element, as the process enables key stakeholders to
engage in negotiation-like inform ation exchanges.

Based on an integrative effectiveness fram ework, this work has served to evaluate
the strength and weaknesses of STDA in strategy development contexts. The em pirical
analyses, presented in C hapter 6, have revealed several shortcomings in STDA, in
particular on the 'so cio ' side. The participating decision makers frequently criticised the
lack of high quality input data in STDA processes and the lack of external content
expertise. As a possible response to such practitioner feedback, whilst also responding to
the call by strategy theorists fo r a stronger emphasis on the com m unication-oriented
'socio ' side (Beer and Eisenstat, 2 0 0 4 ; Lovas and Ghoshal, 2 0 0 0 ; Ham el, 1996), this
PhD research has introduced the concept o f 'Strategy C onferencing'. The objective of
this

prescriptive

approach

is to

increase

the

effectiveness

of

STDA

in

strategy

development. It advocates a structured integration of the decision makers' problem
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specific expertise, the decision analysts' m ethodological expertise and the external
advisors' dom ain knowledge (see Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2).

STDA Effectiveness Studies: Measuring Decision Process Effectiveness and Alignment
Effects
In addition to the conceptual link of STDA to strategy development, this research
aimed to contribute to the limited literature on assessing the (process) effectiveness of
decision analysis. In particular, this thesis has served to develop and apply two decision
process effectiveness measures: in the area o f perceived decision process effectiveness
and in the area of group alignm ent measurements.

Effectiveness Measure I: Perceived Decision Process Effectiveness
This PhD research has revealed a lack of useful frameworks within which to
measure the perceived effectiveness of group decision aids. The few existing frameworks,
such as the C om peting Value Framework (M cCartt and Rohrbaugh, 1989) o r the
decision quality chain (Matheson and M atheson, 2 0 0 1 ; Matheson and Matheson, 1998)
proved inapplicable to this research due to vaguely defined inform ation processing
dimensions or im plicit value statements in the scales applied. The lack of applicable
instruments may partly be due to an inadequate integration o f practitioners' views on
measuring effectiveness. In contrast to the C om peting Value Framework, which M cC artt
and Rohrbaugh (1989) created based on researchers' views, in this thesis, interviews
with mostly strategic decision makers served to develop dimensions to assess the
effectiveness of decision processes.
W e can thereby measure decision process effectiveness on three 'so cio ', three
'technical' and two result-oriented dimensions. The approach presented in this thesis
builds on the assessment o f three data points fo r each effectiveness dimension: the status
quo of current strategic decision processes in organisations, the position of the STDA
application and a hypothetical ideal state. W ith this technique, the decision makers
could indicate potential dissatisfaction with both the current processes and the new
decision processes -

a shortcom ing of earlier decision effectiveness studies (Chun,

1992).
O n the 'so cio ' side, the participating decision makers have rated STDA as
fostering significantly better participation levels, im proving the balance of top-dow n vs.
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bottom -up decision m aking and increasing the quantity of inform ation exchanged
between relevant stakeholders in com parison with the status quo. O n the technical side,
decision

makers

have

assessed

STDA

as

significantly

more

transparent

and

com prehensible, as im proving the balance of rational vs. intuitive decision making and
as enhancing dialogue-orientation and interactivity to a greater extent than existing
processes. O n the result-oriented dimensions, the STDA process resulted in more
creative results which were, however, statistically insignificant, as well as in more
strategic insights. Figure 6.4 provides the overall em pirical results across all MARA
cases, Figure 6 .5 presents the results fo r each individual case.
As the studies, presented in this thesis, assess process-related effectiveness and not
consequence-related effectiveness, an analysis of potential respondent biases is essential
fo r the credibility o f the results. Due to the special research setting of MARA, the decision
makers may, fo r example, have been biased in favour of STDA. Decision makers who
were highly com m itted to the MARA project, consequently, m ight have rated STDA as
consistently better. W e therefore assessed the degree o f com m itm ent of each decision
m aker to the MARA project and com pared these ratings with his/her perceived
effectiveness. The results, presented in Figure 6.6 , show that there is no significant
relationship between the degree of com m itm ent and the effectiveness scores. Some
decision makers, who were critical of the MARA project, rated STDA as highly effective
and some highly com m itted decision makers assessed STDA as very ineffective. A
systematic bias based on individual com m itm ent is therefore im probable. The results of a
sim ilar analysis fo r potential biases of the project sponsors point in the same direction.
The decision process effectiveness measures, developed in this work, therefore might be
seen as a useful instrument to measure the perceived effectiveness of group decision
aids.

Effectiveness Measure II: Alignm ent Effects
In addition to

measuring decision

process effectiveness, this work aims to

contribute to assess potential alignm ent effects of STDA. Phillips (2006) and Phillips and
Bana e Costa (2007) claim that STDA aligns groups of decision makers to a joint way
forward. To my best knowledge, this assertion has not yet been analysed em pirically. This
thesis aim ed to start closing this gap. As outlined in Chapter 6, we can define alignm ent
as the degree to which STDA 'converges' preferences of the decision makers for the
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options under consideration towards the m odelling results. The alignm ent study of this
research served to assess the individual preferences fo r the options under consideration
before the decision conferences and com pared them to the preferences after the
interventions, as well as to the results of the decision conference itself. Figure 6 .14
presents the overall results of the alignm ent study. It reveals a significant alignm ent effect
of STDA. The statistically aggregated preferences regarding the options after the decision
conference were closer to the decision conference value than the aggregate preferences
before the intervention. In addition, the alignm ent study has shown that statistically
aggregated preferences when applying STDA, differ significantly from behaviourally
aggregated preferences. STDA cannot therefore be replaced by statistical averaging. The
alignm ent study provided qualified support fo r useful working hypotheses to further
explore alignm ent effects in group decisions. The new approach to measure alignm ent
effects stimulated further research in relation to aggregation methods in group decisions,
as described below.

The analysis of decision process effectiveness and the alignm ent effects also served
to test whether a group of inexperienced decision analysts can apply STDA successfully. I
reflect on this 'm e ta ' topic of this PhD in my final conclusion at end of this chapter.

8 .2 . Limitations of the Results
Despite the contributions to the research objectives, as outlined above, several
lim itations of the results have to be recognised.
First, strategy developm ent in this w ork is strictly limited to the generation of
strategic insights through the (model-based) analysis o f resource allocation decisions.
C orporate strategy developm ent or strategy development related to top level policy
m aking in the public sector is not the focus of this analysis. The results can therefore only
be generalised to this lim ited interpretation of strategy making.
Second, this thesis does not cover consequence-related effectiveness assessments,
such as the link between strategic decisions and organisational performance ('strong
effectiveness' according to Clem en, 2006). An analysis of the final consequences of the
STDA applications on, fo r example, profit of our partner organisations, would not have
been possible due to other variables which influence the bottom -line. External market
effects and other internal decisions taken simultaneously, fo r example, w ould have made
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it alm ost impossible to establish a causal link between the STDA recommendations and
their consequences. In addition, the necessary tim e fram e to conduct this kind of analysis
w ould have been out of the scope of this research. The focus of this work was therefore
on

perceived effectiveness, assessed by the decision

makers. O ne can therefore

generalise the results only to this m ore subjective definition of effectiveness.
Third, although the applied research character of MARA resulted in higher external
validity in com parison to a laboratory setting (Bonoma, 1985), the field study setting led
to several other lim itations. The random sam pling of the projects, com m on in classical
experiments,

was

not

possible.

In

addition,

we

were

not

able

counterfactual, fo r example, to com pare STDA applications to

to

establish

a

unaided decisions

situations or other kinds of organisational interventions. For these kinds o f comparisons,
a larger sam ple o f sim ilar cases with sim ilar decision makers would have to be analysed,
which is very difficult to find in a field setting.
Finally, the cultural

context of the

interventions

must be considered when

evaluating the findings of this thesis. The effectiveness results, observed in this research
could, fo r example, be attributed to the 'o p e n ' organisational cultures of the MARA
partner organisations o r - on a broader scope - to the tendency fo r certain sectors in
Western society to strive fo r effective and transparent decisions.

8 .3 . Research in Progress
Besides the contributions to the research objectives, outlined above, this thesis and
the MARA project stim ulated further research work in progress.
In addition to a publication of the marketing budgeting case study fo r Schering
Argentina, carried out during MARA 2 0 0 5 (Schilling and Schulze-Cleven, 2 0 07), further
research w ork includes: the publication of all MARA 2 0 0 6 case studies, a conceptual
work at the interface of decision analysis and strategy development in the public sector
and the publication of the effectiveness fram ework with the related effectiveness studies.
Table 8.1 displays an overview of this research work in progress.
In addition to this research, MARA 2 0 0 5 and MARA 2 0 0 6 led to the creation o f a
foundation in Argentina, the 'Fundacion MARA' and a research institute in Germany, the
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'Decision

Institute'4. The objective of these organisations is to contribute to the

advancement of decision analysis in the two countries.

The MARA Projects and This Thesis Stimulated Further Research Work
...

*

Area

Description

Information Source

.. —

Possible Journals

Introduction of a new
Decision

1

Analysis and
Effectiveness
Measurements

Decision

2

Analysis and
Strategy
Development
in the Public
Managem ent

3

Applied
Decision
Analysis

decision process
measurement instrument in
strategic contexts,
including the MARA
effectiveness study results

Based on the
decision process
effectiveness study

Decision
Analysis

Evaluation of different
public resource allocation
mechanisms, including the
development of an STDAbased system to aid with
strategy development in
the public sector

Publication of the practice
relevant field work in the
framework of MARA 2 0 0 5
and MARA 2 0 0 6

Based on the MARA

O rg anization

2 0 0 6 case
'Prioritisation of

Science o r

Infrastructure
Funding'

Analysis

Based on the case
study work of MARA
2 0 0 5 & MARA 2 0 0 6

Interfaces

Decision

Table 8.1 - Research Work in Progress Based on the Results of the Applied Research Projects MARA 2 0 0 5
and MARA 2 0 0 6

In addition to the current research in progress, as outlined above, this PhD
research has revealed several interesting future research paths, which I outline in the
follow ing sections.

8.4. Future Research
The follow ing three future research paths reflect the different foci of this research.
Stimulated by the alignm ent research, an evaluation study, first, could serve to analyse
and compare different aggregation methods in group decision contexts. Second, I
suggest a factor analytic confirm ation study, i.e. a m odification of the decision process
effectiveness framework, based on a survey with a large sample size. Third, taking the
research on the effectiveness of decision processes one step further, I outline a possible

4 For more information on the Fundacion MARA, see www.mara.org.ar. For more information on the Decision
Institute, see www.decisioninstitute.eu.
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study on the outcom e-related effectiveness ('strong' effectiveness) of STDA applications
in sim ulation environments.

Evaluation Study on the Quality of Aggregation Methods in Group Decisions
The alignm ent study, outlined in C hapter 6, has im plicitly served to com pare two
preference aggregation methods fo r group decisions. Judgments have been aggregated
statistically before and after the decision conference, as well as behaviourally during the
decision conference. This research idea has contributed to the development o f a follow up study, which C ornelius Schaub, a co-initiator of MARA, is currently pursuing in his
PhD research (Schaub, 2 0 0 7 ). The core idea of his com parative analysis is to evaluate
the quality of different aggregation m ethodologies in group decisions. The fundam ental
objective is to increase the quality of expert judgments in groups decisions.
In this follow -up study, decision makers' scores on different criteria will be assessed
before and after the interventions. This more detailed study setting allows fo r a greater
analysis of the effectiveness of different aggregation modes. Several criteria, related to
the process quality and attitudinal criteria (Timmermans and Vlek, 1996), will serve to
evaluate the quality of different aggregation modes. The study aims to also include
laboratory experiments to analyse outcomes rather than the process of decisions.

Factor-analytic Modification of the Decision Process Effectiveness Instrument
Besides stim ulating fo llow -up studies in the area o f group aggregation methods,
the decision process effectiveness fram ew ork, as outlined in C hapter 3, aims to add a
useful fram ework to measure the effectiveness of group decision aids. The resulting
approach, however, rests on a relatively small number of expert interviews. As a logical
next step, this instrument could be verified and possibly m odified with a factor-analytic
approach. A questionnaire, including different statements related to the decision process
effectiveness dimensions and possibly some new dimensions, could be designed. A large
sample size with a subsequent factor analysis could serve to evaluate factor loadings of
the different dimensions and to increase the validity of the instrument.
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Outcome-related Effectiveness Study in Simulation Environments
The decision effectiveness study, presented in this thesis, has evaluated STDA on
process-related criteria. Hence, the participating decision makers have assessed the
characteristics of the decision process itself, rather than the actual consequences o f the
decisions taken. O utcom e-related, i.e. 'strongly effective' measurements (Timmermans
and Vlek,

1 9 9 6 ; Clem en, 20 06) constitute an even more valuable effectiveness

indicator, in particular due to a higher degree of objectivity when evaluating results. As
longitudinal studies to observe the actual consequences in the field are often expensive
and tim e consum ing, one could test the effectiveness of STDA, as suggested by Clemen
(2006), in a sim ulation environment. N egotiation simulations, fo r example, might
constitute such a suitable research environment. In a collective bargaining sim ulation, as
developed, fo r example, by Schilling and M ulford (2006), a management and a union
party have to jointly agree on a multiple-issue contract. At least two studies to test the
effectiveness o f a STDA-based negotiation aids are im aginable in this context.
A fa cilitator could assist both negotiation parties simultaneously to reach a
mutually acceptable solution using an STDA-based approach (symmetric-prescriptive
approach, according to Raiffa, Richardson et al., 2 0 0 2 ; Raiffa, 1982). Whilst the parties
w ould use the STDA process in the experimental condition, they w ould solve the
bargaining situation unaided in the control group. Schilling and M ulford (2007) outline
a corresponding socio-technical m ediation process. The joint gains of both negotiation
parties could serve as independent variables. The hypothesis is that the negotiation
parties, which use the STDA-based negotiation process, obtain higher joint gains than
the unassisted parties.
In the second study, only one of the negotiation parties would use the STDA-based
process to model different contract values, including the estimation of the other parties'
preferences. In this asymmetric-prescriptive condition (Raiffa, Richardson et a l., 2 0 0 2 ;
Raiffa, 1982), in the experimental group, one party would obtain STDA-based process
assistance, whilst, in the control group, both parties w ould solve the bargaining situation
unassisted. The individual gains of the single parties could serve as independent
variables in this case. The hypothesis is that the negotiation party which uses the STDAbased process obtains a higher individual gain.
In addition to negotiation simulations, business simulations m ight serve as another
suitable environm ent to test the outcom e-related effectiveness of STDA. Due to their high
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degree o f 'fide lity' - i.e. the level o f realism presented to the sim ulation participant
(Feinstein and C annon, 2 002) - students o r expert participants can usually relate well to
these kinds of simulations. Behavioural simulations with a high degree of group
interaction, as reviewed by Summers (2004), m ight in particular prove useful to testing
the effectiveness of group decision support systems, such as STDA.

8 .5 . Final Conclusion
A discussion with a G erm an Professor in Psychology on the applicability and
usefulness of decision analysis was one of my initial inspirations for pursuing the
research reported in this thesis. Charisma and guru-like expertise were - according to his
view - the key if not the essential ingredients fo r successful decision analyses. This
research showed that high-level m ethodological expertise is not a prerequisite fo r
successful decision analyses. The effective application of STDA in eleven case studies
during MARA 2 0 0 5 and MARA 2 0 0 6 showed that STDA could be applied successfully by
relatively inexperienced decision analysts.
Despite the fact that the MARA decision makers perceived STDA as effective, the
approach can certainly not be regarded as suitable fo r every complex decision. Fullscale decision analyses can often be inappropriate fo r personal decisions, fo r example
decisions about medical treatment, genetic testing o r financial investments (Jungermann
and Fischer, 2 0 0 5 ; Jungermann, 1999). In those situations, the costs of an analysis both
in time and money usually outweigh the benefits. Strategic decisions in organisations are
different as the benefits of thorough analyses can be substantial. In an organisations'
everyday work, however, 'tim e lim ited' operational issues often seem to be more
im portant than strategic, 'u n lim ite d' ones. Consequently, rule-of-thum b approaches
based on

misplaced confidence in global judgments (Hastie and

Dawes, 2001)

sometimes dom inate strategic thinking.
STDA can contribute to

better strategic decision

making

both

by directing

appropriate attention to the thorough preparation o f strategic decisions and by offering
an effective way fo r decomposed judgments. In particular, when the future of an
organisation

and the professional

lives of its members are at stake, hard and

occasionally tim e consuming deliberative thinking with analytical m ethodologies can
provide invaluable help to avoid costly, ineffective and potentially disastrous decision
m aking.
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A nnex
Annex 1: Interview G uid elin e

___________________________________ Expert Interview G u id e lin e__________________________________

Concepts o f Strategy
•

W h a t is your personal definition of strategy?

•

Please think of an exam ple o f a successful strategy from your w ork context. W h a t
are its characteristics?

•

Please think of an exam ple o f an unsuccessful strategy from your work context.
W h a t are its characteristics?

Elements o f Strategy D evelopm ent Processes
•

W h a t is the outline of the annual strategic planning process in your organisation?

•

W h a t are the goals of the specific stages?

•

W h a t are its strengths and weaknesses?

Effective Strategy D evelopm ent Processes
•

Please think of one recent strategic decision. In which stages of the strategy
developm ent process did you m ake this decision?

•

W h a t is an effective strategy developm ent process? W h a t are its characteristics?
(Process & Results)

•

H o w can an effective process be differentiated from an ineffective one?

•

O n which dimensions is it possible to differentiate strategy developm ent
processes?

•

If you think of a successful strategy: how did you develop it?

•

If you think of an unsuccessful strategy: how did you develop

•

W h ere are currently impedim ents to effective strategy developm ent?

•

G reen field approach:

it?

If you had to close down the com pany, fire the staff, hire new staff and re-design all the
processes: w hat would the new strategy developm ent process look like?

After interviewee mentioned participative aspects in strategy developm ent: W h a t is effective
participation in strategy developm ent? H o w can it be achieved?

-1 8 5 -
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Annex 2: The Effectiveness Q uestion n aire

Your nam e:

O rg an isation :

Job title:

H ow long have you been in this position:

Distance of your position to the C E O
(in num ber of hierarchies):

In the following sections, w e would like to ask you to evaluate the decision analysis carried out
within the fram ew ork of M ARA 2 0 0 6 . W e are interested in your opinion - there is no right or
wrong answer in this questionnaire. Your responses will be kept strictly confidential. For each of
the eight following questions, we ask you to indicate three ratings:
•

H ow do you rate the decision analysis carried out by the M ARA team ('M ARA')?

•

H ow should problem s sim ilar to the one ap p ro ached by the MARA team ideally be solved in

•

H ow would the decision problem at hand or problem s sim ilar to the o n e approached by the

your organisation ('Id eal')?
MARA team have ordinarily been solved with the existing processes/methods in your
organisation ('Status Q u o ')?

For exam ple, suppose the question concerned the speed with which problem s are solved in your
organisation. You would be asked these three questions:
A.

MARA: How quickly did the MARA decision analysis produce a result? (Please indicate
your rating by writing an "M " at the ap p ro priate point on the scale below.)

B.

Ideal: H ow quickly should problems sim ilar to the one ap p ro ached by the M ARA team
ideally be solved in your organisation? (Please m ark this ideal state with an "I" at thg
ap p ro priate point on the scale below.)

C.

Status Q u o : How quickly would the decision problem at hand or sim ilar problems
have been solved with existing processes or methods in your organisation? (Please
m ark this with an "S Q " a t the ap p ro priate point on the scale below.)

1

2

4

3

Very quickly

5

6

7
Very slowly

N o w please turn the page and answer the eight questions.
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1.

Extent o f participation by people in your organisation in the problem solving process
A.

MARA: H ow participatory do you rate the MARA decision analysis? (Please indicate
your answer by writing an "M " at the ap p ro priate point on the scale below.)

B.

Ideal: H ow participatory should problems sim ilar to the one approached by the MARA
team ideally be solved in your organisation? (Please m ark this ideal state with T at the
ap p ro priate point on the scale below.)

C.

Status Q u o : H ow participatory would the decision problem at hand or sim ilar
problems have been solved with the existing processes/methods (Please m ark this with
'S Q ' at the ap p ro priate point on the scale below.)

N o t very

Very participatory,

participatory,

including a variety

including few

of opinions within
the organisation

opinions within the
organisation

2.

Extent of to p-d ow n vs. bottom -up influence in your organisation during problem -solving

processes
A.

MARA: H ow do you rate the MARA decision analysis in terms of bottom -up vs. topdown influence? ('M ')

B.

Ideal: H o w should problem s sim ilar to the o ne ap p ro ached by the M ARA team be

C.

Status Q u o : W ith how much b o tto m -u p/to p-d ow n influence would the decision

ideally solved in your organisation in terms of bottom -up vs. to p-dow n influence? ('I')
problem at hand o r sim ilar problems have been solved with the existing
processes/methods? ('S Q ')

Strongly top-dow n

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Strongly 'bottom

driven (mainly

up' (including

decided by top-

middle

level m anagem ent)

m anagem ent
influenced)

3.

Extent o f transparency an d comprehensibility
A.

MARA: H ow do you rate the transparency and comprehensibility of the M ARA decision
analysis? ('M ')?

B.

Ideal: W ith how much transparency and comprehensibility should problem s similar to
the one approached by the MARA team ideally be m anaged in your organisation? (T )

C.

Status Q u o : H ow transparently and comprehensibly would the decision problem at
hand or sim ilar problems be solved with the existing processes/methods? ('S Q ')

C om p lex, not very

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Highly transparent

transparent and

and

com prehensible

com prehensible
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4.

Contribution of rational analysis an d intuitive judgem ent
A.

MARA: How do you rate the MARA decision analysis in terms of rational analysis vs.
intuitive judgem ent? ("M")

B.

Ideal: H ow should problem s similar to the one ap p ro ac h e d by the M ARA team ideally
be solved in your organisation in terms o f rational analysis vs. intuitive judgm ent? ('I')

C.

Status Q u o : How rationally analysed vs. intuitively judged would the decision problem
at hand or similar problem s be solved with the existing processes/methods? ('S Q ')

Mostly based on

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
Mostly

based

on

intuitive
rational analysis
decisionm aking

5.

Extent to which creativity o r traditional ideas contribute to problem -solving
A.

MARA: H ow do you rate the MARA decision analysis in terms of simulating
creativity? ("M")

B.

Ideal: H ow should problem s sim ilar to the one ap p ro ac h e d by the M AR A team ideally
be solved in your organisation in terms o f creativity-stimulation vs. based on
established7 ideas? (T )

C.

Status Q u o : How creatively vs. "established7 would the decision problem at hand or
sim ilar problems be solved with the existing processes/methods? (7S Q 7)

Less creativity-

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Highly

creativity

stimulating,

simulating, m ore
based on

less

based

on

"established" ideas

"established7 ideas

Extent o f interactivity and dialog ue-orientatio n ("Quality" o f inform ation flow)
A.

MARA: H o w interactive and dialogue-oriented d o you rate the M ARA decision
analysis? ("M")

B.

Ideal: H ow interactively and d ialogue-oriented should problem s sim ilar to the one the
ap p ro ached by MARA team ideally be solved in your organisation? ("I")

C.

Status Q u o : How interactively and dialog ue-oriented w ould the decision problem at
hand or sim ilar problems be solved with the existing processes/methods? ("SQ")

Less interactive and

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
Interactive

and

less d ialo g ued ialogue-oriented
oriented
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7.

Extent of inform ation exchange (Q uantity o f inform ation flow betw een different stakeholders)
A.

MARA: How do you rate the MARA decision analysis in terms of facilitating inform ation
exchange between different stakeholders? ('M ')

B.

Ideal: Ideally, how much inform ation exchange between different stakeholders should
occur when solving problems similar to the one ap p ro ached by the M ARA team ? (T )

C.

Status Q u o : How much inform ation exchange would occur in the decision m aking
process with the existing processes/methods for the problem at hand or sim ilar
problems? ('S Q ')

Little exchange of

1

2

4

3

5

6

7

information

8.

Extensive

exchange

of inform ation

Extent of strategic insights
A.

MARA: How do you rate the MARA decision analysis in terms of creating strategic

B.

Ideal: To w hat extent should decision processes fo r problem s sim ilar to the one

insights which can be used fo r follow -up o r different projects? ('M ')
approached by the MARA team create strategic insights rather than strictly problem related results? ('I')
C.

Status Q u o : To w hat extent would existing processes/methods create strategic insights
for the problem at hand or sim ilar problems? ('S Q ')

Somewhat less

1

2

4

3

5

6

7

strategic insights

M o re

strategic

insights

A dditional questions
9.

In your opinion, w hat are the core strengths of the decision analysis the MARA team
conducted?

1 0 . W h a t are, in your opinion, the core weaknesses of the decision analysis the M AR A team
conducted?
1 1 . How should we improve the method?
12. In which ways (if any) did you benefit from the decision analysis?
13. H ow did the decision analysis change your view of the problem at hand?
14. Decision analyses are somewhat time consuming. How would you rate the process in terms
of value of analysis vs. time spent (efficiency)?
High time efficient

11

22

33

44

55

87

Low

efficient,

value analysis for

analysis fo r the tim e
spent)_______________

W ould you recom m end a similar decision-analytic process in the future?
□ Yes

tim e

(relatively low value

the time spent)
15 .

66

(relatively high

□

No

M a n y thanks fo r your contribution to the M AR A 2 0 0 6 research.
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Annex 3: Content Analysis to Develop the Effectiveness Dimensions - Technical Dimensions
Technical Dimensions
The extent of interactivity ant
The extent of transparency and
comprehensibility

Oaanisaticm

#

2

Siemens

3

„ ,
The extent of rational analysis vs. intuitive
judgment in the process

of the process

C ita tio n s

#

"The lack of transparency
in strategic planning processes is
a common problem."

2

C tty

:

4

Siemens

5

6

Scherinq

"Strategy development processes
need to be comprehensible,
homogenous and consistent."

Scherinq

"Problem: The whole process of
portfolio strategy creation con be
very untransparent and politically
driven."

7

"Good comprehensability and
results that can be communicated
Deutsche Bahn ore very importont."

8

"Transparency in the process is
Deutsche Bohn very importont for the employees ."

9

"A problem is how a strategy development
processes can be designed so that rationally
the relevant information from the environment
4 are selected".

1

2

"The process encourages some people not to
be really objective."

2

"If you invite the right people to the table, the
strategy will be more rational."

"W e need interaction - an
exchange of views in strategy
2 development processes."

•

'

3

5

-------------

"Both approaches need to be involved in
strategy development: rational and
incremental."

>

5

1

"A fruitful communication
between project team and
m anagem ent should be
enhanced during strategy
1 development."

1 1 ____ BASF_____

Group

4

"The m anagem ent needs to
thoroughly discuss the premises
in the strategy planning
l process."

"Communication,
communication, communication
on all levels to increase the buyin to strategic decisions."

J_

—

"Strategy development is often
based too much on calendars,
rather than interaction."

'Effective strategy development is
connected with simple and
comprehensible
communication."
10 Deutsche Bahn

13

"Strategic planning locks
interactive and qualitative
discussions • more qualitative
interactions ore necessary."

"Stralegy development involves
concentration on the essence. It
should not be overly
bureaucratic"
J_

Deutsche Bahn

The Boston
Consulting

r

# Citation (s)

Siemens
"Strategy development processes
need to be designed transparently
so that the decision-mokers can
process information accordingly."

dialogue-orientaiion of
the processes (Quality of
information exchonqe)

‘ In strategy development, goals
need to be clear and
unambiguous

"Internal communication is
essential in strategy
development."

7_

"Constructive dialogues and
fights are necessary in strategy
development."

1

"W e need more interaction
between the top of the public
administration and the lower
7_ levels."
"The quality of strategy
development processes is often
lo w ."

3

Overall number of
22

6

-1 9 0 -

16

1

1
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Annex 4: C ontent Analysis to Develop the Effectiveness Dimensions - 'Socio'-Dim ensions
Socio Dimensions

--------------------------------

The extenl of participation by

Extent of top-down vs. boftom-u J

The extenf of information exchange

people in the organization

influence in the organization

between different stakeholders

during pm blem-solving processe

(Quantity of information exchonqe)

........... ...........- ' ....................................

*

-------------------------------------

Crtation(s)

# Citation(s)

#

“Communication from middle
m anagem ent to top-m onagem ent is
essential in strategy development."

2

"An effective strategy development
process includes relevant

“Effective strategy development

stakeholders in the organization. The

results from an iterative processes

"Diversify of opinion is essential in

advantage is a better

between top-m anagem ent expertise

strategy development processes."

implementation of the results."

3 and bottom-up knowledge."

2

2

"The is a need for a better
communication between front line
and the headquarters in strategy
development."

2

"Those who are responsible for
executing o strategy need to be

"A strategy which is not co

"It is essential to get information

involved in the strategy-making

developed by subordinate managers

from a voriety of sources and to

4 has a lower probability of success."
"Good strategy development

process."

discuss it in strategy development."

processes include on effective flow
of information between the

5

Scherinq

6

Scherinq

hierarchies."

2

"Not enough participation at all in
strategy developm ent.”

1

You should bring the right people in
the organisation to the table when

7

Deutsche Bohn

you develop strategies.1

4

"You need to involve people from
the front-line when developing

8

Deutsche Bahn

9

Deutsche Bohn

strategy."

2

"In strategy development you need to
delegate some power to the bottom." 1
"A clear strategic direction is

"Participation is importont since

important - but it does not only work

goals should be realistic and create

10

Deutsche Bahn

commitment."

' top-down."

3
"If participants in strategic planning
processes don't have all relevant

“As a resoponsible m anager you
should have all people involved.”

information, you con lose time."

3

"As much participation as possible is
necessary when the strategic
changes have to be supported by
many in the organisation."

"Involvement of people in the
strategy developm ent process is
important.”

Overall number of
concepts mentioned

i

'The interface between strategic
vision and operational knowledge is
1 often m anaged insufficiently."

20

16
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Annex 5: Content Analysis to Develop the Effectiveness Dimensions - Results Dimensions

#

A

1

__

-

-

•

2

S iemens

3

S iemens
T h e s tr a t e g y d e v e lo p m e n t
p r o c e s s n e e d s to c r e a t e c r e a tiv e
id e a s , in p a r t ic u la r in t e c h n o lo g y -

4

Siemens

d r iv e n a r e a s .'

1

" S t r a t e g y d e v e lo p m e n t
p r o c e s s e s s h o u ld s t im u la t e a

5

Scherinq

f r e e e x c h a n g e o f n e w id e a s ."

1
"In s t r a te g y d e v e lo p m e n t p e o p le
th in k t o o o p e r a t io n a lly - th e y
n e v e r g e t in to a h e lic o p t e r to

“In s tr a t e g y d e v e lo p m e n t , p e o p le

s e e t h e w h o le p ic tu r e -

d o n o t th in k s u ffic ie n tly o u t - o f - t h e

6

Scherinq

e v e r y b o d y w h o lik e s s tr a t e g y

2_

1 l e a v e s ."

b o x."

7 Deutsche Bohn
" T h e p r o c e s s s h o u ld b e m o r e
c r e a t iv e - y o u n e e d to s t im u la t e
n e w id e a s th r o u g h th e
in v o lv e m e n t o f h e te r o g e n o u s

8

D eutsche Bahn

o p in io n s ."

2
" T h e fo c u s o f s t r a te g y
d e v e lo p m e n t is t o o m u c h o n

9

D eutsche Bahn

o p e r a t iv e th in g s ."

"It is im p o r t a n t t o th in k o p e n ly in

10 Deutsche Bohn

1

t h e p r o c e s s ."

" S tr a te g y d e v e lo p m e n t s h o u ld b e
s m a ll a n d

c r e a t iv e

- g u id e d

p e o p le w h o a llo w fo r this .'

by
1
"In m a n y o r g a n iz a tio n s
p r o c e s s e s a r e u n fo r tu n a t e ly
d e s ig n e d s o t h a t th e th in g s w it h
d e a d lin e s p u s h a w a y th e th in g s
w ith o u t d e a d lin e s - th e s tr a te g ic
q u e s tio n s a r e n o t c o n s id e r e d

" M o r e c re a tiv ity is im p o r t a n t .”

.2

13

The Boston
C onsulting
G roup

CVerall number of
concepts
mentioned

1 a c c o r d in g ly ."

" T h e s t r a te g y d e v e lo p m e n t
p ro c e s s n e e d s to g e n e r a te
in n o v a t io n s ."

1

9

4
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Annex 6: Data Decision Process Effectiveness Study

Less c o m m itte d (x = 2 -4 .6 7 )
N =14

2.00
2.75
3.00

G e sche

5
6

6
3

5
4

5

6
2

3
6

7
5
5

3

6
5

4
4

4
3
4

2
3
3

1
2
2

1
5
4

3 .33
3.33

6
4

4
6

5

7
6

4
3
2

6
3
4

6
1

333

4
2
2
3

6
3
5

3 .25
3 .2 5

Knaoer
W e ra e l
la n d e g f
D am m
E rb e rt
E rb e rl
H u n n in g h o u s en

A______ 0 3

360

5

4 .00
4 .17

6
3

4 .17

3

4 .33
4 .67

iP ie fk e

4

2
5
1

A70

4
4
4

6
7

7
6

->'iA.

2

4

2
2

4
3

2
4
6

3
4
4

AAA

lO l

6
4
3
4
4
4
7

O 70

2
2

4
5
5

2

5

3

5
6

1

6
2

4 C ftlH H M H H i

M o d e ra te ly c o m m itte d (x = 4 .8 3 -5 .6 )
N =14

JM

W O rfl
W in k e lm a n n
W anka
K n e is s l
kCneisst
H o fm a n n
B u rg le r
E in fe ld i
E in fe ld t

4.B3
5.00
5.00
5.00
525
533
5.33
5.50
5.50
5.50
5.60
5.60
560
5.60

A v e ra g e

1

'

_ fstoiTn

a - o j s q j ] idenl|!i
2
5
3
5
3
3
3
5
2
3
3
2
3
2

Im a w a i'm i " 1
4
5
4
5
4
5
3
2
3
3
6
5
6
5
3
6
5
4
4
3
5
3
5
6
4
6
41
5

6
6
6

7
6
6
5
4
4
6
5
5
5
6
6
6

4.4 6

5 50

3.14

4.14

4.64

5

4
6
6
5
6
6
5
7
4

2
3
5
3
3
3
4
5
3

4
6
6

5
6
6
5
6
5
3
7
4

M

6
6
3
6
6

2
3
-- ^
2
3
4

4
2
6
2
5
3
2
3
3.14

" f

7
6
1
7
5
6
6
7

6
5
2
4
4
6
6
4
4
4
6
5
5
6

i n

n

a

5
5

5.64

4.79

3.21

6
6
6
6
6
5

5
3
7
4
5
6

2
4
5
3
2
4

5
7

6
4

4
4

H ig h ly c o m m itte d (x = 5 .6 7 -7 )
N =16

r .................. .
W alter
H u ff

jStdhr
Grovert
A ftin g

567
5 67
5 67
6.00
6.00
6.00
6 17
6 33
650

6
6
5
7
4
6
6
6

5
5
4
5
5
4
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Annex 6: Data Decision Process Effectiveness Study (cont.)

Less co m m itted (x = 2 -4 .6 7 )
N=1 4

V en b e rt
K n ig a e

2.00
2 75

G e sc h e

3 00

|Sumpf
Sompf
iGrimm

325

6

3.25
3 33
3 33
3.33

&

jK nouer
[W enze)
Lartdegl
Dom m
E rb ert
j E rb ert
H onninghausen
iP .efke

|

r.................. ■

4

6
4

5
4
7

3 60
4 00
4 17
4 .17

6
7

4.33
467

6
4

Averago

6.
6

5.93

4.64

4.07

5 38

M o d erately c o m m itte d (x = 4.83-5.6)
N =74
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Annex 6: Data Decision Process Effectiveness Study (cont.)

Less com m itted (x = 2-4.67)

N=14

Venbert
Kniqqe
Gesche
Sumpf
Sumpf
Grimm
Knauer
Wenzel
Landegl
Damm
Erbert
Erbert
Hunninghausen
Piefke

2 .0 0
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.25
3.33
3.33
3.33
3.60
4.00
4.17
4.17
4.33
4.67

A v e ra g e

7
5
7
7
6
6
5
5
7
7
7
7
6
7
6 .3 6

6
4
3
5
3
2
4
4
3
4
5
5
4
3

7
7
7
6
7
7
7
7

4
4
4
5
4
4
6
4

3 .9 3

6 .7 7

4 .1 5

______ 6;
4
6
5
5
2
7
5
6
4
4
6
7
5 .0 0

7
6
7
7
6

3

6
1
5
4

5
5
3
4
4
4
5
1
4
3
3
4
4
3 .7 7

Moderately com m itted (x = 4 .8 3 -5.6)

N=14

Leoffen
Bussert
Reh
Wurfl
Winkelmann
0
.J*

1

Ey mer
Kneissl
[Kneiss!
Hofmann
Burgler
[ETnfeldt
[Einfeldt

4

....... 4'

4

6
4
4
4
5
5

4

2
2
5
6

7
5
5
6
4
4
7
6
6
6
6
5
4

5 .4 3

3 .5 7

5 .3 6

4 .3 6

3 .5 4

7
6
5

7
5
3
6
6
4
6
5

7
6
6
5

7
5
4

6
6
7
5

2
2
2
4
3
4
4
4
5

7
6
5

2
3
3
2
2
5
2
4
4

•t a'<

6

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.25
5.33
5.33
5.50
5.50
5.50
5.60
5.60
5.60
5.60

7
5
5
6
6
6
6
2
6

A v e ra g e

n

~................."‘T

6
5
6
7

6
5
6
6
6
6
4
3
4
4
6
7
6

5 .6 4

3
3
4
4
2
2
3
5
4

6
4
5
5
6
2

1

4
4
3
3
3
4
4
3
3
3
4

Highly com m itted (x = 5 .6 7 -7)

N=16

Walter
Hoff
Stahr
Gravert
Afting

iTranlcle

5t67
5.67
5.67
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.17
6.33
6.50

5
6

6
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Annex 7: Qualitative Survey Results - Strengths of Socio-technical Decision Analysis
S trateg ic

M ore
In teractive and
dialo g u e-o rie n te d

partic potion E ffective
tra n s fe r of
invo lvem ent da ta and
s tru c tu re d

C rite ria
Partizipotiver Dialoq.

tra n s p are n t a n d focus
C ... i » _
:_
d ys Temcmc,

analys is

c o m p reh e n s ib le
decisio n
business)

process

1

Die Strukturierunq.

1

Dos Hinterfragen von
.Selbstverstandlichkeiten" und das
1

ouf einen gem einsam en Nenner
bringen von unterschiedlichen
Ansatzen.
Die Unterstutzung von bewussten
E ntscheidunqen.

1

Strukturierle, systemotische
Betrochtung weicher

1

E ntscheidunqsfaktoren.
Porlizipotive Vorqehensweise.

1

Transparente Vorqehensweise.

1

W ertvoller Prozess, insbesondere
die strukturierle Aufbereitung zur

1

Entscheidunqs findunq.
Dialog, Kommunikation, Definition
von Bewertungskriferien und
Ausqanqsbedinqunqen.

1

Aufbereitung E rgebnisse Transparenz, Sensitivitatsanalysen,
Moderation durch Team als Makler
hilfreich.
Diologfordernd, M etoebene in
Diskussion und Auswertung
erreichbar.

1

1

Kein „Verzetteln im Operativen".
Partizipotiver Dialog.

1
1

Sich aus dem Tagesgeschaft zu
befreien und sich des eigenen
Maflnahmenportfolios bewusst zu
werden.

1

Die einzelnen MoBnahm en nach
Aufwand und Nutzen zu bewerten

1

Fem er Ciber den Tellerrand zu
schauen undSynergien mit
Nachbarabteilungen zu erkennen.

1

Zusam m entragen
abteilungsiibergreifender
Informationen; Schaffung eines
Gesam tuberblicks.

1

Diskussion der Instrumente in groBer
R unde; Diskussion mit MARA T earn
(unparteiische Anmerkungen und
neue Sichtweisen); sehr gute
wissenschoftliche und methodische

1

Grundlaqe.
1

Hoffentlich transparente Ergebnisse
Objektive Auswertung teilweise
subjektiver E inqaben.

1

Ausschlussverfahren,
P rioritats bewe rtu ng
(P unktebewertung), Zwang zur
Festlequnq (W ertiqkeiten festleqen).

1

Um fassend, nachvollziehbar, breit.
Kreativ.

1
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Annex 7: Qualitative Survey Results - Strengths of Socio-technical Decision Analysis (cont.)
Interactive and
dialog ue-oriented
Criterio

More
Strategic
,
transparent and focus
and
transfer*of Systematic, comprehensible (beyond dayinvolvement data and
structured decision
to-day
in general
Flexibility
P^cess
business)
opiP'O.".* ... analysis

Vergleichbarkeit verschiedener
P rojelcte.

1

Verbessertes Rating hinsichtlich des
Kosten-Nutzen-Verholtnisses
zwischen den einzelnen GAForderfeldern.

1

Die Bewerlung ist kein starres
S ystem, es konn den aktuellen bzw.
sich andernden Bedingungen
anqepasst werden.

1

Eine breite Einbeziehung im Vorfeld
qualifiziert die E ntscheidungsanalyse
sehr gut.

1

FOr AuBenstehende bzw. fur die
jeweilige Leitung ist das Modell
ubers ichtlich und schnell
verstdndlich.

1

1

T ronsparenz.
Informationsausstausch und
Dioloqorientierunq.

1

Die eigene E ntscheidungsanalyse
reflektieren und neue
E ntscheidungsstrategien vorgestellt
zu bekom m en.

1

Festlequnq von objektiven Kriterien.
Die Entscheidung konn transparent
und nachvollziehbar begrundet
werden.

1

E ntscheidungen nachvollziehbar und
transparent, furalle Projekte gelten
die gleichen Kriterien.

1

Vorherqehende Diskussion.

1

Zwang, die Analyse strukturiert
durchzufuhren.

1

Neuverknupfung von Details.
Formulierung von Kriterien und
Abstimmunq uberderen Gewicht.

1
1

Einbeziehung von mehr Mitarbeitern.
Objektivierung der subjektiven
Bewertung.

1

Systematisierung von Fakten und

1

Ideen.
Kommunikation, Interoktion, breites
Spektrum von T N , Diskussion
verschiedener Meinungen und
Konsensbildung.
Durch Diskussion vor der Analyse im
R ahmen der

1

1

E ntscheidungskonferenz zusatzliche
Aspekte kennen qelernt.
Austauschkenntnisstand und
Vorstellung eines groBeren

1

Mitarbeiterkreises, groBere
S icherheit fur die zutreffenden
E ntscheidunqen.

1

Daten- und Informationsaustausch
Zwang, Zeit zu nehmen fur
P roblemstellung, "extern" andere
Sichtweise auf Problemstellung.
Die "Wertesysteme" und
Denkmuster von Kollegen, die
ansonsten nuram Ronde in

1

E ntscheidungen eingebunden sind,
wurden deutlich.
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Annex 7: Qualitative Survey Results - Strengths of Socio-technical Decision Analysis (cont.)
High
particpation
and
involvement
in qeneral

Interactive and
dialogue-oriented
information
exchange

Criteria
Statements:
Diskussion mit alien relevanten
Personen zum Them a G aN .

__
jvtore
Effective
transparent and
transfer of Systematic, comprehensible
data and
structured decision
opinions
analysis
process

Strategic
focus
(beyond dayto-day
business)

1

E inscheidungen werden

1

trans pa renter.
Es gibt einen Diskussionsleitfaden
fur „Grundsatzdiskusionen” und
damit einen „Zwang", derartige
Diskussionen zu fChren, da die
Bewertung am E nde im Konsens
qetroffen werden muss.

1

Die Diskussion.

1

Diskussion zwischen den Beteiligten
anqereqt (erzwunqen).

1

Intensive Einbindung vieler
Personen in den Prozess.

1

Hohe T rans parenz.
Intensive Auseinandersetzung mit
den Grunden fur die E ntscheidung,
dadurch hohe Bereitschaft der
beteiligten Personen, die Ergebnisse
zu akzeptieren.

1

1

Die E ntscheidungsanalyse fordert
Fragestellungen heraus, die sehr
konkret zu beantworten sind. W enn
ein Aus werteprogramm vorliegt,

1

kann der E influss verschiedener
Bewe rtungs kriterien ermittelt
werden.
Die Diskussionen sind konstruktiv
und sind sowohl fur das F inden als
ouch fur das spdtere Tragen der
Entscheidungen nutzlich.

1

S ehr interaktive Analyse, guter
Informations aus tous ch.

1

Strukturierung des internen
Diskussionsprozesses durch
Aufspaltung in unterschiedliche
Kriterien.
Interaktiv, dialoqorientiert.

1

1

T rans parent.

1

Der Diskussions prozess wird auf
breiter Front angeregt.

1

Strategische Diskussion durch
M anagem ent/A uftraggeber

1

hinsichtlich W ahl und Gewichtung
von Kriterien.
Total

18

O e r a ll

63

5
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Annex 8: Qualitative Survey Results - Weaknesses of Socio-technical Decision Analysis

High

Objektivierung nicht immer gegeben,
viele subjektive E inschatzungen.
Inholtsfreies Arbeiten moglich (seits
Consultants).
Die ante rsc hied lie hen Reichweiten von
MaGnahmen konnten nur unzureichend
berucks ichtigt werden. Die
Grundsatzthemen, die fur alle gelten,
schnitten gut ob, bleiben ober
grundsatzlich.
P seudo-Genauigkeit.
Ubung mit dem System ist erforderlich,
hohe Komplexitot im Vergleich zum
E rgebnis.
Hinterfragung des inhaltlichen Inputs
seitens der Consultens, Mut zur Kritik.
Wie groB ist die Reichweite von
MaGnahmen.
Vorhersehbarkeit durch Reichweite
ohne Kosten. Pehlende Bestandteile
Soved-Cost, dennoch Auswertung.
Festlegen der Aus gangs bedingungen
essentiell, Nachbessern schwierig.
Modell immer nur so gut, wie der Input,
der seitens der Teilnehmer gebracht
wird.
“Scbeinwahrheiten" - Modell nur so gut
wie sein Input.

1
i

i

1
1

i
i

i

i

1

Bei vielen MaGnahmen, Zielgruppen
und Kriterien z.T. zu komplex und
Bewertung schwierig - vor allem
Vergleichbarkeit der Relationen
zwischen sehr verschiedenen
MaGnohmen schwierig.
Meine E rfahrung war, dass
Verantwortliche fur E inzelzielgruppen in
der lag e waren, ihre Interessen (durch
Mehrheit) durch die Wahl der
Gewichtungen von Kriterien stark
einzubringen und dies dann aus
Zeitgrunden nicht mehr ausdiskutierl
bzw. hinterfragt wurde.
Inhaltsfreies Arbeiten der Consultants.
Objektivierung nicht immer gegeben.

i

i

i
1

Bessere Definition und Skalierung der
Nutzenfaktoren.

i

S ehe grundsatzlich keine, sofern sie
nicht normativ, sondern den
Entscheidungsprozess unterstutzend
eingesetzt wird. Das ist eher eine Frage
der Akzeptanz ouf Mitarbeiterebene
(unterschiedliche fachlich-intellektuelle
Voraussetz ungen).
Die E rgebnisse der
E ntscheidungsonolyse stehen haufig im
Widerspruch zur subjektiven
E rwortung. Daher werden die
E rgebnisse nur zur E ntscheidungshilfe
von der Leitungsebene herangezogen
und nicht konsequenter angewendet
bzw. weiter qualifiziert.

Fokussierung auf Kosten-Nutzen
Faktor, zu starke "R obustheit" des
Models - wenig Auswirkungen von
Gewichtungsanderungen der Kriterien
im Vergleich zur Prasenz des
Kostenfoktors.
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Annex 8: Qualitative Survey Results - Weaknesses of Socio-technical Decision Analysis (cont.)
■

J

P seudoscientific
preciseness; highly
subjective elements

High
Date
Danger of
Highly time assessment
process
complexities consuming difficulties

Konn erst der P roxisverlauf zeigen.
Starre Anwendung konn zu
"Ungerechtigkeiten" fuhren.
Politische E influss nahme bleibt
unberOcksichtigt. Starre Anwendung
kann zu ^Ungerechtigkeiten* fuhren, da
spezifische Sochverholte des einzelnen
Projektes unberucksichtigt bleiben.
Zu zeitaufwenidg.

1

Kriterien der Bewertung sind zu
unschorf und fordern
Bauchentscheidungen heraus,
bestimmte Randbedingungen sind
schwer zu berOcksichtigen (kein MARA
Problem).
Zeitaufwand ist relativ hoch.

1

1

Sehr erlclarungs bedurftige
Bewertungskriterien, die nicht zwingend
konsistent waren, z. T. komplizierl
verklaus uliert.

1

Viele Mannstunden, nkht olle
Beteiligten verfugen uber ausreichende
Kenntnisse uber wichtige Faktoren
(Forderpolitik, Partner).

1

Langwierigkeit, lohmende
Wiederholungsdiskussionen von
bereits vorher ausfuhrlich
besprochenen Sachverhalten.
Teilweise zu langwierige Diskussion
uber unerhebliche Sochverholte.

1

1

Bewertungen werden gefdllt, ohne die
„Konsequenzen*z.u kennen - dieses
Problem sollte sich meines Erochtens
von allein losen, wenn dos Verfohren
mehrfach und regelmassig (z. B. alle 2
Jahre) genutzt wird.

Fehlende Quantifizierbarkeil und
R eproduzierbarkeit bei der E rmittlung
der Wichtungen. Auf dieser Basis kann
eine mathematische Wichtung der
Themenkreise nicht funktionieren. Die
EXCE L-Auswertung nach nicht klar
offen gelegten Verfohren fuhrt zu
fehlerhaf

1

Die Berucksichtigung des Risikos hat
zur Konfusion gefuhrt, das geht so
nicht. Die Methode dorf nicht einfach
online modifiziert werden, wenn der
Institulslerter ein bestimmtes E rgebnis
sehen mochte.

i
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Annex 8: Qualitative Survey Results - Weaknesses of Socio-technical Decision Analysis (cont.)

Criteria
Statem ents:

r e to ld issue* consultants

the system

1

Modell berucksichtigt nicht moglich
Kopplungen zwischen Themenfelder,
wirkt eher linear, berucks ichtigt
komplexe Prozesse wenig.
Mathemotik hinter den E ntscheidungen
nicht durchschaubor - *black-box".

1

Hoher Zeitaufwand, groBer
S trukturierungs- und P lonungsbedarf.
Die Bewertungen einschlieBlich der
^quantitativen* Skolo von 0...100 sind
relativ intuitiv.

Insufficient
content
Case-specific, contribution

Data
H,„h
Highly time
process
complexities consuming

Pseudo-scientific
preciseness; highly
subjective elements

1

1

In der zweiten MARA Analyse wurden
einige Themen bewertet (z. B.
Materials Analytics, Process
Technology increment), die vorwiegend
Service Leistungen fur andere P rojekte
dorstellen. Entweder sollte man sole he
P rojekte vorher ausklammern oder die
Vernetzun
Scoring ist durchaus problematisch und
meiner Meinung nach durch die
Beschrankung auf die einzelnen Topics
mitunter wesentlich ungenauer als
"E ntscheidung aus dem Bauch".

1

1

E vtl. wOrde eine zweite S coring-R unde
helfen, nachdem die vorlaaufigen
Anolyseergebnisse und Schachen der
Analyse bekannt sind.
E in gewisses Problem scheint die
Bevorzugung von relativ kleinen
P rojekten su zein, die offensichtlich
immer recht effizient aus fallen. In der
Realitat ist das jedoch oft genau invers.
Es wird teilweise eine Objektivitat
suggeriert, die nicht gegeben ist, da die
Wertung in den einzelnen Aspekten
sehr subjektiv gefarbt ist.
S ehr zeitaufwending.
Beinhaltet immer noch sehr viele
intuitiv festgeiegte Parameter.
Die MAR A-Methode hat bei der
Anwendung im Bereich Forschung
einige grundlegende Schwachen, die
ihre E rgebnisse frogwurdig mochen
(fehlende Genaukeil bei der
quantitativen Erfassung der Kriterien
fuhrt zu groBen Unsicherheiten im
E rgebnis und verzerrt das E rgebnis.
Total
Overall

1

1

1
1

1

10
48

3
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Annex 9: Qualitative Survey Results - Improvement Possibilities
Design
u
More careful weighting
options
and s coring
Hinterfrogen der Informotionen.

Higher process
transparency

Increase
degree of
involvement

r e T e V llr ih e r

1

1

Hohere Transparenz - was passiert als
ndchstes - Prozess im vorab erkldren
(verstandlich, ohne Fremdworter und
auf deutsch).

1

Mehr Zeit, lehlende Bestandteile nicht
zulassen.

1

Ausreichend Zeit fur die eindeutige
Festlegung der Ausgangsbedingungen
und der Bewertungskriterien.

1

Vergleichbarkeit der alternativen
MaBnohmen sicherzustellen. Alle
Teilnehmer mussen ahnliche
Voraussetzungen fur die E inschatzung
der MaBnohmen auf den Kriterien
ansetzen (z.B. bei Kostenberechnung
oder Anzahl der Mitarbeiter, die durch
MaBnahme erreicht
Bessere Erlauterung warum was wie
gegeneinander gewichtet wird.

Strategische Diskussion durch
Management/Auftraggeber hins ichtlich
Wahl und Gewichtung von Kriterien (z.
B. Imagefaktor: 50 und/oder 80 %).
Hinterfrogen der Informationen.

more
precise
process

1

Die MaBnohmen, die in die Bewertung
einfliefien, sollten vom Wirkungskreis
grob vergleichbor sein. Die Anzahl der
MaBnohmen in einer Saule sollte nicht
automatisch dazu fuhren, doss sie sich
die Bedeutung fur das Projektziel teilen
Gewichtung der einzelnen Turme der
S kyline hat zu hohen E influss auf das
relative Gewicht der einzelnen
MaBnohmen.

analysis

1

1

1

1

Klarere Definitionen, um ein
einheitliches Verstandnis bei alien
Teilnehmern zu gewahrleisten.

1

Mehr Transparenz bei der Bewertung
der jeweiligen MaBnohmen (ich weiB
bspw. nicht, wie meine Kollegen ihre
Mofinahmen kostenkalkuliert haben.

1

Bislang haben wir (noch sehr
erklaungsbedurftigen) Prototypen. Mit
zunehmender Implementierung steigt
die Anschaulichkeit (Fallbeispiele) und
damit ouch die Akzeptanz auf alien
Organisations ebenen.

1

Indem weitgehend alle E xperten des
jeweiligen Prozesses einbezogen
werden. Damit wird die Akzeptanz der
E ntscheidungsanolyse erhoht.
Lange re Indikatorensuche.
z.Z. keine Aussage moglich, do sich die
Methode in der P raxis weiterentwickeln
muss.
Kann erst der P raxisverlauf zeigen.

1

1
T
I
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Annex 9: Qualitative Survey Results - Improvement Possibilities (cont.)
More

Better measurement:
Use
More careful weighting comporable
and scoring
options

Design
shorter and
more
precise
Higher process
process
transparency

Use more
time for
onolysis

Statem ents:
Wird sich in der Anwendung zeigen.
Kurzer, pragnanter.

degree of
involvement
i

1

Von der Analyse sollte eine Studie, die
im wesentlichen Faktoren entholt,
erstellt werden, einschlieBlich
Marktanalyse. Auf dieser Basis konnen
die TN die Diskussion effektiver fohren.
Simplere Formulierung.

1

1

Die auf die FBH angepasste Methodik
musste erst mal bei weiteren
F rages tellungen angewendet werden,
bevor man uber Verbesserung
sprechen kann.

i

Einfuhrung kurzen, Erklarung (Scoring)
an einem kongreten Beispiel (wurde ja
auch teilweise gemacht).

Kriterien messbar machen. Zumindest
klar beschriebene quantifizierte
E inteilungen von intuitiv zu ermittelnden
GroBen definieren, dabei max. 5
Bewertungsstufen statt der
P rozentskala verwenden. Die
Zwischenebene (Gruppierung)
entfernen, die Themen in nur
Transporenz der Auswertung, R uckund Mitkopplunc^ zwischen Effekten.

1

1

1

Diskuss ions basis muss inhaltlich
besser sein. Es sind relativ wenig
verlassliche Daten zur Marktanalyse
und auch wenig Daten zur
Wissenschoftsprognose mit
herangezogen worden (trifft in unserem
Fall insbesondere fur die zweite P

1

E ntscheidunganalyse sollte mehr
iterativ erfolgen, da das Scoring vor
allem beispielweise fur kleine Projekte
immer problematisch ist und relevante
Scores eigentlich erst bei Kenntnis des
gesamten Bildes sinnvoll abgegeben
werden konnen. S iehe auch P unkt 1.

1

Bessere Vermittlung der Kriterien fur
die Zuordnung von Gewichlen,
E inbeziehung von einer groBeren Zahl
von Mitarbeitern mit der Moglichkeit,
keine Wertung fur Projekt
vorzunehmen, die man nicht
ausreichend kennt.
Konsistenzchecks verkurzen.
Total
Overall

1

1
7
29

2
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Annex 10: Alignment Values - MARA Case Deutsche Bahn Demographic Change

# O p tio n
•r,

V; ,

-

„

1 B 11: Dem ogrofische Arbeitszeit
2 B 15: M ehr U rlaub bei Kind

r

.

E x -a n te

E x -p o s t

d iffe re n c e to

d iffe re n c e to

A lig n m e n t V a lu e

DC (D C -E x -

DC (D C -E x -

(D b e fo re - Dafter)

an le)

post)

13.500

2 3 .2 5 0

-9 .7 5 0

2 1 .0 0 0

4 .0 0 0

17.000

4 1 .0 0 0

3 7 .7 5 0

3 .2 5 0

4 B 10: A ltersgerechte E insatzplangestoltung

13.000

11.7 5 0

1.250

5 B12: G esetzliche A ltersteilzeit

3 0 .5 0 0

18.250

1 2 .250

6 .0 0 0

4 .5 0 0

1.500

1.500

4 .0 0 0

-2 .5 0 0

22 .5 0 0

0 .0 0 0

2 2 .5 0 0

4 1 .0 0 0

3 7 .0 0 0

4 .0 0 0

35 .5 0 0

9 .0 0 0

2 6 .5 0 0

8 .2 5 0

16.750

-8 .5 0 0

3 B 1: Langzeitkonto

6 B 13: V ariante LzK
7 B14: Q ualifizierunqstarifvertrag
8 B16: Vertrauensorbeitszeit
9 B3: U nternehm ensinterne Altersteilzeit
10 B 4: Zeit sfatt G eld
11 B5: Urlaubsstaffelung
12 B9: Individualisierung der E insatzplangestaltung

7.000

3 .5 0 0

3 .5 0 0

34 .1 6 7

3 9 .6 6 7

-5 .5 0 0

14 H 10: Gesundheitsbonus

2 3 .333

12.833

10.5 0 0

15 H I 3: S uchtprdvention

23 .3 3 3

7.833

15.5 0 0

16 H 14: Nichtraucherschutz und Raucherentw ohnung

14.000

12.833

1.167

17 H I 5: Betriebssport

2 3 .0 0 0

2 1 .6 6 7

1.333

13 H I : G esund und Aktiv

18 H I 7: Gesundheitstage

11.000

17.333

-6.3 33

19 H I 8: G esundheitsw ochenenden in den Alpen

16.833

10.500

6 .3 3 3

10.833

16.500

-5 .6 6 7

2 7 .3 3 3

2 2 .8 3 3

4 .5 0 0

20

H I 9: G esundheitskam pagnen mit den 4 Stars und
DB GesundheitsS ervice

21 H20: DB G astronom ie
H21: PC -gestutzte G esundheitsberatung G esund &
22
F it

2 .3 3 3

0 .1 6 7

2 .1 6 7

23 H22: Forschunqsproiekt zur Belastunqsanalvse

8 .1 6 7

16.333

-8.1 67

3 8 .5 0 0

3 7 .5 0 0

1 .000

8.5 0 0

12.250

-3 .7 5 0

24 H3: Selbst C oachinq Instandhalter/R anqierer
25 H3i: Selbst C oachinq M aintenance
26 H4: R F U Gesundheit
27 H5: PT B S -P ravention
28

7.500

9.3 3 3

-1 .8 3 3

2 3 .6 6 7

17.000

6 .667

32 .2 5 0

2 5 .2 5 0

7 .0 0 0

1 0 .750

0 .5 0 0

10.2 5 0

19.750

2 6 .7 5 0

-7 .0 0 0

8 .0 0 0

7 .7 5 0

0 .2 5 0

3 0 .0 0 0

2 1 .7 5 0

8 .2 5 0
4 .7 5 0

Q 1 : U m qualifizierung vom S chlosser zum S erviceT echniker

29 Q 1 0 / 0 2 3 /0 2 6 : K o m p etenz-m an agem ent (Instan d...)
30 Q 1 3: E infuhrung einer Q -ca rd 50plus
31
32

33

Q 14: Zukunftsw erkstatten zur Forderung des
Mentalitatswandels
Q 15: Online M oglichkeit zu r persdnlichen
S tandortbestim m ung fur M itarbeiter
Q 16: Durchlassigkeit der Bildungswege
gewohrleisten

19.250

14.500

34 Q 17: Instrum ente Know-how -Transfer

3 0 .0 0 0

2 4 .7 5 0

5 .2 5 0

35 Q 18: Patensystem bei N achfolqereqelunq

1 1.500

16.500

-5 .0 0 0

36 Q 19: Lernforen

11.500

9 .7 5 0

1.750

2 6 .2 5 0

4 .7 5 0

2 1 .5 0 0

13.750

1 5.500

-1 .7 5 0

Q 2 /Q 6 /Q 2 2 : Beschreibung von E ntwicklungswegen
37 fur S chlusselfunktionen zugdnglich fur alle
M itarbeiter und F uhrunqskrafte
Q 3 /Q 8 : Lebenslanges Lernen beginnt in der
38 Ausbildung - G eschoftsfeld ubergreifender E insatz
von Auszubildenden w ahrend der Ausbildunq
Q 4: Projekt ISA (Anrechnung beruflicher
39 Kom petenzen auf ein Hochschulstudium (Vom E BET
zum Bachelor of E nqineering)
40 Q 5: M echatroniker
41

16.750

2 1 .0 0 0

-4 .2 5 0

2 2 .2 5 0

15.750

6 .5 0 0

1.500

4 .0 0 0

-2 .5 0 0

Q 9: Internationalisierung v. Q ualifizierung
(S prachkurse)
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Annex 11: Alignment Values - MARA Case Deutsche Bahn Recruiting Channels

*

Ex-onte difference to DC {DC Ex-ante)
■' : :

:

:

v

Ex-post difference to DC
(DC - Ex-post)

:

SB-KS

1

E 1 A: "Visit DB Girls"

1 7 .5 0 0

2 5 .7 5 0

-8 .2 5 0

2

E 10: Medium F air A: "R egional R ecruiting"

8 .7 5 0

2 .2 5 0

6 .5 0 0

3

E 11 A: ‘ Binding Program"

6 .6 2 5

5 .2 5 0

1.375

4

E 12 A: "Herbstkolloquium*

10.125

8 .5 0 0

1.625

5

E 13 Z: "Kamingesprach"

5 .6 6 7

7 .333

-1 .6 6 7

3 4 .3 0 0

3 1 .3 0 0

3 .0 0 0

8 .7 5 0

11.375

-2.6 2 5

6

E 15 Z: "Recruiting Party that involves S ports
Events"

7

E 6 Z: "Recruiting Day"

8

E 7 1 . ‘ Visit DB selected"

8 .0 0 0

10.500

-2 .5 0 0

9

E 8 A: "Excursions*

7 .0 0 0

7 .875

-0.8 7 5

10

E 9 A: "Workshops"

10.875

1.500

9 .3 7 5

11

E 2 A: “Seminars"

0 .0 0 0

4 .3 7 5

-4.3 7 5

12

E 3 Z: "DB Youth Party"

15.625

1 1 .0 0 0

4 .6 2 5

13

E4 Z: "Flagshipstore"

2 8 .2 5 0

9 .8 7 5

18.375

14

E 5 Z: "DB Azubi Train"

1 7.500

1 6 .750

0 .7 5 0

15

K 10 Z: "Stud, hires Stud."

19.333

8 .6 6 7

10.667

16

K 11 Z: "Selective Fairs*

17

K 12: "Large Fair A: Nationwide Fairs"

18

K 1 3 :‘ Medium Fair A: Campus Fairs"

19

K 14: "Small Fair A: Professional Recruiting E ve n t”

20

K 15 A: "Bonus for DB E mployees"

21

K 16 Z: "5 ponsorships’

22

K 1 7 V: "Access Sourcing"

23
24
25

K 5 Z: "Cooperation Schools extended"

26

K 7 A: "Cooperation BA"

27

K 8 A: "Cooperation U A “

28

K 9 A: "Cooperat. Schools"

4 .7 5 0

2 .2 5 0

2 .5 0 0

7 .625

1 2 .250

-4.6 25

18.875

2 5 .6 2 5

-6 .7 5 0

2 3 .0 0 0

12.667

10.333

4 .2 5 0

2 1 .6 2 5

-1 7 .3 7 5

1 0.900

1 6 .0 0 0

-5 .1 0 0

1 4.500

2 8 .5 0 0

-1 4 .0 0 0

K 2: "Sm all Fair A: Regional Recruiting"

1 1.667

9 .8 3 3

1.833

K 4 A: “Cooperation Schools"

1 9.000

10.6 0 0

8 .4 0 0

9 .7 5 0

0 .7 5 0

9 .0 0 0

8.875

6 .6 2 5

2 .2 5 0

4 .667

4 .1 6 7

0 .5 0 0

14.167

3 2 .6 6 7

-1 8 .5 0 0

29

K 1: ‘ Medium Fair A: Regional Fairs"

30

M 1 A: "DB Internal Press"

31

M 10 A: "Online Offers"

32

M 11 Z: "Posters in Trains"

33

M 12 A : ‘ Poster Campaign"

34

M 13 A: "External Press"

35

M 14 A: ‘ Newspaper Articles'

36

M 16 A: “Online Advertisement"

37

M 17 A: "Online Offers"

38

M 18 V: “Direct Mailing 3rd party"
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6 .6 6 7

10.167

-3 .5 0 0

1 2.750

9 .8 7 5

2 .8 7 5

7.833

12.167

-4.3 33

8 .5 0 0

19.625

-1 1 .1 2 5

7.000

7 .5 0 0

-0 .5 0 0

3 .0 0 0

0 .2 5 0

2 .7 5 0

2 0 .3 7 5

2 8 .3 7 5

-8 .0 0 0

0 .7 0 0

3 .7 0 0

-3 .0 0 0

2 2 .0 0 0

4 0 .5 0 0

-1 8 .5 0 0

4 .7 5 0

2 .3 7 5

2 .3 7 5
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Annex 12: Alignment Values - MARA Case Deutsche Bahn Investment Prioritisation

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

E x-ante

Ex-post

d ifferen c e to

d ifference to

V a lu e

D C (D C -

D C (D C -

(D b efo re -

E xan te)

exp ost)

D after)

A lig n m en t

C l : Kundeninformation „gelb a grOn”
(Lichtenberg Kat.2)

8.714

7.786

0.929

7.000

0.071

6.929

8.286

5.143

3.143

17.071

11.143

5.929

24.643

24.286

0.357

17.929

13.429

4.500

6.857

14.571

-7.714

6.786

13.571

-6.7 86

C 2: Kundeninformation ,gelb a grOn" (6
Bahnhofe Kot.3j_
C 3: Kundeninformation „rot a grun" (1 Bahnhof
Kat.4)
C 4: Kundeninformation „gelb a grOn" (13
Bahnhofe Kat.4]
C 5: Kundeninformation „gelb a grun" (6
Bahnhofe Kat.5)
C 6: Kundeninformation „gelb a grun" (34
Bahnhofe Kat.6)
C 7: Kundeninformation „W -LAN 2" (3
Bahnhofe K a t.l)
C8: Kundeninformation „W-LAN 2" (10
Bahnhofe Kot.2)
C 9: Kundeninformation „RIBoba" (13 Bahnhofe
Kat.1+2)

3.286

14.857

-11.571

19.000

4.714

14.286

13.643

16.500

-2.857

13.214

10.714

2.500

8 .857

6 .1 4 3

2.714

4.429

2.286

2.143

19.643

24.786

-5.143

11.500

11.500

0 .000

18.357

21.857

-3.5 00

16.143

8 .929

7.214

19 Aufenthaltsqu. „3-S -Zentrale" (3 Bahnhofe
K a t.l)

19.500

6 .7 8 6

12.714

DIO : E rscheinungsbild /Sicherheit /
2 0 Aufenthaltsqu. Jnfotainment" (3Bahnhofe
K a t.l)

17.071

20.571

-3.5 00

10 C IO : BKundeninformation „RIS" (Kat.1-6)
11

D 1: E rscheinungsbild /S icherheit /
Aufenthaltsqu. „gelb 6 qrun” (Zoo Kat.2)

D2: Erscheinungsbild /S ic h e r h e it/
12 Aufenthaltsqu. „gelb a grun" (14 Bahnhofe
Kot.3)
13

D3: Erscheinungsbild/Sicherheit /
Aufenthaltsqu. „rot 6 grOn" (5 Bahnhofe Kot.4)

D4: E rscheinungsbild/S icherheit /
14 Aufenthaltsqu. „gelb 6 grun" (116 Bahnhofe
Kat.4)
15

D5: Erscheinungsbild /Sicherheit /
Aufenthaltsqu. ,/ot 6 qrun" (2 Bahnhofe Kat.5)

D6: E rscheinungsbild/Sicherheit /
16 Aufenthaltsqu. „gelb a grOn" (48 Bahnhofe
Kat.5)
D7: E rscheinungsbild/Sicherheit /
17
Aufenthaltsqu. »rot 6 grOn" (12 Bahnhofe Kat.6)
D8: Erscheinungsbild/Sicherheit /
18 Aufenthaltsqu. „gelb a grun" (173 Bahnhofe
Kat.6)
D9: Erscheinungsbild /Sicherheit /
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Annex 13: Alignment Values - MARA Case SenWAF Infrastructure Funding Prioritisation
Ex-ante
# O p fio n

1

2

E x -p o st

d iffe re n c e to d ifferen c e to

A lig n m e n t
V a lu e

D C (DC -

D C (D C -

(D b e fo re -

Ex ante)

expost)

Dafter)

IMB 1: Baufeld Ost Gewerbeflachenerschliessung

21.000

20.250

0.750

IMB 1: Gewerbegebiet Seestr. - Abraum ung u
W iederherrichtung

5 .667

4.333

1.333

15.500

9.833

5.667

9.625

10.500

-0.875

15.875

13.625

2.250

8.625

9.750

-1.125

15.750

6 .7 5 0

9 .0 0 0

4.375

4.875

-0.5 00

Domm

8.800

10.400

-1.600

IMB3: E rneuerung T W A im Gross-Berliner
Damm 3 .BA

8.000

9.200

-1.200

0 .400

3 .200

-2.800

12 R egenentwasserungsonlagen,
B ln.M itteA lexanderplatz der BWB

2.700

4.600

-1.900

IM B 3: Erweiterung u. Erneuerung von
13 Mischwasseranlagen, Bln.MitterAlexanderplatz
der BWB

3.600

7.300

-3.700

9 .7 5 0

10.250

-0.500

0.625

2.375

-1.750

4.875

4.625

0.250

25.167

18.333

6.833

1.875

0 .250

1.625

7.625

7.250

0 .375

2 .625

1.375

1.250

16.625

15.750

0.875

2.875

1.875

1.000

3.750

5.125

-1.375

9.625

8.375

1.250

3 IMB 1: Leit- und Orientierungssystem
4

IM B 2: Ausbau der Gartenfelder StroBe von
Saatw inkler Damm bis Tegeler Brucke

5

IM B 2: Ausbau des E isenhutweges von
Akeleiweg bis StubenrauchstraGe

6 IMB2: Neubau der Buchberger Str.
7 IMB2: W iederherstellunq der BrommvbrOcke
IMB2: Neubau der Kastanienallee von
8 HauptstraBe bis Friedrich-E ngels-Str. in BerlinRosenthal
9
10

IM B 3: Erneuerung S-Kanal im Gross-Berliner

IMB3: E rneuerung zur Abwosserentsorgung im
11
2 .BA im W iesendam m
IM B 3: E rweiterung d.

14

IMB3: R egenentwasserung; S tark- u.
Schwachstromanlaqen W ista-Nord

15 IMB4: Berliner Mouerweg
16

IMB4: Herrichten des Gelondes zw.
M useumsinsel u. Hackeschen Markt (3.BA)

IMB4: Mochbarkeitsstudie FuB- und
17
Radwegverb. uber die Muggelspree
18

IMB4: Muggelparksanierung (W ege, Ufer,
S tege); touristisches W egeleitsystem

IMB5: Ausstottung Arbeits- und Kulturzentrum
19
e.V.
IMB5: Ausstottung d 0 5 Z Houswirtschaft u
2 0 Lebensmitteltechnik E mil- Fischer
SchuleA einickendorf
21

IMB5: E rhohungsantrag zum Umbau der staatl.
Balettschule
IMB5: Errichtung eines Ausbildungszentrums

22 in Bln.-Adlershof; Sanierung u. Ausbau des
G ebaudes 11.06, Gustav-Kirchhoff-Str. 1
IMB5: O S Z Chemie/Physik/Biologie /
23 Beschaffung v Ausstottung im Bereich
P hys ik/P hys iktechnik

24

25

IMB5: O S Z Handel II - E rweiterungsbau sowie
Um bau und Modernisierung der S porthalle
IMB5: OS Z Wirtschaft und Verwaltung - tech.
Ausstottung

0.375

0.000

0.375

26

IMB6: Ausbau von Gewerbeeinheiten im
G ewerbezentrum P lauener StraBe

4.400

3.600

0 .8 0 0

27

IM B 6: E rrichtung eines Kompetenzzentrum
Verkehr

2 0.625

17.625

3.000

9.900

9.300

0 .600

28 IMB6: ETF G S G Hof Helmholtzstr. (Torhaus 2)
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Annex 14: Alignment Values - MARA Case FBH Appraisal of Research Directions
A lig n m e n t
V a lu e
(D b e fo re ex p os t)

D o fter)
-----------------------

1

0 .7 8 6

0 .1 4 3

0 .6 4 3

2

0 .2 1 4

0.071

0 .1 4 3

3

4 .6 4 3

3.714

0.929

4

3.571

3 .0 0 0

0.571

5

0.571

0.071

0 .5 0 0

6

1.286

0.571

0 .714

7

2 .9 2 9

2.571

0 .3 5 7

8

2 .7 8 6

1 .357

1.429

9

0 .4 2 9

0 .1 4 3

0 .2 8 6

10

3.571

3 .2 8 6

0 .2 8 6

11

2 .0 0 0

0 .2 8 6

1.714
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Annex 15: Alignment Values - MARA Case FBH Portfolio-based Analysis of Research Strategies
'

#

'

-

•

> '

’

v*

,5 '• '

.

Ex-ante
Ex-post
difference to difference to
DC (D C
expost)

Option
'- . .

£5

: -

1 B T : E p ita x y , E pitaxie
2

B T : M a te ria l an a ly tic s , M ate ria la n a ly tik

3

B T : P rocess tech n o lo g y, P ro z e sstech n o lo g ie

4

E T : C o m p o n e n ts , B a u e le m e n te

5

E T : G a N electronics fo r h igh-pow er sw itching

6

E T : G a N O p to e le c tro n ic s , G a N O ptoelektronilc

7

E T : M a te ria ls , M a te ria lie n

8

E T : P ro c e s s e s , P ro ze sse

9

E T : T e r a h e r tz , T e ra h e rtz

10

M T :H B T -M X X X s

11

M T : H ig h -F re q u e n c y E x p e rtis e , H o c h fre q u e n z E x p e rtis e

12

M T : M ic ro w a v e G a N com p o n en ts, M ik ro w e lle n G a N K o m p o n e n te n

13 M T : P la s m a G e n e ra tio n
14 OE : H ig h b ea m quality L D , D io d e n la s e r h o h er S tra h lq u alitat
15 OE : H ig h brillian t L D , H o chbrillante D io d e n la s e r
16 OE : H ig h p ow er L D , H o ch leistu n g sd io d en laser
17 OE : H y b rid laser sys tem s, H ybride L a s ersystem e
18 OE : L a s e r e x p e rtis e , Laserexp ertise
19 OE : S e n s o r s y s te m s , S e n so ren sy ste m e
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Alignment
Value
(Dbefore-

1 1.8571

1 0 .6 4 2 9

1 .2 1 4 3

3 .5 7 1 4

3 .1 4 2 9

0 .4 2 8 6

10.3571

9 .9 2 8 6

0 .4 2 8 6

2 .5 6 2 5

4 .3 1 2 5

-1 .7 5 0 0

1 1 .4 3 7 5

1 0 .7 5 0 0

0 .6 8 7 5

8.0000

8 .7 5 0 0

- 0 .7 5 0 0

5 .3 7 5 0

5 .1 2 5 0

0 .2 5 0 0

1 0 .2 5 0 0

9 .8 7 5 0

0 .3 7 5 0

0 .8 7 5 0

0 .1 2 5 0

0 .7 5 0 0

0 .9 3 7 5

1 .6 8 7 5

- 0 .7 5 0 0

2 .1 2 5 0

2 .0 6 2 5

0 .0 6 2 5

1 1 .8 7 5 0

1 2 .9 3 7 5

- 1 .0 6 2 5

1 .0 6 2 5

1 .3 1 2 5

- 0 .2 5 0 0

3 .1 4 2 9

3 .7 5 0 0

-0 .6 0 7 1

4 .0 0 0 0

2 .8 7 5 0

1 .1 2 5 0

4 .3 7 5 0

5 .3 1 2 5

-0 .9 3 7 5

7 .6 8 7 5

6 .6 8 7 5

1 .0 0 0 0

5 .6 8 7 5

6 .2 5 0 0

- 0 .5 6 2 5

8 .4 3 7 5

7 .5 0 0 0

0 .9 3 7 5

